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3

Partners’ Panorama

E

C

I

C)

C)

0

any things of unusual significance
and consequence to SWKP and
have
SWKC
(Scotland)
happened on both the domestic and national
fronts in the nine months since the last issue of
Pontifact was published; and as the overseas
firms figured largely in Pontifact No. 32, I
propose to concentrate in this Panorama
primarily on the UK firm.
First however, on behalf of all the Partners,
I extend sincere good wishes for the future to
each and every one of those men who,
recently, have become Partners or Associates
in the overseas firms. May they long enjoy the
good health and stamina which they will surely
need in their new roles during the years
immediately ahead! Equally deserving of
special mention, is Mr. & Mrs. Hedges move
to the Phillipines to take control of the new
major project there on behalf of the Hong
Kong Partnership, after over 21 years
unbroken, devoted service in Africa and the
Middle East. Throughout this long period, they
have placed loyalty to the firm before personal
interests and their unstinted hospitality to
visitors and colleagues has become so
legendary as to tempt one to take it for
granted. Hence, for all who like my wife and
me have experienced this hospitality, I offer to
Ron and Edith our warmest thanks and wish
them well in their new venture.
Back in England, subsequent to Mr.
McDermott’s cogent review in Pontjfact No.
33 of the events culminating in the move from
Winsley Street, ripples from that move
naturally continued for some months. In 53
Bedford Square, which now maintains the
firms’ essential presence in the capital city,
intensive efforts in the first few days following
the removal to settle in, enabled us to pick up
the full work load very rapidly and we soon

overcame the results of the disruption, as did
the Transportation and Planning group in
Bond Street (albeit in its own inimitable way).
Some readjustments and reallocations of
senior staff have since been made in the light
of experience and demand, and day visits of
Partners, Associates and Heads of Sections
to the respective offices have had to become
more frequent (which is a good thing
anyway), but the structural work in London
has continued at a high level and as yet
shows no signs of slacking off, despite the
ominous clouds on the national horizon to
which I will refer later. In Basingstoke, with
entry to the unfinished premises in both Scott
House and Oliver House, plus house moves
etc., settling in inevitably was a longer process;
but my impression is that it has been
accomplished well and Basingstoke and open
plan offices have proved to be not so bad after
all! Here again, and including the outposts at
Stockport etc., by and large we have been able
to maintain a full work load, which, despite the
consequent burdens, is something to be
thankful for at the moment in the UK.
A whisper down the grapevine from our
Editors, in addition to suggesting an
impossibly short time for completion of this
Panorama (they always try this) indicates that
a number of readers are concerned about and
would be interested in an appraisal of the
impact on the consulting engineering
profession of recent developments in the UK. I
welcome such an interest because there is no
doubt that, much as the Partners and
Associates of organisations such as ours
would prefer to concentrate wholly on
engineering, in the modern world they cannot
avoid devoting considerable thought, time and
effort to management of the business without
imperilling the future well-being of their firms
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and staff; and in the twenty-one years since
SWKP was launched, never has this task been
more arduous for the Partners and their
colleagues in top management than during the
past two years.
From our viewpoint, the first signs of the
clouds on the national horizon appeared
sometime ago when some of the best managed
industrial firms began quietly to put the brake
on their development plans and costs; and the
machinery for setting up the new Regional and
other Public Authorities was put in motion.
The latter, with its introduction (I think for the
first time ever) of a sectional closed shop
within professional engineering, soon put
question marks against the previously claimed
advantages of greater economy and efficiency;
and so it proved when the first increases in
rates were announced, commonly far
exceeding even the high corresponding rate of
inflation. The natural public outcry against
these increases inevitably forced the
Government to impose severe cuts in
expenditure on public works and the logical
conclusion to draw from these events was that
enlarged technical empires with curtailed work
loads would mean less public works for private
consultants in the foreseeable future, especially
as also politically, roads and traffic had clearly
become “hot potatoes”. Meantime the
Government began to pursue vigorously its
declared policy of supporting state ownership
against private enterprise, the drastic results
of the three-day week took effect, loss of
confidence in the private sector escalated and
investment in building development was cut
back more and more. Balancing all these
factors the Partners decided that the massive
discouragement in the 1974 Finance Act as
proposed in the Spring Budget, the prudent
policy to adopt forthwith in order to safeguard
our employment and strength, was to increase
the efforts to obtain substantial work for the
UK firm overseas. The job list shows that,
allowing for the obvious limitations imposed
by the office moves, valuable results were
achieved. We were fortunate also in that most
of our clients at home, reacted calmly and
decided not to upset their programmes
drastically.
There is no need for me to dwell on the
problems and worries arising from constantly
increasing costs of goods and essential services
i.e. inflation generally, because they are only
too familiar now to all of us as individuals, but
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I should mention one other matter which must
be of concern to private consultants, namely
the hard fisted approach in recent months to
the self-employed in the UK.
All these factors, of course, affected our
colleagues in Scotland and created new
difficulties for them in trying to widen the
scope and base of the practice there, but they
have continued to make excellent progress on
the current projects and their contributions to
the development of Glasgow are attracting
international attention.
During their week-end meeting in early
March, the UK Partners, Directors and
Associates reviewed the situation and agreed
that the policy of more emphasis on work
overseas should be maintained and
intensified throughout the coming year, whilst
recognising that yet another traumatic period
following the Budget (which as I write is due
within 2 days), cannot be discounted. Many
other things also were discussed and actions
agreed to achieve innovations and
improvements which will help to ensure that
the SWKP ship will be in good trim to ride out
foreseeable storms in the months ahead.
No profession or firm can escape all the
consequences of national events beyond the
control of its principals but in times such as
the present, undue pessimism is as stupid as
unjustifiable optimism, and in my opinion for
the SWK group in Britain there is a significant
number of encouraging things.
Despite the three-day week and other
abnormal obstacles, the move from Winsley
Street was completed on time and virtually all
sections got back into their rhythm with
commendable rapidity. Already, as those who
have seen Gillow House recently will confirm,
the wisdom of the move is very apparent.
During a time when many firms have been
feeling the pinch, we have maintained a full
work load and the Structural sector has
actually increased its commitments sub
stantially so that (barring drastic cancellations
after the forthcoming Budget) it has a sub
stantial programme already for the next 18—24
months. Other sectors too, have solid forward
commitments, even discounting potential
further results from our overseas enquiries.
SWKC (Scotland) has completed a year of
solid achievement and the ‘infant’ of the group,
Scott-Houghton, has steadily established itself
on a firm base, has made a really good
contribution and is beginning carefully to
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expand its activities.
We have obtained against fierce inter
national competition, a number of noteworthy
projects in Europe and elsewhere overseas
both alone and in conjunction with the
Hong Kong and Africa firms; and it seems
fair to conclude that our reputation abroad has
been consolidated, enhanced and widened.
Despite the many alarms and abnormal
circumstances, we have coped so far with the
common financial problems as well as most
and better than many other firms in the
construction industry; and moreover, within
the past few days, the Trustees of the Staff
Pension Fund have been advised that it is in a
commendably sound state, which again is an
encouraging contrast to the news one has read
about those of some household names in
British industry.
There are now discernible, though
admittedly as yet slight, signs that the political
pendulum is beginning to swing back towards
a practical appreciation of the vital role of
roads and transportation planning in the
economy and life of the nation.
Thus, whilst all thinking persons cannot but
remain concerned about the general trends and
situation in Britain now, the foregoing and
other significant events justify in my opinion, a

conclusion that the future potential of our UK
firms and hence the whole SWK group, is still
great and there is no need for alarm or
despondency about its future, provided we
never forget that in difficult times, the best of
all defences is team work.
I end this Partners’ Panorama on a personal
note, because it will be the last one that I will
write. I have always believed in and tried to
support—in ietrospect I fear not always as
well as I could have done—the precept of
“Give the next man a fair chance” and hence,
to help mitigate the practical problems which
under present circumstances in Britain beset
any reorganisation to inject new and younger
blood into the top management, I have decided
to retire from the UK Partnership on the 30th
September. I take this opportunity to record
special and very sincere thanks to all those
members of staff past and present, home and
overseas, who have worked with me and
supported my efforts during the past twentyone years. Any who are in or near
Gloucestershire anytime and do not mind
adventuring into the rural road system to
Oakridge Lynch, will always be warmly
welcomed by my wife and me in our home
there.
F.M.B.

U.K. Newsletters
B asingstoke

Scott House is the home of Roads and
Bridges, Airports, Soils, Structural and
General Administration. While Civils and
Planning live in Oliver House.

Preparation for producing the previous issue
of Pont(fact took place during the period of the
move from Winsley Street to Basingstoke,
when like the heart of a fairly large giant,
London Office was transplanted. This did not
require a replacement operation, but during
the process a considerable amount of new
blood was recruited into Basingstoke Office,
i.e. Scott House and Oliver House.
*

*

*

*

*

*

To a newcomer such as the writer the whole
complex resembles a beehive with considerable
toing and froing in all directions. As one might
expect the social life at Basingstoke Office
soon began to flourish and before long various
social and sporting activities were being
arranged, these are reported on elsewhere,
while we restrict ourselves to family type news.
*

*

*
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Associates reviewed the situation and agreed
that the policy of more emphasis on work
overseas should be maintained and
intensified throughout the coming year, whilst
recognising that yet another traumatic period
following the Budget (which as I write is due
within 2 days), cannot be discounted. Many
other things also were discussed and actions
agreed to achieve innovations and
improvements which will help to ensure that
the SWKP ship will be in good trim to ride out
foreseeable storms in the months ahead.
No profession or firm can escape all the
consequences of national events beyond the
control of its principals but in times such as
the present, undue pessimism is as stupid as
unjustifiable optimism, and in my opinion for
the SWK group in Britain there is a significant
number of encouraging things.
Despite the three-day week and other
abnormal obstacles, the move from Winsley
Street was completed on time and virtually all
sections got back into their rhythm with
commendable rapidity. Already, as those who
have seen Gillow House recently will confirm,
the wisdom of the move is very apparent.
During a time when many firms have been
feeling the pinch, we have maintained a full
work load and the Structural sector has
actually increased its commitments sub
stantially so that (barring drastic cancellations
after the forthcoming Budget) it has a sub
stantial programme already for the next 18—24
months. Other sectors too, have solid forward
commitments, even discounting potential
further results from our overseas enquiries.
SWKC (Scotland) has completed a year of
solid achievement and the ‘infant’ of the group,
Scott-Houghton, has steadily established itself
on a firm base, has made a really good
contribution and is beginning carefully to
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expand its activities.
We have obtained against fierce inter
national competition, a number of noteworthy
projects in Europe and elsewhere overseas
both alone and in conjunction with the
Hong Kong and Africa firms; and it seems
fair to conclude that our reputation abroad has
been consolidated, enhanced and widened.
Despite the many alarms and abnormal
circumstances, we have coped so far with the
common financial problems as well as most
and better than many other firms in the
construction industry; and moreover, within
the past few days, the Trustees of the Staff
Pension Fund have been advised that it is in a
commendably sound state, which again is an
encouraging contrast to the news one has read
about those of some household names in
British industry.
There are now discernible, though
admittedly as yet slight, signs that the political
pendulum is beginning to swing back towards
a practical appreciation of the vital role of
roads and transportation planning in the
economy and life of the nation.
Thus, whilst all thinking persons cannot but
remain concerned about the general trends and
situation in Britain now, the foregoing and
other significant events justify in my opinion, a

conclusion that the future potential of our UK
firms and hence the whole SWK group, is still
great and there is no need for alarm or
despondency about its future, provided we
never forget that in difficult times, the best of
all defences is team work.
I end this Partners’ Panorama on a personal
note, because it will be the last one that I will
write. I have always believed in and tried to
support—in ietrospect I fear not always as
well as I could have done—the precept of
“Give the next man a fair chance” and hence,
to help mitigate the practical problems which
under present circumstances in Britain beset
any reorganisation to inject new and younger
blood into the top management, I have decided
to retire from the UK Partnership on the 30th
September. I take this opportunity to record
special and very sincere thanks to all those
members of staff past and present, home and
overseas, who have worked with me and
supported my efforts during the past twentyone years. Any who are in or near
Gloucestershire anytime and do not mind
adventuring into the rural road system to
Oakridge Lynch, will always be warmly
welcomed by my wife and me in our home
there.
F.M.B.

U.K. Newsletters
B asingstoke

Scott House is the home of Roads and
Bridges, Airports, Soils, Structural and
General Administration. While Civils and
Planning live in Oliver House.

Preparation for producing the previous issue
of Pont(fact took place during the period of the
move from Winsley Street to Basingstoke,
when like the heart of a fairly large giant,
London Office was transplanted. This did not
require a replacement operation, but during
the process a considerable amount of new
blood was recruited into Basingstoke Office,
i.e. Scott House and Oliver House.
*

*

*

*

*

*

To a newcomer such as the writer the whole
complex resembles a beehive with considerable
toing and froing in all directions. As one might
expect the social life at Basingstoke Office
soon began to flourish and before long various
social and sporting activities were being
arranged, these are reported on elsewhere,
while we restrict ourselves to family type news.
*

*

*
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To start with we are pleased to announce
Jackie Warner’s engagement to Martin Ellen,
also Chris Pus’ engagement to Ray Purkis,
Jackie and Martin will be married in St.
Albans on the 5th July, and Chris and Ray
will be married at St. Leonard’s Church,
Oakley on 16th August. We wish Jackie,
Martin, Chris and Ray every happiness in the
future.
*

*

*

Congratulations are due to Ann and
Geifrey Mann on the birth of their son on
6th February, 1975 at Basingstoke Hospital; to
Gitte and William Kemp on the birth of their
son Peter Nicholas on, 9th February, 1975,
to Anne and Tony Finigan on the birth of their
daughter Elizabeth Ann on 7th October, 1974,
to Sheila and John Taylor on the birth of their
daughter Johanna on 9th December, 1974, to
Patricia and Peter Webb, on the birth of their
second daughter Marissa Clare on the 8th
April, 1975, to Sara and Bob Ballard on the
birth of their son Richard, to Sally and Mike
Le Gouais on the birth of their son Geoffrey
Richard on the 19th February, last but not
least to Pauline and Geoff Broad on the birth
of their daughter Caroline on the 4th April, It
will be remembered that Pauline was Mr.
Williams’ secretary. We hope these children
will bring to their proud parents much joy and
happiness.
*

*

*

William Kemp gets mentioned in despatches
also for obtaining his MSc (Leeds) in
Transportation Engineering, also Nick Sibley
is now MICE—Hearty congratulations to
you both—well done.
*

*

*

Roads section won a bottle of champagne in
the Institution Ice Box Competition if they can
make this a regular occurance we could in
future arrange to toast these various happy
events.
*

*

*

On a less joyful note, the many friends and
colleagues of our chauffeur, Jack Redston, will
be very sorry to hear of his unfortunate
accident at the end of February. Jack broke
his shoulder bone and has been out of action
ever since. He is now undergoing a course of
therapy and is we understand progressing well,

fortunately he is able to ‘bend’ his other arm.
We miss his cheery face and hope to have him
back with us again soon.
*

*

*

Finally we were very sorry to have to say
goodbye to Terry McDowell at the end of
April. Terry joined the Belfast Office as a
Senior Assistant Engineer in 1964 and was
appointed CRE on the Dunsilly to
Ballybentragh Section of M2 motorway in
1968. In 1971 he was appointed Senior
Engineer in charge of our Office at Antrim, but
he returned to fulltime site duties as Chief
Resident Engineer on the Belfast
Castledawson motorway in September, 1972.
In January, 1974 Terry was reappointed
Senior Engineer and moved to the London
Office where he worked on the Teesside
Parkway Stafford Inner Relief Road and
Islington Link Road as well as retaining his
close association with the Belfast job. Terry is
returning to Belfast to take up a civil service
appointment and we wish him every success
for the future.
THE BASING VIEWERS
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London
53 Bedford Square.
Spring is in the air! As we end our first
winter in Bedford Square we can reflect back
on what might have been and realise that, once
again, Mother Nature has let us off with yet
another mild winter season. Buds are
appearing on the trees in the centre of the
square and spring flowers emerge to grace the
now great expanse of paved area which
surrounds the square.
The new paving, laid down so laboriously
by council workmen over the winter months,
has reduced road widths and the complete
elimination of car parking meters. This has
produced scenes reminiscent of Old Pye Street
(for those who can remember our offices in
Victoria Street) of hordes of policemen armed
with countless keys removing, with apparent
relish, illegally parked cars.
Most of our teething troubles now seem to
have been sorted out. The basement DO’s
report that the radiators now work, which
temper a little the icy blasts which blow

through the basement corridor and quite often
force Helen to barricade herself, with all
heaters blazing, in the minute kitchen.
Following certain deeds of exorcism carried
out on the lift, we have not had the forced
periods of solitary confinement reported in the
last edition and similar acts on the
switchboard (or was it the operator!) have
produced a much more efficient service,
mainly due to Lindsay Adams.
Turning to the Social Scene: a very pleasant

evening, in conjunction with Bond Street
office, was spent in the Kings Arms, Poland
Street, sinking a few jars, a game of darts and
savouring the delights so ably arranged by
Dave Hitchings. We look forward to many
more such social events.
David Lyon arranged an excellent
Christmas Luncheon at the Kenilworth Hotel
which was enoyed by all. David’s organisation
proved to be first class—we all had a rebate as
well!
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In the best SWKP traditions, a small squash
team is developing, although some difficulty is
being experienced in finding courts; we do hear
that they will shortly be taking on John Lewis,
who no doubt will have something in store for
them! The team has been considerably
weakened by the loss of John, the thinker,
Grey, who has transferred to Basingstoke
from Geoff Moore’s Section.
Which brings us to news of people. We are
pleased to report the return of David Horwell
to Wally Grainger’s Section, following his

distinguished career as RE at London House.
His place is being taken by Mike Yates. Dick
Brown has returned to Brian Lake’s Section,
following his training ‘stint’ with detailing
section and the general opinion is that his
detailing has definitely improved. Sadly, Jerry
Chau will be leaving for pastures new at the
end of April. A pity—because he was hot on
the trail of the Bedford Square Ghost who, it is
reported, roams the basement DO’s.
We are happy to welcome Tony Finigan,
Joe Cassell, Peter Whatling and Peter Eckert

if

/ /,4

//

BeSford

who have joined us temporarily from
Basingstoke and Ian Calder, who has joined
Geoff Moore’s Section. Our heartiest
congratulations to Sergei Turceninoff, who has
provided us with our ‘first born’ a daughter,
Katia, born on 9th January; Hazel Veale is
back with us, part time, helping out the highly
strained secretarial staff and things begin to
look a little less hectic already. Hectic they
would indeed be without Norman, who caters
so ably with the general office work and, of
course, Helen who keeps us all going with a
cuppa and a cheering word.
Finally our good wishes to all friends and
the happiest, sunniest of summer holidays to
everyone.
G.B.M.

Stockport

1/

small s’oos

cam

is ckv

Recent work has now culminated in
reaching the long awaited first major
target—completion of the draft Technical
Appraisal Report for Manchester-Sheffield
(Longdendale) New Route. A comprehensive
transportation survey extended the scope of
the report, and hopefully we shall not have to
mark time for too long before the next
exercise—Public Participation.

4/

The list of staff changes since last summer
reads lost four, gained two, transferred one. In
September secretary Kay Binding took off
with family for New Guinea but finds time to
communicate to former colleagues who care to
reciprocate. David Taylor chose to join other
Consultants in nearby Cheadle, and short
stays by Wendy Carter and Julie Burgess
terminated in November and March
respectively. In addition the loss of agency
draughting and tracing help has reduced our
numbers still further. There has been no taker
for the advertised structural engineer’s position
and consequently no diversification of
interests. Adequate space exists however for
anyone who should have second thoughts in
this direction. In February John Grant was
transferred, with Kepi, to assist with the
resurrection of the Safi-Aquaba structures in
Jordan. Secretarial replacements in the form of
Patricia Fletcher-Greenwood, who fortunately
answers to ‘Trish’, and Carole Bannister
ensure that visitors are given an efficient and
attractive welcome.
After waiting 18 months for a conducted
tour of the local Robinson’s Brewery, one of
the largest family brewing concerns left in
England, the event turned out to be very
worthwhile. The party stayed some three
hours, quite natural you may think for an
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evening visit, but in fact much of the time was
spent investigating the processing and control
side of the operation. As for other activities,
table tennis is becoming very popular in place
of darts. Perhaps it was the double thrashing in
the challenges by a local insurance company
that persuaded the team to take to more
controllable weapons.
The job, an environmentally delicate one,
has provided us with challenging problems,
many of which will take considerable effort to
solve. We are already in possession of a
1:2500 scale topographical model to assist
interpretation and a recent reinstatement
contract, fulfilled by a landscape and
agricultural contractor, was necessary to
restore the ground disturbed by last years
exploratory investigations. A thorough
Meteorological Survey has been undertaken,
but the fickleness of the weather has prevailed,
and the interpretation of the results has proved
to be difficult for even Met Office staff.
J. L. E. Sutton has visited Nigeria in recent
weeks and Steve Walthall our resident
geologist also. J. L. E. Sutton is now in Libya
for a similar short term.
In future we hope to be able to offer a
frontcover as stimulating as that on Pont(fact
No. 33.
MALCOLM C0LLIs0N

M62 Rawcliffe to Balkholme
Section
EAST ROADS
The contract has now been running for
twenty-one of its twenty-four months duration
(it feels like thirty-six).
Howden Interchange and Kilpin Bridge are
now virtually complete, Balkholme Bridge is
now delayed due to CCL not producing the
goods for the last cantilever section, the main
spans and the west end cantilever box section
are now all stressed.
Part of the main carriageways and Howden
Spur are now ‘black-topped’ and Clugston are
now sat waiting for spring to burst thro’ before
proceeding with remaining formation trim and
sub-base operations on motorway and
outstanding side roads.
The contractor has already been granted an
eleven week extension of time, ‘something tc

do with imported fill’, but feels that he should
receive an even longer extension, probably
based on the fact that if he completes this
summer, this section may be an
embarrassment to the DoE as traffic will not
be able to use it until the Balkholme-Caves
Section of the M62 has been completed, or the
Ouse Bridge. Our money is with McAlpine on
the Balkholme-Caves Section at the moment.
Richard Curry. SARE (Bridges) arrived on
site in March, 1974 just in time to see the
bridgeworks commencez Brian Finney, ARE
(Roads) arrived a month earlier, and in April.
Jack Reynolds (who has previously worked for
SWKP on the M6) and Bert Hodgson (ex
W. S. Atkins) joined the ToW’s team. In
February of this year Ian White, SARE
Roads/Measurement Engineer contacted
Rent-a-Camel and disappeared complete with
bucket and spade for a holiday by the Dead
Seaside, as RE on the Safi-Aqaba Road. Since
he went all we have seen from him is a
photograph of the camel but we assume he is
alive and kicking somewhere in Jordan.
The only other major problem on site at the
moment is what is living in the outfall pipe
from Manhole EKO2 by Bellcross Culvert.
Opinions are many and varied but we do know
‘it’ eats raw potatoes and likes plenty of straw
for bedding. So far no one dare venture down
the manhole to check the occupant.
OUSE BRIDGE
Having just passed the second anniversary
of the commencement of a 30 month contract,
it might be assumed that the end was in sight,
with the inhabitants of Goole exercising their
spare time tuning their carburettors in
anticipation. Alas—that is wishful thinking.
All we have to look forward to is another year
of hard graft. queuing at Boothferry Bridge,
and being pestered by all and sundry as to
when this perishing bridge will be open to
traffic.
We have become experts at the non
committal. Delays have to be referred to as
‘unforeseen and temporary difficulties’, or
‘problems related to the national economic
situation’ and the opening date is ‘somewhat
delayed’, ‘not in 1975’ or ‘not less than six
months late’. Meanwhile the local press are
having a field day with various accusations
and criticisms, but since the inhabitants of
Hull seem to resent our presence anyway, it
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doesn’t pay to take too much notice. The Hull
Dali Mail is particularly well informed and
constantly referring to the ‘Box Girder Ouse
Bridge’—with eight plate girders nosing their
way over the river bank this is particularly
galling.
So what can we offer on the cheerful side of
things? Photographs of Ouse Bridge have
appeared in Yorkshire Life, and Construction
Nell’s colour magazine and we are also a
candidate for a place in Roads in Britain
1975. P. N. Halls along with two members of
the contractor’s staff lectured to a packed ICE
Yorkshire Association meeting in Wakefield in
March, and Geoff Cracroft and Chris Fitt
have given two lectures to the local evening
institute, on aspects of design and
construction.
The site staff morale weathered last year’s
frustrations, in fact it was a full time job
keeping up with them. Ted Spali (loW) has
joined us from Kendal (as deck inspector)
otherwise we are still the original intact group
of what you might now call seasoned Goolies!
Henry Egerton rocked SWKP (and himself)
and got married before Easter, but his work
trousers seem so far to have escaped
matrimonial scrutiny—well done. John
Richardson became a father two weeks ago
after a nailbiting-nicotine ridden week’s
drama—also well done.
Finally—you would think after all this time
that we were a well known part of the scenery
here but we had a letter only two months ago
addressed to:
The Chief Resident Engineer
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners
Rover Pise Nrodge Sote
Gode
Yorkshire
This was postmarked Hull and dutifully
delivered by the GPO—very subtle code
this—must remember to address the mail to:
Scptt Jpise Nasomgstple Jamts!
in future.
CHRIS FITT

WEST ROADS
Since our last report appeared in Pont(fact
this contract has seen many changes both in
staff and progress of work.
Despite all the hustle and bustle of the early
days of the contract, the work eventually
settled down to a more even pace, and when

the contractor secured a further contract on
the M62 it appeared as though this site would
barely raise speed above a crawl.
In consequence the high hopes of the
contractor finishing the work in eighteen
months faded as a dream and now twentythree months through the contract we can at
last see completion within the next few weeks,
although this is really a hollow victory,
because the adjacent contract to the west, for
the NERCU, have been granted an extension
of time for several months, and to the east, the
Ouse Bridge stills awaits completion.
However ingenuity has come to the rescue
and instead of having completed a length of
motorway and it being devoid of traffic,
temporary links have been constructed at
Boothferry Road (A6 14) onto the motorway,
and by a series of signs and cones, traffic is
being encouraged to use part of the motorway
between Goole Interchange and Boothferry
Road to alleviate the congestion problem at
Goole.
This arrangements will continue until the
Ouse Bridge is ready for opening and we hope
it will prove beneficial to all road users.
The West Roads staff has seen many
changes. In June, 1974, J. R. Richardson,
SARE Bridges, moved to a similar position on
the Ouse Bridge contract. A. Waller, SARE
Roads, left in July, 1974 to take up an
appointment with the DoE at Leeds. Alan
Clark, ARE, left to take up a position on the
Hexham By-pass Scheme.
Douglas Ferguson was loaned from
Basingstoke, for originally six months but this
was extended until 27th March, 1975, before
he returned to his office post. During which
time he did valiant work on the field virtually
without assistance.
Mike Clapham paid a short three month
stay before moving to Leeds University to do
his MSc course.
Our original female assistants left for family
reasons and we have subsequently been aided
by Margaret Almgill, a local girl, who acts as
general factotum, telephone, typing, teas, etc.,
and whose parents manage a local hostelry
which is very convenient for drinks and food
at times.

K. Barrett, the RE, left in November and
Mike Hillcote from East Roads has since been
RE for both contracts and tries generally to be
in two places at once.
Mike Kelly, the Structures Inspector, left in
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restore the ground disturbed by last years
exploratory investigations. A thorough
Meteorological Survey has been undertaken,
but the fickleness of the weather has prevailed,
and the interpretation of the results has proved
to be difficult for even Met Office staff.
J. L. E. Sutton has visited Nigeria in recent
weeks and Steve Walthall our resident
geologist also. J. L. E. Sutton is now in Libya
for a similar short term.
In future we hope to be able to offer a
frontcover as stimulating as that on Pont(fact
No. 33.
MALCOLM C0LLIs0N

M62 Rawcliffe to Balkholme
Section
EAST ROADS
The contract has now been running for
twenty-one of its twenty-four months duration
(it feels like thirty-six).
Howden Interchange and Kilpin Bridge are
now virtually complete, Balkholme Bridge is
now delayed due to CCL not producing the
goods for the last cantilever section, the main
spans and the west end cantilever box section
are now all stressed.
Part of the main carriageways and Howden
Spur are now ‘black-topped’ and Clugston are
now sat waiting for spring to burst thro’ before
proceeding with remaining formation trim and
sub-base operations on motorway and
outstanding side roads.
The contractor has already been granted an
eleven week extension of time, ‘something tc

do with imported fill’, but feels that he should
receive an even longer extension, probably
based on the fact that if he completes this
summer, this section may be an
embarrassment to the DoE as traffic will not
be able to use it until the Balkholme-Caves
Section of the M62 has been completed, or the
Ouse Bridge. Our money is with McAlpine on
the Balkholme-Caves Section at the moment.
Richard Curry. SARE (Bridges) arrived on
site in March, 1974 just in time to see the
bridgeworks commencez Brian Finney, ARE
(Roads) arrived a month earlier, and in April.
Jack Reynolds (who has previously worked for
SWKP on the M6) and Bert Hodgson (ex
W. S. Atkins) joined the ToW’s team. In
February of this year Ian White, SARE
Roads/Measurement Engineer contacted
Rent-a-Camel and disappeared complete with
bucket and spade for a holiday by the Dead
Seaside, as RE on the Safi-Aqaba Road. Since
he went all we have seen from him is a
photograph of the camel but we assume he is
alive and kicking somewhere in Jordan.
The only other major problem on site at the
moment is what is living in the outfall pipe
from Manhole EKO2 by Bellcross Culvert.
Opinions are many and varied but we do know
‘it’ eats raw potatoes and likes plenty of straw
for bedding. So far no one dare venture down
the manhole to check the occupant.
OUSE BRIDGE
Having just passed the second anniversary
of the commencement of a 30 month contract,
it might be assumed that the end was in sight,
with the inhabitants of Goole exercising their
spare time tuning their carburettors in
anticipation. Alas—that is wishful thinking.
All we have to look forward to is another year
of hard graft. queuing at Boothferry Bridge,
and being pestered by all and sundry as to
when this perishing bridge will be open to
traffic.
We have become experts at the non
committal. Delays have to be referred to as
‘unforeseen and temporary difficulties’, or
‘problems related to the national economic
situation’ and the opening date is ‘somewhat
delayed’, ‘not in 1975’ or ‘not less than six
months late’. Meanwhile the local press are
having a field day with various accusations
and criticisms, but since the inhabitants of
Hull seem to resent our presence anyway, it
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doesn’t pay to take too much notice. The Hull
Dali Mail is particularly well informed and
constantly referring to the ‘Box Girder Ouse
Bridge’—with eight plate girders nosing their
way over the river bank this is particularly
galling.
So what can we offer on the cheerful side of
things? Photographs of Ouse Bridge have
appeared in Yorkshire Life, and Construction
Nell’s colour magazine and we are also a
candidate for a place in Roads in Britain
1975. P. N. Halls along with two members of
the contractor’s staff lectured to a packed ICE
Yorkshire Association meeting in Wakefield in
March, and Geoff Cracroft and Chris Fitt
have given two lectures to the local evening
institute, on aspects of design and
construction.
The site staff morale weathered last year’s
frustrations, in fact it was a full time job
keeping up with them. Ted Spali (loW) has
joined us from Kendal (as deck inspector)
otherwise we are still the original intact group
of what you might now call seasoned Goolies!
Henry Egerton rocked SWKP (and himself)
and got married before Easter, but his work
trousers seem so far to have escaped
matrimonial scrutiny—well done. John
Richardson became a father two weeks ago
after a nailbiting-nicotine ridden week’s
drama—also well done.
Finally—you would think after all this time
that we were a well known part of the scenery
here but we had a letter only two months ago
addressed to:
The Chief Resident Engineer
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners
Rover Pise Nrodge Sote
Gode
Yorkshire
This was postmarked Hull and dutifully
delivered by the GPO—very subtle code
this—must remember to address the mail to:
Scptt Jpise Nasomgstple Jamts!
in future.
CHRIS FITT

WEST ROADS
Since our last report appeared in Pont(fact
this contract has seen many changes both in
staff and progress of work.
Despite all the hustle and bustle of the early
days of the contract, the work eventually
settled down to a more even pace, and when

the contractor secured a further contract on
the M62 it appeared as though this site would
barely raise speed above a crawl.
In consequence the high hopes of the
contractor finishing the work in eighteen
months faded as a dream and now twentythree months through the contract we can at
last see completion within the next few weeks,
although this is really a hollow victory,
because the adjacent contract to the west, for
the NERCU, have been granted an extension
of time for several months, and to the east, the
Ouse Bridge stills awaits completion.
However ingenuity has come to the rescue
and instead of having completed a length of
motorway and it being devoid of traffic,
temporary links have been constructed at
Boothferry Road (A6 14) onto the motorway,
and by a series of signs and cones, traffic is
being encouraged to use part of the motorway
between Goole Interchange and Boothferry
Road to alleviate the congestion problem at
Goole.
This arrangements will continue until the
Ouse Bridge is ready for opening and we hope
it will prove beneficial to all road users.
The West Roads staff has seen many
changes. In June, 1974, J. R. Richardson,
SARE Bridges, moved to a similar position on
the Ouse Bridge contract. A. Waller, SARE
Roads, left in July, 1974 to take up an
appointment with the DoE at Leeds. Alan
Clark, ARE, left to take up a position on the
Hexham By-pass Scheme.
Douglas Ferguson was loaned from
Basingstoke, for originally six months but this
was extended until 27th March, 1975, before
he returned to his office post. During which
time he did valiant work on the field virtually
without assistance.
Mike Clapham paid a short three month
stay before moving to Leeds University to do
his MSc course.
Our original female assistants left for family
reasons and we have subsequently been aided
by Margaret Almgill, a local girl, who acts as
general factotum, telephone, typing, teas, etc.,
and whose parents manage a local hostelry
which is very convenient for drinks and food
at times.

K. Barrett, the RE, left in November and
Mike Hillcote from East Roads has since been
RE for both contracts and tries generally to be
in two places at once.
Mike Kelly, the Structures Inspector, left in
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August, 1974 to take up an appointment in the
Arabian Gulf.
Cyril Hudson, loW, suffered a heart attack
in early December, but we are pleased to hear
he has made a successful recovery and has
now been transferred to the Teesside Parkway.
Completing the outstanding works before
moving to the Brigg By-pass are Mike
Hemstock (SARE, Quantities and General
Duties); Russ Walsh, ToW; Eric Bancroft
(Measurement Technician) and K. Walford
(Draughtsman).
MIKE HEMSTOCK

Glasgow
Since the cutback in road investment over
the last eighteen months, and bearing in
mind the uncertainties arising from the
reorganisation of local government in Scotland
which takes place on 15th May, 1975, we have
been endeavouring to diversify our work out of
the highway engineering field which has been
virtually our only type of work in the Glasgow
Office.
We have had some encouragement recently
by obtaining work in new fields, even although
they are not on the scale of our recent highway
work.
They are:
1. We are currently carrying out a large
Origin-Destination bus passenger survey
covering an area containing about oneeighth of the population of the City of
Glasgow and involving some 100,000
passenger movements. We are using what
we believe is a fairly novel technique which
appears to be proving successful.
2. We have been appointed by British Rail to
design part of the Clyderail proposals
which are extensions to the electrified
suburban rail system in the Glasgow area.
Our work involves a new station and a
section of new railway.
3. We have almost completed the design of
roads for three housing sites for a total of
600 houses in Aberdeenshire.
There has been a sudden rush of staff
abroad: Hugh Blackwood is going to Nigeria.
David Monteith is off to Oman for one year.
William Holmes is currently in Nigeria for a
few weeks to assist with an interchange design
in Lagos. Others are interested.

It is not known what this sudden exodus
should be attributed to: (a) the weather, (b) the
budget, or (c) the current work in radically
refurbishing the office.

Northern Ireland
Over ten years ago SWKP started on the
design of the Belfast Castledawson motorway.
With the passage of time. a whittling away of
the length to be built at one end, and a steady
if slow process of building at the other, the
inevitable completion is fast approaching.
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to the contrary. There are however some
plusses to balance the minuses.
Mrs. Joan McNeillv. who left us just before
Christmas to add to her family, has been
replaced by Mrs. Patricia Johnston who had
adapted well to the peculiarities of working in
site offices, even to the extent of providing
chocolate biscuits for our betters from
Basingstoke. Despite such additions we will
soon not be able to find a cricket team, though
the current series of intermittent snow showers
mèan this is not a high priority. There are
hopes however of a final fling with a combined
SWKP and Farrans team against the local
Templepatrick team.
We would like to finish this rather short note
by sending out congratulations to Willie Scott
who seems to be making as big a mark in
Africa as he did to the fair face of Co. Antrim.
GORDON ALLEN

Keswick

Our contribution to the energy crisis

With no further contracts in the Offing on
this motorway the question of what next has
become important. Thus the back pages of the
NCE are sifted through, producing the
occasional nugget such as £5000± per week
on site in London. No wonder the streets are
paved with gold! Rumour has it that even
these sums are not enough to entice Terry
McDowell, and that he will be moving back to
Northern Ireland to keep an eye on the
motorway from the client’s side of the fence.
The departure of Paddy Holt. who is going
contracting around Bristol. is the start of a
series of departures. Jerry Kennedy expects to
move to Humberside on the Brigg By-pass,
here’s hoping there is a convenient golf course.
Hilary McCrory is moving to the DoE water
service, and Chris Fink has decided to transfer
into the earthmoving business to prove that his
theories on earthworks are not really all hot air
despite the contractor’s occasional assertions

Keswick Northern By-pass is well into the
second half of its construction period and
some of the staff are already wearing holes in
their second pair of fishermens hose. Could
this be attributed to the illegal out-of-hours
wearing of such apparel, so thoughtfully
provided by a client, and connected with the
rapid drain of stock from the local rivers?
What however can one do with all the gum
boots acquired during a lifetime of RE-ing?
There doesn’t seem to be much of a second
hand market in them, and not even Percy
Thrower or Bill Sowerbutts could wear ‘em out
in a lifetime of gardening.
Your correspondent was taken to task by
his bridges colleagues on his last newsletter for
his accusation of lack of progress on their side,
but at the time of writing as opposed tothetime
of publication such was the case. However, he
will state here and now, that in his humble
opinion if the river span temporary works can
be solved the Greta Gorge will be spanned
with a magnificent 6th Floor design. Indeed
the Gorge is at present almost bridged by
River Kwai Igpe Kwikform scaffolding
reaching dizzy heights approaching 30 metres.
Staff ndtes were firmly comprehensive in
our first newsletter, but with one or two
notable omissions. Every site has its Jack
Point and KNB is no exception. Although paid
by R. H. Harry Stanger we take the credit for

our own such comedian, flamboyant dresser,

darts bluffer extraordinaire Eddie O’Neill,
brought on site direct from ‘Jokers Wild’. As
winter progressed he came to assume more
and more his mantle of entertainer. A very
close second in the morale-boosting stakes is
Muriel Riley. If an army marches on its
stomach then we certainly set off on the right
foot since Mu is our tea lady: at least that’s
what the ‘list’says. but such a title is an insult
what with her cordon bleu luncheons
concocted with the primitive implements to be
found in the standard RE kitchen. We hear
also that she is a leading light in amateur
dramatics continuing an SWKP tradition
established in Westmorland in the mid-sixties.
Harold Candeland joined us in August to
assume the multivarious duties of Quantities
Clerk, repairer of broken settlement gauges
and other electronic equipment. Finally, our
drivers have settled down to a regular quartet
and with Tedd the odd man out (in name only)
Le, Mac. Mark and Mike conduct us all safely
round the site. We consider it a cunning
contractor’s plot, calculated to confuse—the
distinction between ‘Driver’ Mike and Mike
‘the one’ (naval terminology that) and ‘Driver’
Mark and Mark ‘The Sculler’ is exceeded in
degree of confusion only by ‘Driver’ Mac and
Mac ‘The Engineer’. Unfortunately ‘our’ Mac
is hospitalised at the moment. We wish him a
speedy recovery. We are able to report by the
way, that Peter Donaldson was allocated his
new wellies and indeed looks very smart in his
complete Tarmac Outfit.
There are no hatches or matches to report
but we do congratulate ARE Gary Taylor on
his engagement to Veronica Hobley. Our
reputation of causing population explosions
wherever SWKP camps are established seems
likely to become tarnished: we have it on
authority however, that one member of staff is
taking steps to redeem this reputation. WATCH
THIS SPACE. Oh, and Stephanie reports that
she has acquired a brand new son-in-law.
Congratulations to Mark Stevens on being
presented with his MA at Oxford on 30th
November. He modestly insists that all he had
to do was to hand over the necessary cash and
hire the regulation outfit from Moss Bros,
but there must have been another catch
somewhere. We feel he should now have some
distinguishing mark on his safety helmet in
order that the right amount of respect be
accorded him. On reflection though this
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cultured Oxford accent probably does that for
him on site.
For those who disbelieve the extremes of
climate up here let them refer to Pont (fact No.
33 page 41 line 46! Seriously though, after the
driest spring in living memory. which made us
wonder if our two categories of excavated
material should have been ‘normal suitable’
and ‘extra dry suitable’, we have just
experienced the wettest autumn in living
memory: both memories that of our
contractor. Out first sprinkling of snow on the
hills came in September, followed by October’s
unforgettable ethereal sunsets. The full frontal
of Latrigg illuminated by the sun setting over
Whinlatter is worth going far to see. Even the
office girls stepped right out into the cark park
to gaze in awe at the sight—lost in wonder.
love and praise.
Finally on a nostalgic note for all SWKP
Westmerians past and present our country
seat of Shaw End is again on the market.
Despite the estate agents omission in his
particulars of its historic civil engineering
connection competitive bidding is expected.
The asking price of 75 Grand would secure
not only of our old palatial offices but the
croquet lawns, cricket pitches, fishing rights
It is highly recommended to the Partners
that if Basingstoke does not live up to
expectations
MIKE HEDDON

Plymouth
It was twenty-one months ago that three
men in a Transit van set out from London and
headed for the far west country, to spearhead
the SWKP advance into Devon. Of course it
wasn’t half as romantic as that, we flogged the
overloaded, clutch slipping van down some of
the country’s worst roads on a Sunday in July,
1973 and were exhausted before we even
arrived. Then gallant Fred Russ (of ex-Empire
and M6 fame) did the whipping while galley
slaves Geoff French, Roger North and Ron
Rakusen (all ex-Empire and other jobs)
struggled up the back stairs of this office with
assorted equipment and a ridiculously heavy
safe. We certainly broke new ground that day,
and also a few backs. Gordon Thomas arrived
from Leicester University a couple of weeks
later and joined SWKP and the Study Team.
Also joining the team in those first few weeks,
for better or for worse, were Richard Bayly,

Barry Scruby and Clive King from
Plymouth (now Devon) Engineers. Richard we
already knew from the 1971 Tamar Bridge
Study.
Still, that was a long while ago, and a great
deal of water has flowed under the Tamar
Bridge. We’ve also had a fair amount of water
out of the Devon skies and we lost track of the
number of days it rained in 1974. Those of us
who had jumped at the opportunity of coming
to the sunny south-west certainly regretted it
last year as we suffered one of the worst
summers for years. But we live on in hope that
this year will be a real scorcher.
The office was set up here specifically to
carry out the Plymouth and Environs
Transportation Study. The Local Authority
policy of achieving self sufficiency in future
transport planning required not only the
setting-up of a local office for the entire
duration of the Study but also the carrying out
of the Study by a joint SWKP-Local
Authority team using the Plymouth City and
Devon County computers. At the end of the
study the SWKP transportation planning suite
of programmes will be made available so that
the trained Local Authority staff can continue
using them to monitor the results and update
the plans and proposals that come out of the
current study. To carry out the task of
converting all the programmes from the
Univac 1108 used at Basingstoke to the
Plymouth IBM 370/135 machine, Keith
Hackney also moved to Plymouth and we
have had assistance from David and Roger
Abbott and David Milne during the more
hectic periods of the Study. One of the benefits
to SWKP is that we now have a suite of
transportation programmes available for use
on IBM computers and considerable
experience of the two machine systems.
Fred Russ stayed with us for a month and
helped to set up the office and begin the
employment of local staff. His first choice was
Sue Druce, a true Plymothian, who has been
with us all the way and seen over 150 survey
staff through her wages books and accounts.
During the summer and autumn of 1973
when the weather was reasonable but we were
all too busy working and/or moving house, the
study team mounted extensive traffic surveys
including a 9,000 household interview
survey—our biggest since Teesside days. The
heavy concentration of military personnel in
Plymouth meant interviewing a fair number of
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sailors and marines about their travel habits!
And if that wasn’t enough, Roger North
managed to finish interviewing some sailors on
a destroyer literally minutes before they pulled
up the anchor and steamed off to Cyprus.
Meanwhile Geoff French was taken out by
liberty boat to interview some of the crew of a
munitions ship anchored off-shore. Helping
with the surveys were Paul Disney and Mike
van der Elst who must have known about the
approaching weather—they both went to
Africa afterwards, and also Wray Fenwick,
who did the same, albeit a year or so later.
The surveys were completed and the data
bank set up on the Plymouth computer in the
spring of 1974. We settled down then, with our
main nucleus of four SWKP, three local
authority and five local staff, to analyse the
data and prepare reports on the traffic
situation in Plymouth. Some of us were
diverted to presenting public exhibitions in
May and June, setting out the aims of the
Study and the transport planning process and
inviting the public to participate. One
exhibition remained in the Civic Centre while
the other one was portable and was moved
round the local libraries and village halls.
Apart from manning the exhibitions at all
times and answering questions, we also
received comments from all quarters on the
‘Say Whay You Think’ leaflets that were
available at the exhibitions. The summer came
and went and no one went swimming. Geoff
French, whose prowess on the rugby field with
Plymouth Albion was reported in the last
Pont(fact, turned our attention to golf and with
the arrival of Richard Edmunds from New
Bond Street, many of us were pitching and
putting and practising for the Measor Mashie.
(How did we come to miss it?!) Another craze
to sweep the nation, or was it just Roger
North, was DIY boomerangs. Many strollers
in Central Park were seen to hurl themselves
to the ground as these lethal devices circled
over them and returned to their master. The
main trouble was that if he didn’t catch them,
they took off again or smashed to the ground.
It became a toss-up whether we lost more golf
balls or boomerangs each outing.
It was soon after this that we lost Roger
North! SWKP’s proposal for the Exeter Area
Transportation Study was accepted by Devon
County Council, making it our third project in
the county. Roger moved to join Chris Wright
and set up a similar office in Exeter in

IS

conjunction with Devon County staff and
using the Exeter IBM computer. To keep the
Plymouth numbers up, Robert Hodgins, a
Canadian graduate, joined us for six critical
months and at the same time Issa Sallomy
from Devon County Engineers also joined the
study team in Plymouth. The autumn and
winter puddled on and we were thankful to be
fully occupied on indoor work. The dark wet
days, long told evenings and sometimes
nights, were spent clustered round the
computer checking and rechecking results,
developing the mathematical model to simulate
Plymouth traffic conditions.
At the end of of January, 1975 two events
of major significance occurred. Firstly the
rains stopped and secondly we were visited by
Mr. and Mrs. Grace. We weren’t able to toll
the bells in jubilation but we managed a
memorable evening for staff and their better
halves at the Moorland Links Hotel. It was too
dark to try a round of the course but Henry
Grace assured us of a chance at this year’s
Mashie.
February saw the final calibration of the
traffic model and its acceptance by the
Department of the Environment who are our
joint clients with the Local Authorities. We
have now moved on to the testing of
alternative transportation strategies to cope
with travel demands predicted for 1986. In the
light of the current economic and fuel
situations we take some comfort from the
traffic counts on the Tamar Bridge. We
studied this in 1971 and recommended tidal
flow traffic management measures which were
successfully introduced last year. In 1971 we
made predictions for traffic growth on the
bridge and in spite of a hiccup in December,
1973 when there was a scare about petrol
rationing, traffic flows on the bridge have
continued to increase and what’s more are still
in line with our previous Study’s predictions.
Robert Hodgins returned to Canada in
March and was temporarily replaced by
Richard Brown from New Bond Street
(Richard III in this office) but even as we write
he is preparing to move back and to be
replaced by Gill Brunskill from Oliver House.
Issa Sallomy moved to Exeter to work on their
Study although he has hopes of returning to
Baghdad and

____________________
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cultured Oxford accent probably does that for
him on site.
For those who disbelieve the extremes of
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love and praise.
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Westmerians past and present our country
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Despite the estate agents omission in his
particulars of its historic civil engineering
connection competitive bidding is expected.
The asking price of 75 Grand would secure
not only of our old palatial offices but the
croquet lawns, cricket pitches, fishing rights
It is highly recommended to the Partners
that if Basingstoke does not live up to
expectations
MIKE HEDDON

Plymouth
It was twenty-one months ago that three
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Barry Scruby and Clive King from
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sailors and marines about their travel habits!
And if that wasn’t enough, Roger North
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to Exeter having completed the conversion of
our programmes to the Plymouth computer
and once again, as in the spring of ‘74, we
settle down with a nucleus of a dozen on the
team.
Strategy evaluation will continue until we
produce our final report and preferred strategy
this autumn. Then we shall probably be
involved in a major public participation
exercise although it is likely that this will be
handled from Exeter and Basingstoke. The
Plymouth Study office as such will close down
and SWKP’s presence in Devon will continue
from Exeter, where their study will still have
another year to run. This epistle comes to you
from the far west by courtesy of Doreen
Cooper, who has typed three major Study
reports and over one-hundred technical notes,
Fiona Truscott and Gill Oliver, our touches of
local colour and Anthony Jamieson who
thought when he joined us that he was taking a
year’s ‘break’ before going up to Cambridge.
Plymouth is a job we shall probably all
enjoy remembering; a fine City, a good team
and hopefully a successful outcome to the
Study.
PLYMSOULS

Teesside
The Parkway has been under construction
for more than two years now and, contrary to
speculation at the time of moving in, our
offices are still standing at roughly the same
level and we are still firmly in occupation.
Good progress has been made over the past
year although a wet autumn slowed work
down, and we suffered the usual winter
doldrums. The summer saw the mysteries of
proof-rolling slowly revealed to the roadworks
staff whilst the structures lads concentrated on
bridge decks and retaining walls. Virtually all
major services diversions have now been
completed without blowing anything up or
flooding anyone out. The road bridges are all
open to traffic now and the temporary
diversion roads are being ripped up. This has
caused some confusion to local drivers—one
elderly gentleman drove past a road closed
sign, through a pair of large red and white
painted wooden barriers, executed a rapid
slalom between some 40 gallon oil drums and
was only brought to a surprised halt by a 1 m
drop and a D6. And this was in broad
daylight! We now have in prospect a summer
of finishing off the structures and completing

the remaining drainage and pavement. We
look forward to a formal opening in the
autumn.
We have seen many departures and fewer
arrivals in the last year and the only area in
which we are up to strength is in the General
Office, Gordon Frankland lost Alan Kennedy
and Mike Wyse from the Quantities Section
and has gained Sid Robinson; Structures have
lost Bill Brooks and half of Jim Moreland, and
haven’t gained anyone. On the roadworks side
we have lost Mason Liddle, Jim Morrison, the
other half of Jim Moreland, Bernie
McQuiggan and John Simmonds. Cyril
Hudson (ex-M62) and Ray Dunn have joined
us. Pat Crummey leaves the firm for a job in
the Northern Ireland Civil Service at the end
of April—was the thought of Basingstoke that
bad, Pat? The General Office has said
goodbye to Marie Leach and Ann Hutton has
replaced her. We have also said ‘hello’ and
‘goodbye’ to Reg Kirby who joined us as our
public relations assistant and bore the brunt of
last summer’s complaints from aggrieved
residents. After Reg’s retirement (his third) we
welcomed Les Dawes to the hot seat, and he
has occupied it very effectively since
Christmas. Visitors to the site have included
Mr. Henry, Mr. McDermott, Trevor Hancock,
Jimmy James (who regaled us with stories of
far away places!), Ken Phillips, Terry
McDowell and Tee Pemba.
1974 seems to have been the year of shortages
and we suffered from them as much as
anywhere else. The great toilet roll shortage
caused us inconveinence but worse by far was
the great sugar shortage. Engineers could be
seen pleading with Olive, our tea lady, for ‘just
one more spoonful, please’ and trying to gain
access to the store cupboard was like trying to
raid Fort Knox. Even if one managed to open
the cupboard the sugar packet had a padlock
on it! Our five a side football team has suffered
a shortage of victories—only two have been
recorded in the last year; one particularly
ignominious defeat was by a team of 15 year
olds from a local school. After this a team of
schoolmasters (including Mike Heddon’s
brother) took on the Parkway Rangers—and
beat them again! However, we have had no
shortage of marriages in the past year—Bernie
McQuiggan took the plunge in August last
year and Hardy Lok followed in March this
year.
ALLEN FLATMAN
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A Moving Story
by Diane Ambridge
Written just over a year ago, Diane’s account of the Ambridges’ move
will no doubt raise afew smiles as yu remember how it all happened
to you too—or maybe you still have the ordeal to go through.

all started five years ago, after a
quite pleasant tour of duty abroad.
Husband decided he could stand
Government red-tape no longer and that he
would not renew his contract, we would return
to England and he would find an office job
where we could be a little more settled; after
ten years of married life and ten moves to go
with it, I heartily agreed. After all, I said, the
children are getting older and schooling needs
to be considered.
On our arrival at our little house in Edgware
(move No. 11) we found our family had
somewhat outgrown our one room down, two
up house and another move was looming on
the horizon.
Meanwhile husband had found himself a job
with a very salubrious sounding company,
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners, so any
new house had to be within easy reach of
London. Eventually we found what we were
looking for and as this was 1969 property even
changed hands quite quickly. Move No. 12,
Carpenders Park, Watford, proved to be very
agreeable, nice house, nice schools and even
nicer neighbours (I should have seen the
writing on the wall by now!)
One evening sitting quietly husband said
SWKP are thinking of moving the office out of
London, gloom settled!
Jubilation reigned for one whole week when
we heard there was a building being looked at
in Bushey, but of course that was too small,
and with Croydon, Bristol and various other
names getting bandied about we just carried
on without a murmur. Eventually came the
final decision, Basingstoke, which was not an
entirely unknown place to us as we have a
couple of relatives near the town.

Having decided we were going to go came
that desirable occupation house-hunting. Full
of enthusiasm we sent for leaflets and visited
agents and got dozens of houses to look at, but
I must say we must have got very hard to
please or maybe because we liked the house we
were in nothing clicked, until one day we saw
something really interesting. I went home
really fired up, what I would put in this room
and what in that, of course the worst
happened our house just would not sell, shall
we take a chance, no better not, don’t know
what we’ll get for ours.
That was a dismal four weeks, the bank rate
kept jumping, house prices kept soaring, and
we kept looking out by now with a lot less
enthusiasm and when any mention was
made of house hunting the children began to
look is if they were going to leave us.
But you never can tell, one day the phone
rang and I came in from the garden, where I
had been sunbathing covered in oil, answered
the call, and the house agent told me people
were coming to view immediately. Well in two
minutes it even amazed me what can be put
away, washed up and hidden out of sight. Joy
of joys the people liked it and decided to have
it. When were we moving they asked. Oh soon,
said us, who by now had nothing in mind.
Basingstoke again that weekend and the next
few, even camping in aunt’s front garden one
night.
We found something at last and things
started to move very slowly, but at least it was
going along, and six months later it eventually
finalised.
Well move No. 13 certainly lived up to its
unlucky number. We had just seen our
removal van with all our belongings disappear
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By this time I could see were not going to
get any form of order out of our belongings
this night and husband phoned the local hotel
to get us a bed for the night. Sorry, sir, said the
lady, all full, try so and so, that was tried with
the same result. So, nothing for it, find the
sleeping bags, put up the least possible beds
and drop exhausted.
Next day we began to feel better, we had
seen the milkman and got delivery organised,
then we received a copy of the local magazine,
which tells you where all the shops are, then
the man from the paper shop called, please
accept this copy of the local free and would
you like papers tomorrow, then the church
1 rw mi,ioFe.s it
ao,i c Ut L1WO/.
,oz€4 i
magazine with welcome to Pamber Heath
written on the front. We also met the post lady
who bought us a pile of welcome to your new
house cards and a lovely bunch of flowers
round the corner when the phone rang, from ex-neighbours.
husband bent down to answer it, now on the
/
floor of course, and a voice said, things are not
/
all settled yet, dont move yet will you. Imagine
a van half way to Basingstoke, children,
rubber plant and tortoise by this time packed
in the car ready for the off, what could we do,
but there was no point in staying, so with
threats the builder might not let us in, we drove
off.
When we reached the house all the doors
were open as they had chosen that day to
undercoat the main doors, the telephone men
were sitting outside wanting to know where to
put the phone. I crept in and got things
organised and husband went off to find the site
foreman to see what was happening. He came
back with the news we could go in and keys
would be over later, it was just as well for the
furniture van chose that moment to arrive. We
found a considerable amount of builders dust
iiiY’.
everywhere and we looked just like snowmen
from moving things around, so while I cleaned
cupboards for husband to empty crates into,
We have now been in two weeks and most
the children took great delight in telling the
men where to put the main furniture. of our belongings have found a home, the
Gradually the house was ours; the painters children have even managed to get on the right
had left, so had the telephone men, then the bus to and from school, and I know the times
removal men, now to have a good meal. Fix of the buses to the local shops, there is still a
the cooker, dad, came the general cry, but of lot to do and writing this has stopped me
course the flex proved too short, by this time it thinking about what to do with the garden or
was 4.00 on a Friday afternoon. What price an where the cotton has gone to finish that
electrician! The country obviously have curtain, for a couple of hours.
I’m sure we’ll settle down and in six months
different breeds of men to London, as the the
Electricity Board sent somebody round at time will feel as though we have never lived
anywhere else.
6.00.
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different breeds of men to London, as the the
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People in Profile
The Partners of the African Firm were pleased to announce on the 1st April, 1975, that Steve Cotterell and Charles
Seale had become Partners of the Kenya Firm, Barry Paget a Partner of the Nigerian Firm (resident in Libya), and
Willie Scott a Partner of the Malawi Firm. At the same time Peter Erridge and Mike Shalders were made Associates of
the Kenya and Nigerian Firms respectively.
The Hong Kong Partners also announced on the 1st April that David Butler and Vincent Chan had been appointed
Associates of the Hong Kong Firm.
We know that all of their many friends and colleagues in SWKP will join us in wishing them every success in their
new responsibilities.

New African Appointments

C. O’M. H. SEALE
Charles Seale who joined the Firm in 1957,
is well known to members of the UK Firm as
he spent 6 years in the London Office working
on Airports, the M6 and development in the
Arabian Gulf. In 1965 he joined the Nigerian
Firm and was in charge of the Enugu Office
when this had to be evacuated at the start of
the Civil War. The epic journey which
followed was the subject of an article in
Pont (fact. Subsequently, he was Chief
Assistant in Tanzania for two years and then
returned to the UK Firm and was in charge of
the Muscat Office. Since 1971 he has been in
Kenya where he has been responsible for
Nanyuki, Kisumi and Mombasa Airport
Projects.

S. J. COTTERELL
Steve Cotterell joined the Hong Kong Firm
in 1963. For the next seven years he was
engaged on the design and supervision of
the Plover Cove Water Scheme and the
subsequent design for the raising of the Dams
and Spiliway. He then became Resident
Engineer for the Kai Tak Runway Extension.
In 1973 he joined the Kenya Firm where he is
in charge of Water Supply work including the
Mombassa and Kenya Coast Scheme.

C. B. PAGET
Barry Paget joined the London Firm in 1964
after twelve years with the Rhodesian Public
Works Department. After three years on the
design of the M6, he went to Brunei to take
charge of the work on the new International
Airport and the road development programme.
In 1971 he moved to Bangkok as Project
Engineer for the Thailand Feeder Roads
Study. He remained there until 1974 when the
bulk of the work was completed. He has since
been in charge of the Nigeria Firm’s work in
Libya which currently comprises the design
and supervision of construction of 600 Km of
desert roads.
Unfortunately Barry is in hospital with
injuries sustained in a road accident whilst on
holiday in Rhodesia. He is likely to be out of
action for several weeks but he is no doubt full
of the cheerful courage he displays in
adversity. We wish him a speedy recovery.

W. SCOTT
Willie Scott has been with SWKP since
1965. For most of this time he has worked for
the African Firms in Nigeria, Kenya and
Malawi, with a brief spell of home service
when he was SARE (Roads) on the Belfast
Castledown Motorway.
Starting in Nigeria as a soils engineer on
road projects, he later became Resident
Engineer for the Lake Chad Road. After his
period in Northern Ireland he returned to
Africa and was Project Engineer for Phase III
of the Tea Roads. Subsequently he went to
Malawi as Senior Roads Engineer on the
Malawi Road Study. He took charge of the
Lilongwe Office in 1973 when he also became
Project Manager for the design of the
Lilongwe-Kasungu Road and the Viphya
Roads.
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New Hong Kong Appointments
D. R. BUTLER, BSc, MICE, MIHE

M. B. SHALDERS
Mike Shalders. now an Associate of the
Nigerian Firm, has been in charge of the
Ibadan Office since 1972. He joined the
London Firm in 1966 after a spell with the
Ministry of Works in Tanzania. Between
1966 and 1972 he was employed in the UK,
Bangladesh, Jordan and Antigua.
Since going to Nigeria, Mike has been
engaged on design of the Lagos-Ibadan
expressway, the Ibadan By-Pass and the main
roads in the Lagos area.
P. S. ERRIDGE
Peter Erridge, who is now an Associate of
the Kenya Firm, joined the Nigeria Firm in
1958 and spent four years on the design of
Road Projects in Nigeria. For the next two
years he worked for the London Firm on the
Safi-Aqaba Highway. He then went to East
Africa where he has been ever since, apart
from a brief spell in Jordan on the Ma’an
Aqaba Road Feasibility Study. During his
time in East Africa he has been responsible for
the design and supervision of a number of road
projects including the Mkumbara-Kisangiro
Road in Tanzania and large road projects in
Kenya.

David Butler graduated from Southampton
University in 1954 and after National Service
in the RAF Airfield Construction Branch
joined Sir Murdoch McDonald where he was
involved in the design of the Great Ouse Flood
Protection Scheme. Following this he joined
first Nottingham County Council and then
Derbyshire County Council during which time
he designed and supervised road and bridge
works.
He joined the Firm in 1964 and spent eight
years in Kendal mainly on the design and
supervision of roadworks for the M6 until
1969 when he took charge of the Kendal
Office as Project Engineer responsible for the
Keswick Northern Bypass.
In 1972 David transferred to Hong Kong as
a Senior Engineer where he has been Project
Engineer for the Tuen Mun Road and Tuen
Mun New Town, both of which are major
projects. He was also in charge of the Site
investigation for the Hong Kong Mass Transit
Railway.
He is married with two children, Paul and
Clare, and his interests are varied ranging
from sailing and walking to chess and
photography.

VINCENT CHAN, BSc(Eng), SM, MICE
Vincent Chan joined the Firm in Hong
Kong after graduating from Hong Kong
University in 1960 and his early years were
spent on designs associated with the Plover
Cove Marine Dam. This included extensive
work on a large scale test on site. In 1964 he
transferred to the CRE’s Site Staff at Plover
Cove where he was responsible for site
investigation, instrumentation and field
observations for this most unusual dam.
In 1969 he undertook a year’s post
graduate study in soils and foundation
engineering at Harvard University and on his
return to Hong Kong was engaged in the
design and contract administration of the
Kwai Chung Container Terminal.
In 1972, as a Senior Engineer, he took
charge of the administration of contracts for
the extension of Kai Tak Airport apart from
being involved in providing specialist advice on
geotechnical matters.
Vincent is married with a son aged 10 and a
daughter aged 9, and his interests include
swimming, reading. bridge and mahjong.
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PONTIFACT CROSSWORD by C. TAYLOR
(solution on page 72)

The challenge of Brunei
Jungle, swamp and poor communications faced the builders of the new
Brunei International Airport. The end-product was a modern
12,000 ft runway and terminal complex

ACROSS
1.
3.
9.
10.
11.
12.
15.
16.
19.
20.
22.
24.
26.
27.
28.
29.

and 29. Grand finale of the motor car (3, 3)
Move K; trap and kick. Right one Cyril (11)
Races after Esso round many an author (5)
Precious quartz manufactured near Cohn (9)
Fish’s home for apprentice flier? (8)
Spring up to scramble up tors (6)
Made to go to hear roses’ virtue (4)
Only British poisoner. Six to each street in Gateshead (5, 5)
Attack from the trench bottom (4, 3, 3)
Tips over a spade depth (4)
One of the press rioted wildly (6)
(8)
Disease of rib in the drink. I
boil i.e. Lister’s safeguard (9)
The beginning of Saint Arturo (5)
In ‘Nares soya is produced by the monsoon (5, 6)
See 1 across
.

.

.

.

.

.

DOWN
1. Town where graduate serenades Kitty Eden initially
(11)
2. Send silly goose out to get wisdom (4, 5)
3. Boiler for 1 down building (6)
4. Think again engineer—study Sidney Queen (10)
5. Protein extract from kelp or keratin (4)
6. Very French advance in love is illegal (8)
7. Jones the house, I enter (5)
8. Little Peter and Lamb related (3)
13. Drunken fits fuddled Edward, stingy fellow (5, 6)
14. For seclusion S.E. men rest strewn around Rotunda
(10)
17. Invoke evil on little devil king and headless Hecate
(9)
18. One Tory act creates wickedness (8)
21. Doctor Edward partnered 9 to the pole (6)
23. British tribe in Gt. George Street, N.1 (5)
25. Not your motorway to Newcastle! (4)
26. Out of Brindisi rode a knight (3)

he new Brunei International Airport was
opened on 18th July, 1974 by His
Highness the Sultan of Brunei. The
ceremony, which took place at 8.30 a.m., was
attended by members of the Brunei Royal
Family and many State Dignitaries. The Firm
was represented by Mr. Stanley Elliott.
In early 1966 the Firm was appointed by
the Crown Agents acting on behalf of the
Brunei Government to carry out a feasibility
study for the development of Brunei
International Airport to full international
standards. If the existing airport proved to be
unsuitable for further development we were
required to select and recommend a site for the
construction of a new airport.
Investigations showed that the runway
construction at the existing airport was
variable in quality, that subgrade densities
were not adequate for a heavy-duty aircraft
pavement and that complete reconstruction of
the existing pavement would be required. In
addition the strip was substandard and ICAO
clearance surfaces were obstructed by airport
buildings, facilities immediately outside the
boundaries of the airport and nearby hills. It
was therefore decided to look for a new site
within a radius of 15 miles (24 km) from
Bandar Sen Begawan.
The main criteria used in selecting possible
sites for further investigation were that they
should:
(1) conform to ICAO requirements from the
point of view of obstruction clearance;
(2) be adequate in size for long-term
development;
(3) possess good terrain and the best
available ground conditions for construction
purposes.

Due to the hilly nature of the terrain it was
not possible to find a site which fully
with
ICAO
clearance
conformed
requirements, but on the basis of size alone
three sites were investigated in detail. As a
result of these investigations a site five miles (8
km) north-west of Bandar Sen Begawan was
recommended for development.
This recommendation was accepted by the
Brunei Government in late 1966 and the
consultants were instructed to proceed with
the necessary detailed surveys and
investigations, and to prepare detailed designs
for an international airport on the new site.
Proposed development
The first stage development proposed
included a single runway aligned 03/21 with a
length of 9,100 ft (2,770 m) to serve Convair
880s operating on a stage length of 2,200
nautical miles (4,100 km), a parking apron for
four aircraft with associated taxiways, a
terminal building designed initially for a peakhour passenger flow of 500, a control tower
and ancillary buildings.
During the preparation of detailed designs
the consultants were instructed by the
Government to provide a runway 12,000 ft
(3,660 m) in length and designed to accept
operations by Concorde.
Design
Brunei generally suffers from a lack of local
construction materials and it was necessary to
carry out extensive investigations to locate
sources of suitable materials in the large
quantities necessary for this project. With the
assistance of the Brunei State Geologist large
deposits of sandstone gravel were located in
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the heart of the jungle and the Temburong
District of Brunei. Investigations also
indicated the presence of quantities of sandy
soils in the hills within the site and beach sand
was available at Berakas some six miles from
the site.
The three main geological types of material
present on the site are:
(i) Belait Formation materials;
(ii) Quarternary alluvium;
(iii) Recent alluvium.

The materials of the Belait Formation are
mainly mudstone and sandstones which have
been softened by weathering to varying
degrees and depths. The Belait Formation
forms the base on which other materials have
been deposited. The Quarternary alluvium
consists of sands, silts and clays. Recent
alluvium laid down in the valleys and low lying
areas also consists of sands, silts and clays
generally overlain by peat or peaty soils.
Belait Formation mudstone has expansive
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properties, i.e. it ‘swells’ or ‘heaves’ on removal
of overburden pressures. In addition there is a
considerable reduction in strength with
increasing moisture content. As Belait
Formation mudstone would be present at
formation level in areas of cut and as the
mudstone would also be used as fill material, it
therefore was the most critical soil for
pavement design. In areas where it occurred it
has been necessary to provide a total depth of
8 ft (2.4 m) of pavement construction for
strength purposes and to mask the expansive
properties of the mudstone. The runway,
except for the runway ends, is of flexible
construction made up of the following courses:
(i) Marshall Asphalt binder and wearing
course
5 in. (12.7 cm)
(ii) Cement bound crushed gravel base course
14 in. (35.5 cm)
(iii) Cement stabilised beach sand
9 in. (22 cm)
(iv) Berakas beach sand sub-base
20 in. (50.8 cm)
(v) Selected sandy soil from excavations on
site
48 in. (122 cm)
Total

96 in. (244 cm)

Runway ends, including turning circles,
taxiways and parking apron, are of rigid
construction as follows:
(i) Reinforced pavement quality concrete
13 in. (33 cm)
(ii) Cement stabilised beach sand
9 in. (23 cm)
(iii) Berakas beach sand sub-base
18 in. (46 cm)
Total

1

40 in. (102 cm)

The pavement design therefore makes the
fullest use of locally available materials.
The annual rainfaill of 110 in. (279 cm) and
the presence of highly erodable soils
necessitated the provision of a comprehensive
and carefully designed drainage system, and
erosion control measures. All cut-and-fill
slopes in excess of 1:66 have been benched,
close turfed and drained. All slopes less than
1:66 have been grassed. All paved areas are
provided with base-course drains and slotted
surface water drains. The main drainage
system generally consists of open line channels
protected by low banks through which surface
water enters channels via controlled inlets.

Discharge from a large catchment area flows
under the runway and strip in a large five-box
culvert.
The initial designed capacity for the
terminal building, which caters almost
exclusively for international flights, is 200
arriving passengers, 200 departing passengers
and 100 transit passengers in the peak hour. It
can easily be extended to handle twice the
number of assengers.
The terminal complex includes the terminal
building and 98 ft (30 m) high control tower,
the Sultan’s pavilion, and fire station. Other

The Sultan’s pavilion

buildings include telecommunications stations,
electrical substations and radio navigational
facility buildings. A block of civil aviation
offices and a prayer house are to be built in the
near future. In addition, an aircraft
maintenance area at the north end of the
airport is under construction.
The terminal building is designed on three
levels. At apron level there are baggage halls,
services and adminstration offices. Passenger
handling is carried out at first-floor level,
which is served by an elevated landside road
with passenger ramps to apron level on the
airside. The second floor is primarily for
visitors and has restaurants, bars and viewing
galleries overlooking the parking apron.
The circulation, system of controls and
facilities provided for passenger handling are
conventional. However the provision of voids
within the building to allow for future
development has proved useful in planning
internal circulation, directing streams of traffic
and separating and containing traffic. They
also assist the natural ventilation of the
building and therefore it has only been
necessary to air-condition offices and
passenger handling areas. Where these voids
are filled in to provide additional
accommodation in the future, the loss of
natural ventilation will be compensated for by
mechanical means.
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protected by low banks through which surface
water enters channels via controlled inlets.

Discharge from a large catchment area flows
under the runway and strip in a large five-box
culvert.
The initial designed capacity for the
terminal building, which caters almost
exclusively for international flights, is 200
arriving passengers, 200 departing passengers
and 100 transit passengers in the peak hour. It
can easily be extended to handle twice the
number of assengers.
The terminal complex includes the terminal
building and 98 ft (30 m) high control tower,
the Sultan’s pavilion, and fire station. Other

The Sultan’s pavilion

buildings include telecommunications stations,
electrical substations and radio navigational
facility buildings. A block of civil aviation
offices and a prayer house are to be built in the
near future. In addition, an aircraft
maintenance area at the north end of the
airport is under construction.
The terminal building is designed on three
levels. At apron level there are baggage halls,
services and adminstration offices. Passenger
handling is carried out at first-floor level,
which is served by an elevated landside road
with passenger ramps to apron level on the
airside. The second floor is primarily for
visitors and has restaurants, bars and viewing
galleries overlooking the parking apron.
The circulation, system of controls and
facilities provided for passenger handling are
conventional. However the provision of voids
within the building to allow for future
development has proved useful in planning
internal circulation, directing streams of traffic
and separating and containing traffic. They
also assist the natural ventilation of the
building and therefore it has only been
necessary to air-condition offices and
passenger handling areas. Where these voids
are filled in to provide additional
accommodation in the future, the loss of
natural ventilation will be compensated for by
mechanical means.
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Award of contract
International tenders were invited for the
civil works and, of the seven firms that
tendered, Costain Civil Engineering Ltd of
London was awarded the contract.
During the course of the project other main
contracts were invited internationally and let
as follows:
Terminal and ancillary buildings:
A local Brunei firm, Sin Yen Company.
Airfield lighting:
GEC Overseas Ltd.
Radio and Navigational Aids:
International Aeradio Ltd.
Costain in turn sub-contracted the asphalt
paving, turfing and sand haulage to The
Limmer & Trinidad International Asphalt
Co Ltd, C. T. & Sons and the Crown
Organisation Ltd (the last two both local
firms) respectively, whilst Sin Yen sub
contracted the piling for the Terminal
Buildings to Foundation Engineering
(Overseas) Ltd/Paul Y. Construction Co Ltd.
The total cost of the project, including land
compensation and resettlement costs, is
estimated at B$64 million (approximately
$20 million) and was completed in April, 1974.
Construction
Since there was then no harbour capable of
handling the heavy earthmoving plant, Costain
had to bring this plant in by ship, off-load at
sea into landing craft and run these ashore at a
convenient beaching point. The organisation of
delivery and handling of equipment and
materials presented a major task to all
concerned with the airport construction.
At an early stage Costain set up a quarry in
the Temburong district with a 60 ton per hour
washing plant. Since there was no road link
between the quarry and the Brunei capital,
Bandar Sen Begawan, the aggregate had to be
transported by barges on a 4+-hour journey to
a temporary unloading and stockpiling jetty
set up on a convenient river near the capital.
From here the aggregate was transported by
lorry to the airport site, a journey of about
eight miles (13 km), where it was further stored
and processed as required for the production
of pavement base material, concrete and
asphalt. The natural sand for sub-bases was
obtained from a nearby beach and hauled six
miles (10 km) by lorry to the airport sire. The
total quantities of aggregate and natural sands
transported were each about 300,000 tons.
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Bush clearing was carried out by bulldozer
wherever possible but, as the site was hilly
jungle and swamp-covered, much of the
clearance had to be done by hand, using
imported Iban labour for cutting and burning
timber.
Once the area was cleared, one of the
largest tasks facing the contractor was the
excavation of swamp underlying future paved
areas and its replacement by firm foundation
material. The swamps consisted of peat and
under-water excavation was carried out by
NCK draglines loading into tipping lorries and
by local disposal of this material in designated
tip areas just outside the airport boundary.
This was a slow process involving some
600,000 yd
3 (458,000 m
) of swamp
3
excavation.
Levelling of the hills to provide filling was
carried out by a fleet of ten Euclid TS24 selfpropelled scrapers with support bulldozers,
pusher dozers and access road graders. Filling
for the swamps consisted mainly of naturally
occurring sandy soil mixed with clay in
approximately equal proportions. Most of this
was obtained by organising the scrapers to cut
across banded deposits of the two materials.
All sandy soil found had to be carefully
selected and, where not required for swamp
area backfill, stockpiled for later use in subbases under paved areas. The total cut
involved on the site was of the order of 8
million yd
3 (6 million m
). The Public Works
3
Department also assisted by providing a
stockpile of sandy soil obtained from off-site
sources.
The BS heavy compaction requirements for
filling were as follows:
(a) below pavements, 95% for the top 9 in.
(23 cm), 90% elsewhere;
(b) outside paved areas, 92% on the top 2 ft
(61 cm), 85% elsewhere.
To complicate earthmoving, in the early
days of excavation a phenomenon was
encountered whereby machines working on
apparently stable sandy soil would rapidly
begin to bog down. Traffic of heavy plant
induced high pore pressures in the uniformly
graded fine sandy soil with its high moisture
content and resulted in extreme instability,
earning the apt site description of ‘wobbly
hills’. Fortunately this phenomenon was
limited to about six areas amounting to some
180,000 yd
3 (138,000 m
) of excavation. It
3
was quite impossible to use the bulk
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earthmoving fleet in these areas and they had
to be excavated by the NCK draglines loading
into lorries for disposal.
As very little suitable plant was available for
local hire, Costain had to rely on utilising the
plant that they had brought on site; delivery
and shipping delays precluded the import of
extra machines to deal with the unstable
ground and the unexpectedly large quantities
of swamp excavation.
Once the paved areas had reached the top of

single layer of fabric reinforcement.
Construction and expansion joints were later
mechanically sawn and filled with a bitumenbased hot-poured sealant.
The two layers of Marshall Asphalt were
laid by a Barber-Greene paver. The finished
texture and levels of the concrete and asphalt
had to be controlled to very precise
requirements.
Daymarkings were painted on the finished
surfaces with a minimum period of four to six

FIRST DAY COVER

L1iJL
the selected sandy soil sub-base, end-tipping
by lorry and subsequent levelling and
compaction of a natural sand sub-base
commenced. This was followed by the
sand/cement and graded crushed stone layers,
some of which were cement stabilised. The
graded crushed stone was laid to level between
forms by a Blaw Knox PF9O paver whilst the
sand/cement and concrete paving were laid,
also between forms, by SGME train spreaders
and finishers.
The 13 ‘in. (33 cm) thick concrete paving at
each end of the runway, incorporating the
aircraft turning circles, and in the taxiways
and parking apron, was laid in bays on an
impervious polythene film layer and had a

weeks between placement of the paving and
painting.
Airlines presenly operating into Brunei
Airport include Singapore Airlines, Malaysian
Airline System and Cathay Pacific Airways
from Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong
respectively. British Airways inaugurated a
once-weekly service from London in October,
1973 using Super VC1Os.
Associated consultants were Murray Ward
& Partners, architects; Preece Cardew &
Rider (electrical services and radio and
navigational aids); Donald Smith Seymour &
Rooley (mechanical services) and Frank &
Vargeson (quantity surveyors for the building
works).
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earthmoving fleet in these areas and they had
to be excavated by the NCK draglines loading
into lorries for disposal.
As very little suitable plant was available for
local hire, Costain had to rely on utilising the
plant that they had brought on site; delivery
and shipping delays precluded the import of
extra machines to deal with the unstable
ground and the unexpectedly large quantities
of swamp excavation.
Once the paved areas had reached the top of
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had to be controlled to very precise
requirements.
Daymarkings were painted on the finished
surfaces with a minimum period of four to six
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compaction of a natural sand sub-base
commenced. This was followed by the
sand/cement and graded crushed stone layers,
some of which were cement stabilised. The
graded crushed stone was laid to level between
forms by a Blaw Knox PF9O paver whilst the
sand/cement and concrete paving were laid,
also between forms, by SGME train spreaders
and finishers.
The 13 ‘in. (33 cm) thick concrete paving at
each end of the runway, incorporating the
aircraft turning circles, and in the taxiways
and parking apron, was laid in bays on an
impervious polythene film layer and had a
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Airlines presenly operating into Brunei
Airport include Singapore Airlines, Malaysian
Airline System and Cathay Pacific Airways
from Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong
respectively. British Airways inaugurated a
once-weekly service from London in October,
1973 using Super VC1Os.
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DP Bew
Derrick Bew, who died in an accident in
Libya last October, joined the Nigerian Firm
in 1958. Apart from two short periods when he
was with the London Firm on the M6 and
Airport projects his work was done abroad in
Nigeria, Jordan and Libya. The Libya
Newsletter pays tribute to his knowledge and
skill in survey and road location. He was
meticulous in all that he did and his work was
always of the highest standard.

His many friends, both inside and outside
the Firm, would wish that he be remembered
also for his personal qualities amongst which
were loyalty, courage and a ready wit. In
difficult and sometimes dangerous situations
he was always cool and resourceful.
His widow, Jean, and his children are well
known to all those who worked in Nigeria and
we extend to them our deepest sympathy.
J.J.G.

Joe Miller
It was with deep regret that we heard of the
death of Joe Miller on 3rd October, 1974, at
the age of 63, after a short illness.
Johannes Frederick Miller was born on 9th
June, 1911, and served his apprenticeship as a
carpenter with Taylors Founders Ltd. in
South Shields, Co. Durham. Until he joined
the Firm in July, 1959, he worked with various
civil engineering contractors both in the United
Kingdom and Malawi.
Joe’s first job with the Firm was an
Inspector of Works on the Nakunda Water
Treatment Plant in Malawi. Subsequently he
was an Inspector of Works on the Wuya
Bridge, the Maiduguri-Yerwa Town Drainage
and the Kano Water Supply, all in Nigeria.

From November, 1967, until August, 1972,
he was on the Site Staff on the Killington to
Tebay Section of the M6 in Westmorland as
an Inspector of Works (Bridges). In January,
1973, he rejoined us in a similar position on
the Kendal Link Project.
I remember Joe as a jovial character, very
conscientious and loyal. He was always
determined that a high standard of
construction should be accomplished—in this
he rarely failed to achieve his objective.
Joe leaves a widow and a daughter to
whom we extend our deepest sympathy in their
sad loss.
A.S.Mc.D.

Bert Badger Esq. fidgetted.
Again. Then he snorted and
fidgetted some more. That’s how
it was during the whole ninety minutes.
fidgetting and snorting
snorting and
fidgetting.
It was all due to mid-week theatre on the
telly. Y’see during every available interval
throughout the preceding fortnight, a bright
eyed T.V. announcer, wearing an alternate
.

.

.

array of neckties guaranteed to make you
flinch, had, with persistent repetition, cajoled
viewers not to miss Tarquin de Leon’s
stupendous production of Ivan Nackaroff’s
heart-rending drama, ‘Slaves of the Sickle’.
His insistence was such that even ol’ Bert
began to feel that if he failed to watch, he
would be likely to drop dead.
Like millions of other viewers, Lii had been
trapped by the compelling propaganda build
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up. Full of anticipation she clicked on the telly
at 7.55 p.m.
Bert was dozing in his armchair. At two
minutes to eight, Lil reached over and shook
his knee.
“Bert
Bert
wake up
that
smashing play is on in minnit.”
Whether it was Lil’s words which invaded
Bert’s private slumberland, burrowing deep
into a secluded depository niche within his
subconscious, we shall never know. But one
thing appears certain. What he was about to
view triggered off a sequence of events which
was to leave him in no doubt regarding the
validity of the claim that.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“THERE’S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW
BUSINESS”

The opening of the play was predictable
enough. Four Czarist refugees in a horse
drawn sledge carriage. Snow cascaded down.
Large, individual cotton wool clumps. A sleigh
bell tinkled.
But when the dialogue commenced, Bert’s
utter bafflement had to be seen to be believed.
FA THER:
all is red.., bright
“Red.
red.., the earth
the moon
the blood of mv
forefathers
the corn on my
toe.”
DAUGHTER,’ “Irena Feloi’a ‘s got a new
kitten, she’s going to call it
Prince Ferdinand of Goivna.”
MOTHER:
“That samoi’ar in Minsk was
sold for a hundred roubles.”
“I once knew a man who used
DEA F
GRANDAD: to bite the buttons off railway
carriage seats.”
DAUGHTER: “Olga Bobbleboi’ski is too
her lace petticoat
bouncy
so Yuri
dipped in the mud.
Zhaftemntabitz said he would
leap to the ski’ and snatch
doII’n a cloud.”
DEA F
“Fed them to his goldfish
GRANDAD: which lived to a i’erv great age.
One day he swallowed one
himself
he died. They
called him Poppoff.”
.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Ssh nuffink Lil. stoopendus production
‘e said
well, that bloke wot writ it ought ter
be locked up.”
‘es dead now.”
“Ssh
“Oo is?”
“The feller wot wrote it.”
“Serves ‘im right. wot’s on the uvver
channels?”
Lils eyes were glued to the screen as she
skated the evening paper at him.
“See for yerself Badger
Ballet for
Beginners on one side an’ Studying Persian
Pottery on the uvver.. take yer pick!”
DAUGHTER: “Ilia Knutkais can stand on
his head for hours.. and
Katrina Plukemgud says she’s
going to play the balalaika
and jump up and down all
night.”
.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

“Well I ‘ope ‘er draws fall orf” snapped Bert
as he lurched from the room. Grabbing his
coat he stomped up the passage and flung
open the street door. He shut it just as
quickly. It was sheeting with rain. Bert’s
disappointment was complete.
“Free cheers fer that little chick Barbara
Edwards an’ ‘er mates up at the London
Wevver Centre. Smack on forecastin’
agin. one of these days they might get it
if they aint very careful.” Bert
right
attempted some derisive female mimicry
“a
clear night she said
possibility of slight
well if that lot
frost in places, she said
comin’ dahn aht there is frawst. my sock’s a
bloater!”
Jack, his Cardigan corgi was already
slinking back down the passage. Ear flaps
down and tail dragging lightly on the Wilton
runner. He gave Bert a resentful glance and
dropped his head again.
“No good you lookin’ like that at Dad” said
Bert kindly. “It wouldn’t be walkies up the pub
tonight. it would be swimmies wiv wet suits
an’ snorkels. O.K.?” Bert reached down
and gave Jack a comforting pat. The big softie.
“Thought you was going up the pub” said
Lil out of the corner of her mouth.
“I was, but it’s crashin’ it dahn aht there.”
“It’s still snowing ‘ere” said Lil.
I ‘ope it buries the lot of ‘em”
“Good!
growled Bert as he grabbed the evening paper
and ran a practised eye over tomorrow’s
runners at Newbury. But he still continued to
fidget and snort.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

But the camera was back again in close-up
on Jane as with a little jerk of her head, she
flicked back her shoulder length hair which
had hung like a lank curtain obscuring her
right eye. Slowly she smiled and revealed a set
of teeth which reminded Bert of ‘Red Rum’
after he’d won the ‘73 National.
She spoke, her voice low and evocative,
breathing her words as if her larynx was
reluctant tr let them go. “Tarquin de
Leon
we, all of us, have just witnessed a
never to be forgotten piece of pure theatrical
brilliantly
magic
cast
wonderfully
played and superbly produced and directed
with unutterable tenderness and complete
professional dedication.” Dramatically she
clasped her hands and lowered her head in a
gesture of reverent submission.
Bert’s pithy remark died on his lips as the
camera panned to Tarquin de Leon.
Exquisite blond hair swarmed in carefully
back-combed profusion and framed a smooth
oval face. Beneath carefully tended eyebrows,
the slightly bulging cornflower blue eyes
suggested an over-active thyroid. Delicate
flared nostrils gave way to wide bicycle pedal
lips, which could have been on loan from Mick
Jagger.
.

.

.

.

.

Bert exploded. “Wot a load of ol’ cods
wallop!
Why don’t they all swaller buttons
an’ pop orf!”
“Ssh!”
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A sharp bang made him look at the screen
as a Revolutionary took a pot shot at deaf
Grandad and knocked his astrakhan hat off.
Bert laughed. “Wot a pity. I faught we was
goin’ ter git rid of one of em.”
“Ssh!”
Sixty-five fidgets later, Bert blew his cheeks
in relief as to the background of a Russian
Choir, the family quartet now dressed in red
smocks, were all bashing away with sickles in
a wheat field. The captions rolled.
“Thank gawd” said Bert. I faught they’d
never git rahnd to it.”
Lii sniffed and dabbed her eyes with a paper
such a pity they all
tissue. “It was Iuv’ly
ended up workin’ in the fields.”
“That’s wot they call payin’ their Union
dues” retorted Bert. “An’ annuver fing
it
wasn’t luv’ly
it was a load of ol’
I’ll switch orf now gel.”
cobblers
“No. ‘old on a minnit Bert.. they’re
goin’ ter talk about it now.”
“Talk abart wot an’ oo?”
“That there Jane Shakewell is goin’ ter talk
about the play we just seen wiv the
producer—Tarqueen de Lion.”
“Talk abart it
Talk abart it? Oh cor top
me. I’ve ‘ad enough of that ol’ malarky ter
give me the screamin’ abdabs!”
But the camera was already in with a close
up of Jane Shakewell peering coyly from the
screen. The camera tracked slowly down her
slim line figure. over the apologetic twin bee
stings of her chest, smoothly gliding the patella
hillocks of her silken sheathed limbs and on
the point where her right instep arced round
her left ankle and lassoed her feet.
Bert gave a ‘wolf whistle’ through his teeth.
.
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The wisp of orange chiffon encircling his
slim neck, ended in a ‘fly-away’ bow near his
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carriage seats.”
DAUGHTER: “Olga Bobbleboi’ski is too
her lace petticoat
bouncy
so Yuri
dipped in the mud.
Zhaftemntabitz said he would
leap to the ski’ and snatch
doII’n a cloud.”
DEA F
“Fed them to his goldfish
GRANDAD: which lived to a i’erv great age.
One day he swallowed one
himself
he died. They
called him Poppoff.”
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“Ssh nuffink Lil. stoopendus production
‘e said
well, that bloke wot writ it ought ter
be locked up.”
‘es dead now.”
“Ssh
“Oo is?”
“The feller wot wrote it.”
“Serves ‘im right. wot’s on the uvver
channels?”
Lils eyes were glued to the screen as she
skated the evening paper at him.
“See for yerself Badger
Ballet for
Beginners on one side an’ Studying Persian
Pottery on the uvver.. take yer pick!”
DAUGHTER: “Ilia Knutkais can stand on
his head for hours.. and
Katrina Plukemgud says she’s
going to play the balalaika
and jump up and down all
night.”
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“Well I ‘ope ‘er draws fall orf” snapped Bert
as he lurched from the room. Grabbing his
coat he stomped up the passage and flung
open the street door. He shut it just as
quickly. It was sheeting with rain. Bert’s
disappointment was complete.
“Free cheers fer that little chick Barbara
Edwards an’ ‘er mates up at the London
Wevver Centre. Smack on forecastin’
agin. one of these days they might get it
if they aint very careful.” Bert
right
attempted some derisive female mimicry
“a
clear night she said
possibility of slight
well if that lot
frost in places, she said
comin’ dahn aht there is frawst. my sock’s a
bloater!”
Jack, his Cardigan corgi was already
slinking back down the passage. Ear flaps
down and tail dragging lightly on the Wilton
runner. He gave Bert a resentful glance and
dropped his head again.
“No good you lookin’ like that at Dad” said
Bert kindly. “It wouldn’t be walkies up the pub
tonight. it would be swimmies wiv wet suits
an’ snorkels. O.K.?” Bert reached down
and gave Jack a comforting pat. The big softie.
“Thought you was going up the pub” said
Lil out of the corner of her mouth.
“I was, but it’s crashin’ it dahn aht there.”
“It’s still snowing ‘ere” said Lil.
I ‘ope it buries the lot of ‘em”
“Good!
growled Bert as he grabbed the evening paper
and ran a practised eye over tomorrow’s
runners at Newbury. But he still continued to
fidget and snort.
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But the camera was back again in close-up
on Jane as with a little jerk of her head, she
flicked back her shoulder length hair which
had hung like a lank curtain obscuring her
right eye. Slowly she smiled and revealed a set
of teeth which reminded Bert of ‘Red Rum’
after he’d won the ‘73 National.
She spoke, her voice low and evocative,
breathing her words as if her larynx was
reluctant tr let them go. “Tarquin de
Leon
we, all of us, have just witnessed a
never to be forgotten piece of pure theatrical
brilliantly
magic
cast
wonderfully
played and superbly produced and directed
with unutterable tenderness and complete
professional dedication.” Dramatically she
clasped her hands and lowered her head in a
gesture of reverent submission.
Bert’s pithy remark died on his lips as the
camera panned to Tarquin de Leon.
Exquisite blond hair swarmed in carefully
back-combed profusion and framed a smooth
oval face. Beneath carefully tended eyebrows,
the slightly bulging cornflower blue eyes
suggested an over-active thyroid. Delicate
flared nostrils gave way to wide bicycle pedal
lips, which could have been on loan from Mick
Jagger.
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Bert exploded. “Wot a load of ol’ cods
wallop!
Why don’t they all swaller buttons
an’ pop orf!”
“Ssh!”
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A sharp bang made him look at the screen
as a Revolutionary took a pot shot at deaf
Grandad and knocked his astrakhan hat off.
Bert laughed. “Wot a pity. I faught we was
goin’ ter git rid of one of em.”
“Ssh!”
Sixty-five fidgets later, Bert blew his cheeks
in relief as to the background of a Russian
Choir, the family quartet now dressed in red
smocks, were all bashing away with sickles in
a wheat field. The captions rolled.
“Thank gawd” said Bert. I faught they’d
never git rahnd to it.”
Lii sniffed and dabbed her eyes with a paper
such a pity they all
tissue. “It was Iuv’ly
ended up workin’ in the fields.”
“That’s wot they call payin’ their Union
dues” retorted Bert. “An’ annuver fing
it
wasn’t luv’ly
it was a load of ol’
I’ll switch orf now gel.”
cobblers
“No. ‘old on a minnit Bert.. they’re
goin’ ter talk about it now.”
“Talk abart wot an’ oo?”
“That there Jane Shakewell is goin’ ter talk
about the play we just seen wiv the
producer—Tarqueen de Lion.”
“Talk abart it
Talk abart it? Oh cor top
me. I’ve ‘ad enough of that ol’ malarky ter
give me the screamin’ abdabs!”
But the camera was already in with a close
up of Jane Shakewell peering coyly from the
screen. The camera tracked slowly down her
slim line figure. over the apologetic twin bee
stings of her chest, smoothly gliding the patella
hillocks of her silken sheathed limbs and on
the point where her right instep arced round
her left ankle and lassoed her feet.
Bert gave a ‘wolf whistle’ through his teeth.
.
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The wisp of orange chiffon encircling his
slim neck, ended in a ‘fly-away’ bow near his
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left ear whilst a thin gold chain held an
embossed medallion which nestled neatly on
his turquoise shirt-blouse with Bishops sleeves.
Lemon suede flares, white socks and slip-on
backless mocassins embroidered with hand
stitched forget-me-nots, completed the
ensemble.
“Whoops!” said Bert.
As the camera zoomed in to frame Tarquin
in big close-up, the cottonwool voice of Jane
Shakewell breathed. “I know I echo the
thoughts of millions as I say to you how
incredibly grateful we are.”
Conscious of the camera, Tarquin placed a
manicured index finger under his cheek,
pushed his chin forward ever so slightly, rinsed
his lips, momentarily flared his eyes and
mouthed an overlong “Thank yew” straight at
the camera.
Bert blew a razzberry.
“Ow Bert!
I’m lis’ning!”
“Wot?
to ol’ A/C-D/C ‘ere?
Why ‘es
dead Ginger!”
“No ‘e aint, his hair is blond.”
“Oh gawd ‘elpus. Wot I means Lil
is.
there’s a touch of ol’ iron about ‘im—or
er as the case may be.”
“Don’t be daft! you can see that pretty
medal is gold—not iron!”
Bert bit his lip, rolled his eyes and tossed his
head.
“WWhaat” oozed Jane Shakewell...
“wwhaat in your opinion Tarquin de Leon
was the most poignant moment in ‘Slaves
of the Sickle’?”
Tarquin gazed wistfully heavenwards and
pulled abstractedly at his right ear lobe. “I
on refflekkshun
thinnk. I thinnk
it
must be the scene in the charcoal burners
hut—there.”
“Oo luvvly!—I thought you would choose
that.”
“Well you see Jane sweetie, the whole
the very ethos of the piece,
dialecticism
rested on Ivan Nackaroff’s in-depth
perception and supreme delineation.”
“I do so so agree. you are so right.”
Tarquin graciously inclined his head. Then
he feathered his hands as if striving to identify
some vague shape and with breathless fervour
“It was so terribly terribly lovely in
began
the hut as we dollied the camera along the
floor, past the wispy straw and on to that
sweet little dormouse nibbling on a bread
crumb—(gorgeous touch that)—and on to the
.
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stew pot with the barley dribbling from the
lid.. through the curling smoke from the
burning logs and up the wall.., past the
guttering candle, accrawst the roof where the
broken slates let through that single
snowflake—(such telling significance)—and
then on to that tiny tiny spider taking us down
the wall where the Countess Natasha sat on
that broken ottoman, gently stroking
grandfather’s wooden leg as she whispered
that exquisite line. ‘They don’t make them
like this anymore’.”
“Oh yess yess Tarquin.. so very very
moving. Twice I had lumps in my throat.”
“Yer should ‘av shoved ‘em dahn yer
jumper an’ done yerself a favour darlin’
snapped Bert. “Stone me Lil. I’ve ‘ad a
bellyful of this ol’ bullshine. so I’m gonna
badgeroff up the Russian steps to me Uncle
Nedski.”
He leaned over, kissed Lil lightly on the
forehead and said, “G’night Comrade
Lilianskya. bring us up a mug of Vodka.”
Whipping round to face the tellee Bert said
“Up the Kremlin. nigh’ night Tovarish
sweet ‘eart.” Then splaying his fingers he
added... “Pick any two from four.” He
whirled, stuck his hand on his hip and on tip
toe minced out of the room.
Even Lil had to laugh.
Badger lay in his bed gazing through the
parted curtains. Rain had ceased. The night
sky was a pin cushion of stars, as if a giant
hand had flung a handful of salt at a canopy of
black velvet and it had stuck. He muttered
drowsily
“Actors? .l’ve shot ‘em
do
better me’self.” A minute later he was asleep.
It was midday when Bert and ‘Chalky’
White strolled into the Council yard. Bert
didn’t mind ol’ Chalky. True, he could be a bit
thick at times on account of him being hard of
hearing, but he always pulled his weight on a
job and that rated high with Bert.
“Hallo boys”, said General Foremen Fred
Perkins, “glad you popped in because I’ve a
message for you. The Guv’nor phoned and
would like to see you and your wives up at
The Assembly Hall at 3 o’clock, O.K.?”
“What did Mr. Crompton say it was for?”
queried Bert.
“Search me mate, I dunno. but you’d
better get off home and change” concluded
Fred.
Badger was well puzzled when he and Lil
with Chalky and Flo arrived at the Assembly
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Hall. On the capacious and well equipped
stage a bevy of little girls in blue bloomers
were doing a pretty fairy dance routine.
Bert spotted Mr. Crompton sitting in the
front row next to Miss Urqhart of the Public
Health Department.
Miss Harriet Urqhart was a very large lady.
She might have passed for Margaret
Rutherford’s sister, with a sprinkle of the
Joyce Grenfell’s thrown in. A very long
serving member of the Borough’s staff, Miss
Urqhart was a prodigious organiser.
Carnivals, concerts, charities and Hospital
fetes, she was always there.
prompting
urging
arranging. Any spare time was
divided between her beloved Brownie Pack,
giving elocution lessons and writing childrens
books. Everyone liked Miss Harriet Urqhart.
Bert called her ‘arriet ‘elpful.
Sure enough, help was the operative theme
in her present activity. Miss Urqhart had
written a Childrens Pantomime. It was
extremely good. The proceeds were to go
towards providing a stereo unit and coloured
television set for the Hackney Old Folks
Home. Rehearsals for the dance routines were
already in progress.
What Mr. Badger didn’t realise at the time
was that his previous observation,. .“Actors?
I could do better meself” was about to
boomerang.
Mr. Crompton slid from his seat and
whispered a cordial greeting to the ladies:
Smiling at Bert and Chalky he said, “I guess
we are all in this together chaps.” He gave an
encouraging pat on Bert’s shoulder and waved
his hand at the stage where Miss Urqhart was
about to speak.
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“I think everybody is here” she said
heartily,”so I will commence the proceedings.”
She ran her tongue over her front teeth. “As
many of you know, I have written a
pantomime. It is called ‘The triumph of
Titania’ and is set in the tiny Ukranian village
of Thiszoff.”
“What she say?” queried Chalky cupping
his left ear.
“Thissoff” said Bert.
“Ssh” said Lil.
“She wannus ter go?” asked Chalky.
“No dummo!
shuttup!” snapped Bert.
For the next hour Miss Urqhart gave a
resume of the story. Bert was intrigued, Lil and
Flo thrilled and Chalky kept asking “Wot she
say?”
.
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In hasty whispers Bert did his best to
summarise.
“Well, there’s this ‘ere Cranium villige, see?
an all the people wot lives there wanna be
‘appy an’ ‘at
but they can’t be cos they is
bein’ ‘eld in bondige.”
“Wot they in bandiges for?”
“Not bandiges Chalky
Bondige
y’know
bondige... y’know like wot you’d
be in if yer wanted ter git ah’t an’ yer couldn’t
cos they wouldn’t let yer
see?”
“Oo wouldn’t?”
“The geezers wot was keepin’ yer in bondige
Chalky. in this case a rotten ‘orrible Demon
King.”
“Well why doan’ ‘e leave the tea alone?...
cos if ‘es a real Demon ‘e can make any drink
‘e wants to.”
“Wot ruddy tea?... wot the ‘eli’s that got
ter do wiv it?”
“The tea they got in bondige dahn at the
Docks.”
“Yer great Nelly” snapped Bert as he
...
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left ear whilst a thin gold chain held an
embossed medallion which nestled neatly on
his turquoise shirt-blouse with Bishops sleeves.
Lemon suede flares, white socks and slip-on
backless mocassins embroidered with hand
stitched forget-me-nots, completed the
ensemble.
“Whoops!” said Bert.
As the camera zoomed in to frame Tarquin
in big close-up, the cottonwool voice of Jane
Shakewell breathed. “I know I echo the
thoughts of millions as I say to you how
incredibly grateful we are.”
Conscious of the camera, Tarquin placed a
manicured index finger under his cheek,
pushed his chin forward ever so slightly, rinsed
his lips, momentarily flared his eyes and
mouthed an overlong “Thank yew” straight at
the camera.
Bert blew a razzberry.
“Ow Bert!
I’m lis’ning!”
“Wot?
to ol’ A/C-D/C ‘ere?
Why ‘es
dead Ginger!”
“No ‘e aint, his hair is blond.”
“Oh gawd ‘elpus. Wot I means Lil
is.
there’s a touch of ol’ iron about ‘im—or
er as the case may be.”
“Don’t be daft! you can see that pretty
medal is gold—not iron!”
Bert bit his lip, rolled his eyes and tossed his
head.
“WWhaat” oozed Jane Shakewell...
“wwhaat in your opinion Tarquin de Leon
was the most poignant moment in ‘Slaves
of the Sickle’?”
Tarquin gazed wistfully heavenwards and
pulled abstractedly at his right ear lobe. “I
on refflekkshun
thinnk. I thinnk
it
must be the scene in the charcoal burners
hut—there.”
“Oo luvvly!—I thought you would choose
that.”
“Well you see Jane sweetie, the whole
the very ethos of the piece,
dialecticism
rested on Ivan Nackaroff’s in-depth
perception and supreme delineation.”
“I do so so agree. you are so right.”
Tarquin graciously inclined his head. Then
he feathered his hands as if striving to identify
some vague shape and with breathless fervour
“It was so terribly terribly lovely in
began
the hut as we dollied the camera along the
floor, past the wispy straw and on to that
sweet little dormouse nibbling on a bread
crumb—(gorgeous touch that)—and on to the
.
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stew pot with the barley dribbling from the
lid.. through the curling smoke from the
burning logs and up the wall.., past the
guttering candle, accrawst the roof where the
broken slates let through that single
snowflake—(such telling significance)—and
then on to that tiny tiny spider taking us down
the wall where the Countess Natasha sat on
that broken ottoman, gently stroking
grandfather’s wooden leg as she whispered
that exquisite line. ‘They don’t make them
like this anymore’.”
“Oh yess yess Tarquin.. so very very
moving. Twice I had lumps in my throat.”
“Yer should ‘av shoved ‘em dahn yer
jumper an’ done yerself a favour darlin’
snapped Bert. “Stone me Lil. I’ve ‘ad a
bellyful of this ol’ bullshine. so I’m gonna
badgeroff up the Russian steps to me Uncle
Nedski.”
He leaned over, kissed Lil lightly on the
forehead and said, “G’night Comrade
Lilianskya. bring us up a mug of Vodka.”
Whipping round to face the tellee Bert said
“Up the Kremlin. nigh’ night Tovarish
sweet ‘eart.” Then splaying his fingers he
added... “Pick any two from four.” He
whirled, stuck his hand on his hip and on tip
toe minced out of the room.
Even Lil had to laugh.
Badger lay in his bed gazing through the
parted curtains. Rain had ceased. The night
sky was a pin cushion of stars, as if a giant
hand had flung a handful of salt at a canopy of
black velvet and it had stuck. He muttered
drowsily
“Actors? .l’ve shot ‘em
do
better me’self.” A minute later he was asleep.
It was midday when Bert and ‘Chalky’
White strolled into the Council yard. Bert
didn’t mind ol’ Chalky. True, he could be a bit
thick at times on account of him being hard of
hearing, but he always pulled his weight on a
job and that rated high with Bert.
“Hallo boys”, said General Foremen Fred
Perkins, “glad you popped in because I’ve a
message for you. The Guv’nor phoned and
would like to see you and your wives up at
The Assembly Hall at 3 o’clock, O.K.?”
“What did Mr. Crompton say it was for?”
queried Bert.
“Search me mate, I dunno. but you’d
better get off home and change” concluded
Fred.
Badger was well puzzled when he and Lil
with Chalky and Flo arrived at the Assembly
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Hall. On the capacious and well equipped
stage a bevy of little girls in blue bloomers
were doing a pretty fairy dance routine.
Bert spotted Mr. Crompton sitting in the
front row next to Miss Urqhart of the Public
Health Department.
Miss Harriet Urqhart was a very large lady.
She might have passed for Margaret
Rutherford’s sister, with a sprinkle of the
Joyce Grenfell’s thrown in. A very long
serving member of the Borough’s staff, Miss
Urqhart was a prodigious organiser.
Carnivals, concerts, charities and Hospital
fetes, she was always there.
prompting
urging
arranging. Any spare time was
divided between her beloved Brownie Pack,
giving elocution lessons and writing childrens
books. Everyone liked Miss Harriet Urqhart.
Bert called her ‘arriet ‘elpful.
Sure enough, help was the operative theme
in her present activity. Miss Urqhart had
written a Childrens Pantomime. It was
extremely good. The proceeds were to go
towards providing a stereo unit and coloured
television set for the Hackney Old Folks
Home. Rehearsals for the dance routines were
already in progress.
What Mr. Badger didn’t realise at the time
was that his previous observation,. .“Actors?
I could do better meself” was about to
boomerang.
Mr. Crompton slid from his seat and
whispered a cordial greeting to the ladies:
Smiling at Bert and Chalky he said, “I guess
we are all in this together chaps.” He gave an
encouraging pat on Bert’s shoulder and waved
his hand at the stage where Miss Urqhart was
about to speak.
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“I think everybody is here” she said
heartily,”so I will commence the proceedings.”
She ran her tongue over her front teeth. “As
many of you know, I have written a
pantomime. It is called ‘The triumph of
Titania’ and is set in the tiny Ukranian village
of Thiszoff.”
“What she say?” queried Chalky cupping
his left ear.
“Thissoff” said Bert.
“Ssh” said Lil.
“She wannus ter go?” asked Chalky.
“No dummo!
shuttup!” snapped Bert.
For the next hour Miss Urqhart gave a
resume of the story. Bert was intrigued, Lil and
Flo thrilled and Chalky kept asking “Wot she
say?”
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In hasty whispers Bert did his best to
summarise.
“Well, there’s this ‘ere Cranium villige, see?
an all the people wot lives there wanna be
‘appy an’ ‘at
but they can’t be cos they is
bein’ ‘eld in bondige.”
“Wot they in bandiges for?”
“Not bandiges Chalky
Bondige
y’know
bondige... y’know like wot you’d
be in if yer wanted ter git ah’t an’ yer couldn’t
cos they wouldn’t let yer
see?”
“Oo wouldn’t?”
“The geezers wot was keepin’ yer in bondige
Chalky. in this case a rotten ‘orrible Demon
King.”
“Well why doan’ ‘e leave the tea alone?...
cos if ‘es a real Demon ‘e can make any drink
‘e wants to.”
“Wot ruddy tea?... wot the ‘eli’s that got
ter do wiv it?”
“The tea they got in bondige dahn at the
Docks.”
“Yer great Nelly” snapped Bert as he
...
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gripped Chalky’s arm. “Now look matey
yer can’t git wot Miss Ur’carts sayin’ cos yor a
right?”
bit mutt an’ jeff in yer left ear’ole
Chalky nodded.
“An’ yer wants me ter tell yer the story
right?”
Chalky nodded again.
“Well
shut yer great cake ‘ole an’ lissen
right?”
Bert prodded his left palm with his right
hand index finger to emphasise each point.
an’ they is
“There’s this ‘ere villige see?.
in bondige on account that this ‘ere Prince is
there. Y’see, the Prince was on ‘is way ter git
marrid to a nice little piece of cracklin’ named
Princess Titania wot lives in Karkov...
right?”
Chalky nodded.
“Well, this rotten ‘orrible Demon King
fancies the Princess ‘isself. an’ when ‘es
flying arahnd an’ sees the Prince on ‘is way
ter the Princess. ‘e gits the dead needool.
right? So the rotten Demon sends dahn a
load of funder an’ lightnin’ an’ lets it be
known ‘es put a curse on the villige. right?
So the Prince, ‘oo likes all the people.
partikly Count Winnemova, the head
man in the villige, says “1 doan’ wanna
cause trouble an’ git the people in more bovver
an’ ‘at.” So ‘e grow’d a beard an’ starts
working in the blacksmiffs shop. A coupla
nights later the Prince creeps ah’t the village
ter shanksis all the way ter Karkov on is tod.
it’s a dead ringer that the
What ‘appens?
an’ ‘e do. So ‘e
‘orrible Demon will suss ‘im
sends dahn loads an’ loads of snow an’ frawst,
an’ the poor ol’ Prince only jest makes it back
ter Thissoff. Right dahn in the dumps ‘e is
so ‘e goes an tells that there
‘es well choked
nice Count Winnemova all about it.
an’ then ‘e says, “Now
The Count lissens
don’t you worry Princie mate.. I got an idea.”
Well, there’s some fairies dahn the bottom
of ‘is gardin—proper ones I mean—so the
an’ ‘e arsks
Count goes an’ chats ‘em up
‘em ter git in touch wiv their Fairy Queen ter
see if she can conjure up a coupla big white
right?
an’ she do
‘orses
Next day, the rotten Demon is sittin’ on ‘is
Volcano, Mt. Blowov, an’ when ‘e looks dahn
an’ sees a coupla white ‘orses leave the
blacksmiffs an’ start wandering orf, ‘e doan
take no botice cos ‘e finks they is jest goin’ fer
‘an
a bit of the ol’ shinnanigin in the fields
course, as ‘es the President of the persmissif
.
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sosiety ‘e doan mind a bit of friggin’ in the
riggin’ an’ ‘at. But ‘ere’s the good bit Chalky
strapped underneaf the ‘orses stummiks is
the Prince and the Fairy Queen, cos she knows
a short cut ter Karkov.
When the Prince meets Titania they is dead
‘appy an’ agree they’ll only git spliced in
Thissoff. So it’s back under the ‘orses
stummiks wiv the Fairy Queen takin’ the night
flight ‘ome.
‘Course the villigers go right potty when
they ‘ears abart the weddin’ ‘an ‘at, an’ in
secret they prepares fer the great day.
Count Winnemova gived the bride away
an’ the local vicar Archbishop Letzavahitch
starts ter marry ‘em. Right in the middle of the
weddin’ an’ jes’ as ‘e’s goin ter join ‘em in ‘oly
purgatory, when crash! dahn comes that there
rotten ‘orrible Demon King.
No one aint never see’d ‘im afore an’ ‘es
dead ugly an’ evil
‘e starts rauhtin’ orf
summick cruel an’ everyone ‘cept the Prince
an’ Princess cringe dahn. Well, the Demon is
so busy doin’ ‘is nut an’ yackin’ away tellin’
‘em wot ‘orrible fings ‘es got stored up fer ‘em,
that ‘e don’t notice ‘es standin’ close ter Fred
an’ George the two white ‘orses wot is waitin’
ter pull the goldin’ coach. Fred nudges George
an’ says “Move rahnd a bit mate. ready?...
one, two free—go,” an’ they ups wiv there
back legs, an ‘oof the ‘orrible Demon King
right up the bottle. Wiv a terrible scream ‘e
over the top of the
shoots up like a rocket
church spire an’ up an’ up, higher’n higher, ‘til
‘e keels over an’ falls dahn smack inside the
volcano.
There’s a gawd almighty bang an’ a big
puffer smoke comes aht. The people realise
that their villige is freed from bondige an’ they
all ‘old up their arms an’ shout “Thissoff!
we’re free!”
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‘Course the Prince an’ Princess is married,
an’ a load of Cossacks ride in an’ dance wiv
the villigers wot gits sloshed as newts on vodka
an’ at,
s’good am’ it Chalky?”
Up on the stage, Miss Urqhart clutched a
big batch of scripts under her left arm,
adjusted her spectacles with her free hand and
beamed her ‘Joyce Grenfell’ smile. In her best
jolly hockey sticks voice she said, “And now
for the principals. The Fairy Queen will be that
delightful dancer Petronella Lacington from
the Borough Finance Department. Lovely
Valerie Hyson from Public Services and our
reigning Carnival Queen will be Princess
Titania.
and Prince Gregori is that
charming young man John Studdington, who
is the Borough’s P/E Instructor and swimming
coach and also the champion East London
Breast-stroker”.
“Wot she say?” queried Chalky.
“The parts wivvin ‘is grasp” snapped Bert.
and who was the ideal choice for the
continued
kindly
Count?”
Miss
Urqhart,. “none other than Mr. Reginald
Crompton, the Borough Engineer....”
Bert nodded in full agreement.
finally, because he has just the right
physique, we hope that the Demon King will
be played by Mr. Albert Badger of
Highways.”
Badger half rose from his seat. He was
stupified. “Me? that there rotten ‘orrible
demon
I aint like that am I?” His brain
whirled as he vigourously shook his head in
denial. Words erupted from his lips, babbling
tumbling over
I I’ I’m not ‘orrible
honest. I’ I’m kind to kids and ol’ people
me dawg Jack likes me. you ask ‘im...
‘course I do a bit of bettin’ now’n agin.. an’ I
likes a pint
b’but I’ I’ve tried to be a good
‘usband. ask my Lil” he stammered
desperately.
Lil grabbed his sleeve and pulled him down
into his chair. “Sit dahn John Geelgood!” she
barked. Then she looked up at Miss Urqhart
and said, “He’ll be yer Demon King
leave
it to me”.
Miss Urqhart beamed. “First rate
absolutely first rate!” Then as she caught sight
of a dejected Bert still gazing floorward
shaking his head, she said, “There is no need
for anyone to feel shy.. just remember those
little lines I always recite to my Brownie
Pack
Bit by bit we’ll try to win, sitting still
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won’t do it, so bit by bit go in and win, ggrit
will pull you through it!”
“Wot will pull us frew it?”croaked Chalky.
“Grit.”
“I faught she said
“I know yer did Chalky, git yerself a ruddy
ear trumpet” said Bert savagely.
Chalky leaned over and tickled Bert under
the chin. .“You little demon you!”
That did if. Bert struggled up. “I’m orf ter
the pub” he growled.
“You’re not going anywhere” said Lii
tersely and with that she plonked a script in his
hand. “Learn yer lines!” she ordered
triumphantly.
“And now” thundered Miss Urqhart
hugging herself with delight, before we have a
nice cup of tea, sandwiches and delicious fruit
cake
I have the most exciting surprise for
you all. As I have already said, our proceeds
will go to the Old Folks Home, but as our
production date coincides with National
Television’s, ‘Help the Aged’ week. they are
to televise our opening performance
live!”
A squeal of delighted surprise greeted this
announcement but it only served to make Bert
even more despondent.
Above the surge of hysterical enthusiasm,
Miss Urqhart shrilled
and now let me
introduce you to television ace producer.
Tarquin de Leon!”
A strangled cry of dismay came from the
throat of Bert, as Tarquin delicately picked his
way across the stage. Going upwards, it was
silver ‘Elton John’ boots, thigh hugging tan
leather flares, a cashmere roll neck sweater dye
stamped ‘make love’, and the vinegar bottle
shoulders were draped with a pale blue denim
bolero.
“Gawd
this is the last straw” snarled
Bert.
“Wottsermatter?” asked Chalky.
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gripped Chalky’s arm. “Now look matey
yer can’t git wot Miss Ur’carts sayin’ cos yor a
right?”
bit mutt an’ jeff in yer left ear’ole
Chalky nodded.
“An’ yer wants me ter tell yer the story
right?”
Chalky nodded again.
“Well
shut yer great cake ‘ole an’ lissen
right?”
Bert prodded his left palm with his right
hand index finger to emphasise each point.
an’ they is
“There’s this ‘ere villige see?.
in bondige on account that this ‘ere Prince is
there. Y’see, the Prince was on ‘is way ter git
marrid to a nice little piece of cracklin’ named
Princess Titania wot lives in Karkov...
right?”
Chalky nodded.
“Well, this rotten ‘orrible Demon King
fancies the Princess ‘isself. an’ when ‘es
flying arahnd an’ sees the Prince on ‘is way
ter the Princess. ‘e gits the dead needool.
right? So the rotten Demon sends dahn a
load of funder an’ lightnin’ an’ lets it be
known ‘es put a curse on the villige. right?
So the Prince, ‘oo likes all the people.
partikly Count Winnemova, the head
man in the villige, says “1 doan’ wanna
cause trouble an’ git the people in more bovver
an’ ‘at.” So ‘e grow’d a beard an’ starts
working in the blacksmiffs shop. A coupla
nights later the Prince creeps ah’t the village
ter shanksis all the way ter Karkov on is tod.
it’s a dead ringer that the
What ‘appens?
an’ ‘e do. So ‘e
‘orrible Demon will suss ‘im
sends dahn loads an’ loads of snow an’ frawst,
an’ the poor ol’ Prince only jest makes it back
ter Thissoff. Right dahn in the dumps ‘e is
so ‘e goes an tells that there
‘es well choked
nice Count Winnemova all about it.
an’ then ‘e says, “Now
The Count lissens
don’t you worry Princie mate.. I got an idea.”
Well, there’s some fairies dahn the bottom
of ‘is gardin—proper ones I mean—so the
an’ ‘e arsks
Count goes an’ chats ‘em up
‘em ter git in touch wiv their Fairy Queen ter
see if she can conjure up a coupla big white
right?
an’ she do
‘orses
Next day, the rotten Demon is sittin’ on ‘is
Volcano, Mt. Blowov, an’ when ‘e looks dahn
an’ sees a coupla white ‘orses leave the
blacksmiffs an’ start wandering orf, ‘e doan
take no botice cos ‘e finks they is jest goin’ fer
‘an
a bit of the ol’ shinnanigin in the fields
course, as ‘es the President of the persmissif
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sosiety ‘e doan mind a bit of friggin’ in the
riggin’ an’ ‘at. But ‘ere’s the good bit Chalky
strapped underneaf the ‘orses stummiks is
the Prince and the Fairy Queen, cos she knows
a short cut ter Karkov.
When the Prince meets Titania they is dead
‘appy an’ agree they’ll only git spliced in
Thissoff. So it’s back under the ‘orses
stummiks wiv the Fairy Queen takin’ the night
flight ‘ome.
‘Course the villigers go right potty when
they ‘ears abart the weddin’ ‘an ‘at, an’ in
secret they prepares fer the great day.
Count Winnemova gived the bride away
an’ the local vicar Archbishop Letzavahitch
starts ter marry ‘em. Right in the middle of the
weddin’ an’ jes’ as ‘e’s goin ter join ‘em in ‘oly
purgatory, when crash! dahn comes that there
rotten ‘orrible Demon King.
No one aint never see’d ‘im afore an’ ‘es
dead ugly an’ evil
‘e starts rauhtin’ orf
summick cruel an’ everyone ‘cept the Prince
an’ Princess cringe dahn. Well, the Demon is
so busy doin’ ‘is nut an’ yackin’ away tellin’
‘em wot ‘orrible fings ‘es got stored up fer ‘em,
that ‘e don’t notice ‘es standin’ close ter Fred
an’ George the two white ‘orses wot is waitin’
ter pull the goldin’ coach. Fred nudges George
an’ says “Move rahnd a bit mate. ready?...
one, two free—go,” an’ they ups wiv there
back legs, an ‘oof the ‘orrible Demon King
right up the bottle. Wiv a terrible scream ‘e
over the top of the
shoots up like a rocket
church spire an’ up an’ up, higher’n higher, ‘til
‘e keels over an’ falls dahn smack inside the
volcano.
There’s a gawd almighty bang an’ a big
puffer smoke comes aht. The people realise
that their villige is freed from bondige an’ they
all ‘old up their arms an’ shout “Thissoff!
we’re free!”
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‘Course the Prince an’ Princess is married,
an’ a load of Cossacks ride in an’ dance wiv
the villigers wot gits sloshed as newts on vodka
an’ at,
s’good am’ it Chalky?”
Up on the stage, Miss Urqhart clutched a
big batch of scripts under her left arm,
adjusted her spectacles with her free hand and
beamed her ‘Joyce Grenfell’ smile. In her best
jolly hockey sticks voice she said, “And now
for the principals. The Fairy Queen will be that
delightful dancer Petronella Lacington from
the Borough Finance Department. Lovely
Valerie Hyson from Public Services and our
reigning Carnival Queen will be Princess
Titania.
and Prince Gregori is that
charming young man John Studdington, who
is the Borough’s P/E Instructor and swimming
coach and also the champion East London
Breast-stroker”.
“Wot she say?” queried Chalky.
“The parts wivvin ‘is grasp” snapped Bert.
and who was the ideal choice for the
continued
kindly
Count?”
Miss
Urqhart,. “none other than Mr. Reginald
Crompton, the Borough Engineer....”
Bert nodded in full agreement.
finally, because he has just the right
physique, we hope that the Demon King will
be played by Mr. Albert Badger of
Highways.”
Badger half rose from his seat. He was
stupified. “Me? that there rotten ‘orrible
demon
I aint like that am I?” His brain
whirled as he vigourously shook his head in
denial. Words erupted from his lips, babbling
tumbling over
I I’ I’m not ‘orrible
honest. I’ I’m kind to kids and ol’ people
me dawg Jack likes me. you ask ‘im...
‘course I do a bit of bettin’ now’n agin.. an’ I
likes a pint
b’but I’ I’ve tried to be a good
‘usband. ask my Lil” he stammered
desperately.
Lil grabbed his sleeve and pulled him down
into his chair. “Sit dahn John Geelgood!” she
barked. Then she looked up at Miss Urqhart
and said, “He’ll be yer Demon King
leave
it to me”.
Miss Urqhart beamed. “First rate
absolutely first rate!” Then as she caught sight
of a dejected Bert still gazing floorward
shaking his head, she said, “There is no need
for anyone to feel shy.. just remember those
little lines I always recite to my Brownie
Pack
Bit by bit we’ll try to win, sitting still
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won’t do it, so bit by bit go in and win, ggrit
will pull you through it!”
“Wot will pull us frew it?”croaked Chalky.
“Grit.”
“I faught she said
“I know yer did Chalky, git yerself a ruddy
ear trumpet” said Bert savagely.
Chalky leaned over and tickled Bert under
the chin. .“You little demon you!”
That did if. Bert struggled up. “I’m orf ter
the pub” he growled.
“You’re not going anywhere” said Lii
tersely and with that she plonked a script in his
hand. “Learn yer lines!” she ordered
triumphantly.
“And now” thundered Miss Urqhart
hugging herself with delight, before we have a
nice cup of tea, sandwiches and delicious fruit
cake
I have the most exciting surprise for
you all. As I have already said, our proceeds
will go to the Old Folks Home, but as our
production date coincides with National
Television’s, ‘Help the Aged’ week. they are
to televise our opening performance
live!”
A squeal of delighted surprise greeted this
announcement but it only served to make Bert
even more despondent.
Above the surge of hysterical enthusiasm,
Miss Urqhart shrilled
and now let me
introduce you to television ace producer.
Tarquin de Leon!”
A strangled cry of dismay came from the
throat of Bert, as Tarquin delicately picked his
way across the stage. Going upwards, it was
silver ‘Elton John’ boots, thigh hugging tan
leather flares, a cashmere roll neck sweater dye
stamped ‘make love’, and the vinegar bottle
shoulders were draped with a pale blue denim
bolero.
“Gawd
this is the last straw” snarled
Bert.
“Wottsermatter?” asked Chalky.
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“Up there. ‘im. ol’ corkscrew. the
big fairy
‘es so bent ‘isself, ‘e finks the
leaning tower of Pisa is upright.”
Tarquin was busy acknowledging the
applause with little ‘spider leg’ waves of his
fingers. Then he spoke. “I have a confession to
make. I have been very naughty. I peeked
as Miss Urqhart selected the cast. Everybody
looks super super. particularly your Demon
King” he added with a long slow nod in Bert’s
direction. Extending an index finger and
arching his forearm like a cobra about to
strike, Tarquin lisped, “the cameras will be
there. there. there. and there but I
don’t want to worry you one teenssy weenssy
bit. think only on the night that Tarquin will
be holding your hand and guiding you. Any
questions?”
Bert eyed him sourly.
“Yus!
leave me ah’t the ‘and ‘olding bit,
cos I wouldn’t know which way to turn.”
“Ooh priceless.. how very droll” said
Tarquin silkily.
“Let’s git dahn to brass tacks” said Bert.
“In this ‘ere Panto. I’m s’posed ter crash
dahn right in the middle of this wedding
lark
right?. well ‘ow the ‘ell am I gonna
do that. wings?”
“Ooh no you dear thing, it won’t be from
the wings, I intend to zip you down from the
flys.”
“Do wot?” yelled Bert.
“Whip you right down from the flys.”
Bert scowled down at Lii, his face a
thundercloud.
“Did yer ‘ear that
did yer ‘ear it
eh?. don’t tell me ‘es not King Lear.”
Tarquin flapped his hands like the wings of
a fledgling. “Oh my my my
we are having
a tantrum aren’t we.” Then pointing an arm
I
aloft he added
“honestly all thiss fuss
promise you that your entrance will be
ssensational. it really will. When we zip you
down, we’ve just got to ensure we don’t joggle
your wire and get it caught up... see?”
“Joggle me wot?” exploded Bert.
“Wire sweetie
the one we shall hook
onto the belt around your waisst as you
woosh!”
descend from the flys above
Lii grabbed Bert’s sleeve, “Now lissen ter
me Sir Lawrinse Oliver. this 01’ Vic
performance of your’n don’t impress me one
bit!
save it ‘til you git up on that stage
right?. now learn”.
Thoroughly subdued by this further
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outburst, Bert opened his script. He eyed the
lead in stage directions.
BRIGHT
FLASH
WHITE/RED
FOLLOWED BY RUMBLE OF
THUNDER. DEMON KING SHOOTS
DOWN FROM FLYS ABOVE,
GA THERS CLOAK IN EACH HAND,
HOLDS ARMS ALOFT, GLARES
EVILLY AT A SSEMBLED WEDDING
GROUP AND SPEAKS IN RASPING
VOICE:
DEMON KING:
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‘I am the wicked Demon
King
Ifly o’er hill and dale
So do not try to run from
me
T’will be of no avail
I’ll seek and find you in
the woods
Or hiding ‘neath your bed
I’ll chase you and I’ll
hound you
‘Til each of you is dead!’
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Bert shook his head. “I’ll never ruddy do it”
he muttered. It was Mr. Crompton who finally
settled things. He came up as Bert was having
a cuppa. “Well Albert” he said in his quiet
sincere way. “I am sure you will play your
part extremely well, we are all counting on
you.”
After that bit of encouraging chat from ‘The
Guv’nor’, rehearsals seemed to go at lightning
speed. Bert got the full elocutionary treatment
from Miss Urqhart and finally managed his
lines. Lil could hardly believe it when she
heard him. “Ow Bert, you was
smashing
why can’t yer talk proper like
wot you did, all the time?”
Chalky rushed up full of excitement. ‘ere
Bert, wot d’yer know. I’m going ter be one
of the Princie’s men!”
“You’re lucky mate, I’m lumbered being one
of the ‘Queens’.”
Stage-hand Charlie Pickering had been in ‘the
business’ for 40 years. His solitary domain
was the cat-walk high above the stage. A
world of rope, hooks, pulleys and scenery flats.
He was closely following the script on the
opening night of the production, when a slight
movement made him turn his head. Charlie
nearly fell off his cat walk.
“By ‘eck! th’ gave me a reet turn Bert lad, I
thowt it were ol’ Nick issel’ that ‘ad coom fer’t
.
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me!
eee
th’ looks a reet red devil an’ no
mistake!”
“I feel ‘orrible an’ all” said Bert. “Took me
an hour ter git into this lot. Shook me rigid
when I lamped meself in the mirror.. me
eyebrows, m’tash an’ beard. me fork ta’l
and these ‘ere ruddy ‘orns stickin’ ah’t me ‘ead
an’ ‘at. S’all very well fer Lil ter say this cat
suit ‘ad got ter be skin tight but this is
redic’lus. ‘er an ‘er 2 ply red wool an’ No.
12 needools. It would ‘av been easier gitting in
a ruddy saveloy skin.”
“Wot th’ clutching cloak round th’ for? are
th’ cold lad?”
“No mate. I’m sweatin’ a good ‘un. I
got two pair of swim trunks on an’ this belt
underneaf me cat suit wot yer clips the wire
onto aint ‘elpin neivver. every time I corf,
me eyes water and I ‘spect the audience will
start cha’ikin when they sees me. they’ll fink
it that there Nuryeff arrived from Covent
Gardin
wonder if ‘e wears two pair
wish Lil ‘adn’t knitted this so tight under
the armpits an’ ‘at.”
“I shouldn’t worry thisell’ lad, wedding
group will ‘ide thee from’t audience like
it’ll
only be a quick flash th’ knows.”
“That’s wot’s worrying me Charlie
mate
I’ll feel a right Burke I tell yer.”
“Now listen Bert lad. I’ll just clip wire onto
belt at back
y’can let cloak open
wer’e
all boys together oop ‘ere.” Charlie clipped on
the wire. “Y’got soom time to go yet
lad. but when I give thee t’cue joost step off
platform like as re’earsal an’ let gear on’t
pulley carry thee down t’stage. Don’t
joomp. whatever th’ do. ‘Av th’ got
butterflies in’t stomach lad?”
“No mate
feels more like Goldie the
eagle and a few of er mates.”
Bert fell silent. The last act was just
beginning and the panto was going like a
bomb. The audience enthralled and loving
every minute. it was right colourful too.
Those little gels danced marvelous
such
pretty kids too. gawd luv ‘em. “There’s this
much abart ol’ Tarquin, ‘e might be a bit prissy
but ‘e certainly know’d ‘is stuff in prodoocing
an’ at. ‘Ow abart yest’day when ‘e was walkin’
abart wiv that trailing mike directin’ the panto
an’ the cameras an’ sahnd an’ lighting all in
one go an at.”
‘Open scene CAM]
L.S. village, coach
OOV. gradual zoom in F/U GRAMS, FX
cheering crowds mix churchbells WHIP PAN
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cut to CAM2. .C.U. church bells GRAMS
UP. pan to 2 shot in frame Prince and
Bishop. FX down Bells... CAM2... B.C.U.
Prince smiling as GRAMS FX up loud
cheering crowds... WHIP PAN to golden
coach, holdframe Princess and Count waving.
Cut to CAM1...B.C.U. happy Princess
smiling. Cut to CAM2. .M.S. coach arriving
church steps zoom to wedding group
principals.., hold on that 2... CAM4 hold on
frame above group shot for sudden fly entrance
of Demon King whip pan Demon on cue of
Lightning flash... Tiger sweetic kill that
pup...CAM2 is getting halation off Bishop’s
bald head, big spot for Demons
entrance.. .holding CAM4?. .lovely lovely.’
Bert day dreamed on, oblivious that the
wedding ceremony had already commenced
on stage down below.
Charlie’s quick prod and urgent “Your on!”
coincided with a crack of thunder and a
blinding white/red flash. Suddenly startled,
Badger jumped!
and so did the wire off the
pulley. “Schomm”. Bert shot down quick
enough only to be pulled up with a sudden jerk
4 feet off the floor. He dangled there like a big
red spider in the glare of a huge spotlight. The
suddeness of the jerk had winded him. Dimly
he heard Tarquin’s frantic hiss.
“Say your lines. say your lines.. say
your lines”.
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Badger had dried
couldn’t remember
anything.
“I am the wicked Demon King”! prompted
a near hysterical Tarquin. When Bert did get
going he was so bewildered that all his
carefully tutored elocution disappeared as he
monotoned
“I am a rotten Demon King I
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“Up there. ‘im. ol’ corkscrew. the
big fairy
‘es so bent ‘isself, ‘e finks the
leaning tower of Pisa is upright.”
Tarquin was busy acknowledging the
applause with little ‘spider leg’ waves of his
fingers. Then he spoke. “I have a confession to
make. I have been very naughty. I peeked
as Miss Urqhart selected the cast. Everybody
looks super super. particularly your Demon
King” he added with a long slow nod in Bert’s
direction. Extending an index finger and
arching his forearm like a cobra about to
strike, Tarquin lisped, “the cameras will be
there. there. there. and there but I
don’t want to worry you one teenssy weenssy
bit. think only on the night that Tarquin will
be holding your hand and guiding you. Any
questions?”
Bert eyed him sourly.
“Yus!
leave me ah’t the ‘and ‘olding bit,
cos I wouldn’t know which way to turn.”
“Ooh priceless.. how very droll” said
Tarquin silkily.
“Let’s git dahn to brass tacks” said Bert.
“In this ‘ere Panto. I’m s’posed ter crash
dahn right in the middle of this wedding
lark
right?. well ‘ow the ‘ell am I gonna
do that. wings?”
“Ooh no you dear thing, it won’t be from
the wings, I intend to zip you down from the
flys.”
“Do wot?” yelled Bert.
“Whip you right down from the flys.”
Bert scowled down at Lii, his face a
thundercloud.
“Did yer ‘ear that
did yer ‘ear it
eh?. don’t tell me ‘es not King Lear.”
Tarquin flapped his hands like the wings of
a fledgling. “Oh my my my
we are having
a tantrum aren’t we.” Then pointing an arm
I
aloft he added
“honestly all thiss fuss
promise you that your entrance will be
ssensational. it really will. When we zip you
down, we’ve just got to ensure we don’t joggle
your wire and get it caught up... see?”
“Joggle me wot?” exploded Bert.
“Wire sweetie
the one we shall hook
onto the belt around your waisst as you
woosh!”
descend from the flys above
Lii grabbed Bert’s sleeve, “Now lissen ter
me Sir Lawrinse Oliver. this 01’ Vic
performance of your’n don’t impress me one
bit!
save it ‘til you git up on that stage
right?. now learn”.
Thoroughly subdued by this further
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outburst, Bert opened his script. He eyed the
lead in stage directions.
BRIGHT
FLASH
WHITE/RED
FOLLOWED BY RUMBLE OF
THUNDER. DEMON KING SHOOTS
DOWN FROM FLYS ABOVE,
GA THERS CLOAK IN EACH HAND,
HOLDS ARMS ALOFT, GLARES
EVILLY AT A SSEMBLED WEDDING
GROUP AND SPEAKS IN RASPING
VOICE:
DEMON KING:
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‘I am the wicked Demon
King
Ifly o’er hill and dale
So do not try to run from
me
T’will be of no avail
I’ll seek and find you in
the woods
Or hiding ‘neath your bed
I’ll chase you and I’ll
hound you
‘Til each of you is dead!’
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Bert shook his head. “I’ll never ruddy do it”
he muttered. It was Mr. Crompton who finally
settled things. He came up as Bert was having
a cuppa. “Well Albert” he said in his quiet
sincere way. “I am sure you will play your
part extremely well, we are all counting on
you.”
After that bit of encouraging chat from ‘The
Guv’nor’, rehearsals seemed to go at lightning
speed. Bert got the full elocutionary treatment
from Miss Urqhart and finally managed his
lines. Lil could hardly believe it when she
heard him. “Ow Bert, you was
smashing
why can’t yer talk proper like
wot you did, all the time?”
Chalky rushed up full of excitement. ‘ere
Bert, wot d’yer know. I’m going ter be one
of the Princie’s men!”
“You’re lucky mate, I’m lumbered being one
of the ‘Queens’.”
Stage-hand Charlie Pickering had been in ‘the
business’ for 40 years. His solitary domain
was the cat-walk high above the stage. A
world of rope, hooks, pulleys and scenery flats.
He was closely following the script on the
opening night of the production, when a slight
movement made him turn his head. Charlie
nearly fell off his cat walk.
“By ‘eck! th’ gave me a reet turn Bert lad, I
thowt it were ol’ Nick issel’ that ‘ad coom fer’t
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me!
eee
th’ looks a reet red devil an’ no
mistake!”
“I feel ‘orrible an’ all” said Bert. “Took me
an hour ter git into this lot. Shook me rigid
when I lamped meself in the mirror.. me
eyebrows, m’tash an’ beard. me fork ta’l
and these ‘ere ruddy ‘orns stickin’ ah’t me ‘ead
an’ ‘at. S’all very well fer Lil ter say this cat
suit ‘ad got ter be skin tight but this is
redic’lus. ‘er an ‘er 2 ply red wool an’ No.
12 needools. It would ‘av been easier gitting in
a ruddy saveloy skin.”
“Wot th’ clutching cloak round th’ for? are
th’ cold lad?”
“No mate. I’m sweatin’ a good ‘un. I
got two pair of swim trunks on an’ this belt
underneaf me cat suit wot yer clips the wire
onto aint ‘elpin neivver. every time I corf,
me eyes water and I ‘spect the audience will
start cha’ikin when they sees me. they’ll fink
it that there Nuryeff arrived from Covent
Gardin
wonder if ‘e wears two pair
wish Lil ‘adn’t knitted this so tight under
the armpits an’ ‘at.”
“I shouldn’t worry thisell’ lad, wedding
group will ‘ide thee from’t audience like
it’ll
only be a quick flash th’ knows.”
“That’s wot’s worrying me Charlie
mate
I’ll feel a right Burke I tell yer.”
“Now listen Bert lad. I’ll just clip wire onto
belt at back
y’can let cloak open
wer’e
all boys together oop ‘ere.” Charlie clipped on
the wire. “Y’got soom time to go yet
lad. but when I give thee t’cue joost step off
platform like as re’earsal an’ let gear on’t
pulley carry thee down t’stage. Don’t
joomp. whatever th’ do. ‘Av th’ got
butterflies in’t stomach lad?”
“No mate
feels more like Goldie the
eagle and a few of er mates.”
Bert fell silent. The last act was just
beginning and the panto was going like a
bomb. The audience enthralled and loving
every minute. it was right colourful too.
Those little gels danced marvelous
such
pretty kids too. gawd luv ‘em. “There’s this
much abart ol’ Tarquin, ‘e might be a bit prissy
but ‘e certainly know’d ‘is stuff in prodoocing
an’ at. ‘Ow abart yest’day when ‘e was walkin’
abart wiv that trailing mike directin’ the panto
an’ the cameras an’ sahnd an’ lighting all in
one go an at.”
‘Open scene CAM]
L.S. village, coach
OOV. gradual zoom in F/U GRAMS, FX
cheering crowds mix churchbells WHIP PAN
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cut to CAM2. .C.U. church bells GRAMS
UP. pan to 2 shot in frame Prince and
Bishop. FX down Bells... CAM2... B.C.U.
Prince smiling as GRAMS FX up loud
cheering crowds... WHIP PAN to golden
coach, holdframe Princess and Count waving.
Cut to CAM1...B.C.U. happy Princess
smiling. Cut to CAM2. .M.S. coach arriving
church steps zoom to wedding group
principals.., hold on that 2... CAM4 hold on
frame above group shot for sudden fly entrance
of Demon King whip pan Demon on cue of
Lightning flash... Tiger sweetic kill that
pup...CAM2 is getting halation off Bishop’s
bald head, big spot for Demons
entrance.. .holding CAM4?. .lovely lovely.’
Bert day dreamed on, oblivious that the
wedding ceremony had already commenced
on stage down below.
Charlie’s quick prod and urgent “Your on!”
coincided with a crack of thunder and a
blinding white/red flash. Suddenly startled,
Badger jumped!
and so did the wire off the
pulley. “Schomm”. Bert shot down quick
enough only to be pulled up with a sudden jerk
4 feet off the floor. He dangled there like a big
red spider in the glare of a huge spotlight. The
suddeness of the jerk had winded him. Dimly
he heard Tarquin’s frantic hiss.
“Say your lines. say your lines.. say
your lines”.
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Badger had dried
couldn’t remember
anything.
“I am the wicked Demon King”! prompted
a near hysterical Tarquin. When Bert did get
going he was so bewildered that all his
carefully tutored elocution disappeared as he
monotoned
“I am a rotten Demon King I
.
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flied from ‘ill an’ dale so don’t yous lot try an’
then he dried again.
run”
“It is of no avail” hissed Tarquin.
Bert tried again. “I am the ‘orrible Demon
King I’ve flewed from ‘ill an’ dale so don’t
anyone try ‘an scarper orf’ an’ ‘at”.
Finish it”! hissed
“It is of no avail
Tarquin.
“It is of
Dejectedly Bert’s head drooped
so I fink I’ll clear orfdahn the pub
no avail
an git tanked up wiv ale!”
The mighty roar from the audience
coincided with the entry of the Cossack
dancers cavorting about all over the place.
Deafening hand clapping seemed to whip the
dancers into a frenzy and then Bert saw deaf
Grandad learing up at him like ol’ man
Steptoe. Suddenly he grabbed the tail of Bert’s
costume and began spinning round on his
wooden leg like a top. Bert felt himself go
dizzy as he was twirled around faster and
faster to the wild rhythm of the clapping. Then
to a tremendous Cossack shout “Thiszoff!”
deaf Grandad flung Bert high over the heads of
the audience. He sped upwards like a human
arrow straight for the huge spotlight. Just as he
was about to crash into it Badger slammed his
and
eyes shut, gave a long howling yell
woke up!
He lay in a crumpled heap on the floor of
his bedroom with his head under the bedside
table. Pillows, sheets, blankets, and eiderdown
were strewn all over the place.
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Her voice gained strength as she began to
gather up the bedclothes.
Still dizzy, Bert groped around his back
“Where’s me tail gorn?”
“Yer tail?” yelled Lil now back to full
volume. “Yer not on about yer coccyx again
are yer?”
I knows where that is. but I ‘ad a
“No
tail an’ ‘at”.
‘Ope ter gawd the perishing Doctor ‘urries
up!”
“Why? I’m alright”.
then you must be potty
“Alright?
when I got ter bed last
lissen
Badger!
night you was tossing an’ turning like a shot
gives
crocodile. All of a sudden yer sits up
me a belt round the ear as yer shoots out both
I’m the
arms an’ yells, ‘Watch it Tarqueen!
wicked Demon King an’ I’m gonna chase yer
frew the woods an’ underneath yer bed!’ Then
yer ripped orf the sheet an’ bit all the buttons
orf me mattress!”
“I never.”
ruined it you
“Oh yes you did Badger
just little bits of cotton
look at it
‘av
‘anging where they used ter be!”
Bert tried to raise up but his head was
thumping fit to burst.
“Not content with that Albert Badger”
rampaged Lil, “yer pulled yer pyjama cord up
the back of yer neck and started to swivvle
yer feet
round and round on yer be’ind
knocked me out of bed twice. You was going
so fast I couldn’t get back in so I left yer at it
Reckon yer
an went into the spare room
must have slung yerself clean out cos I heard a
crash as the table went fer a burton an’ then it
all went quiet.”
Lil thumped the pillows down. “Now git
an’ wait fer the
back inter bed Badger
I want ‘im to have a look at those
Doctor
two bumps on yer fore’ead... seems to me yer
growing a pair of ‘orns! so you’ll either end up
wiv National Health cistifikit or a stall in the
Earls Court Agricultural Show.
She slammed the bedroom door and
stomped down the stairs. She plonked the
kettle on the gas stove and switched on the
transistor for Record Requests on Radio 2.
With puerile nugacity a fribbling D.J. cackled
“All righty righty righty! what have we got
on the platters for you guys and dolls this
morning—as you swallow that delicious piece
of buttered toast, especially made to my tastezowie, zowie. zowie,
bud tickling recipe
.
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mouth. Something moved. He hooked it out. It
fell into his palm. He looked down... It was a
mattress button.
Up the stairs wafted the hearty singing of
Ethel Murman
“There’s no business like
show business
there’s no
With a savage throw Bert hurled the button
at the opposite wall.
show business”
he said.
Good job Lii was out of earshot!
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zowweee! right on top of the discs where she
belongs—the first lady of American variety
Etthell Murmaan siinging
wait for it
you zanie ravin’ hep cats!
‘There’s no
business hike Shhow Business’—take it away
Ethel!”
Upstairs, Bert had laboriously climbed into
bed. His head was still aching like mad. As he
sank back into the pillow he became conscious
of the little lump inside his cheek near his back
teeth. “Wot the ‘eli’s this
a gumboil?”
Gingerly he inserted his little finger into his
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On all fours in her brush nylon nightie, a
wide eyed Lil stared at him from the foot of the
skew-whiff bed.
“I’I’ve sent Maisie ‘Arriss fer the d’doc
doctor” she stammered.
“Why?” asked Bert shakily.
Why?
Lil scrambled up “Why?
cos
you’re going orf yer trolly
thats why!”
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Camera Club
The Club has suffered its usual annual
migration of officers, and the writer has been
wearing all three hats for a while, which
explains the authorship of these notes. This is a
perennial problem with this particular club,
and one wonders whether these external
appointments are taken mainly with the
Bernard Ranger Cup in mind.
The Cup competition has been our only
function this season and attracted a total of 88
entries. Mr. David Dean-Saunders, Senior
Lecturer in Art at Rasingstoke Technical
College, gave an excellent detailed appraisal of
each entry, and finally made the following
awards:
Transport
I. Phil Cotton
2. Jim Ambridge
3. Mrs. J. Harris
Commended: Jim Ambridge
Contrast
I. Simon Thomas
2. Phil Green
3. Phil Green
Commended: Phil Green, Mrs. J. Harris,
Simon Thomas

Open
1. Phil Cotton
2. Nick Clemson
3. Mrs. J. Harris
Commended: Nick Edwards, Phil Cotton
Simon Thomas’ winning ‘Contrast’ slide
was awarded the Bernard Ranger Cup.
The subjects for the 1975 Cup competition,
to be held in October, are as follows, so bear
them in mind when you are out with your
camera:
Parallels,
Sport,
Open.
Looking to the future, we have now
obtained occupation of the Scott House
darkroom, after its temporary requisition as a
store, and are busy planning its layout and
furniture. From the frequent enquiries on
progress, we have no doubt it will be well used,
especially with the increased leisure time
available now that commuting no longer
wastes so much of our lives. Also, as a club,
we hope to be able to obtain photographic
materials at substantially reduced prices. We
are fortunate in having such excellent facilities
and we look forward to building up the Club to
its former size and enthusiasm.
C0LIN SMITH
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Ladies Football

‘Contrast’ 1st and
Bernard Ranger Corp
winner by Simon Thomas

‘Transport’ 1st
by Phil Cotton

‘Open’ 1st
by Phil Cotton

Ladies football is a new sport which I find
fascinating, exciting, competitive and serious.
Unfortunately there are many people who will
not take it seriously, though I guess that many
such critics have never actually seen ladies
play football.
I have been playing football with North
Warnborough Ladies for four years in the
Home Counties Women’s Football League,
and have collected six football medals during
this time. I find that ladies are often as skilful
and powerful as men, although they are
probably not as fit because they find mid-week
training difficult. Many players are married
women who bring their families to matches to
support the team. Although females, we play a
full 90 minutes each game, with eleven-a-side
The game is more than just push and run, with
plenty of physical effort applied. Occasionally
the physical side is overdone to the point of
violence, but then the referee will either caution
or send off the offender just as in the men’s
game. There is no doubt that most women
players become very much involved in the
game, as can be judged from the amount of
shouting that goes on. We are not so
emotional as men when we score, though, and
don’t go in for the hugging and kissing that
you see on Match of the Day. At half-time our
manager will criticise our performance and
point out weaknesses in the opposition.
Once we played before a crowd of 500, and
although this doesn’t sound very big, it’s
surprising how the support from a crowd even
of this size can lift your game.
Although I prefer eleven-a-side, I have
played in five-a-side tournaments. These
games last only seven minutes each way and it
is difficult to build up attacking moves in such
a short period. SWKP have a ladies five-a-side
team which is shaping up well, although we
haven’t played any matches yet.
On the continent ladies football is taken
much more seriously; for example there is an
Irish girl playing in Spain who is paid £100 a
week. This compares quite well with
professional male footballers’ pay, so there is
obviously a lot of interest in the ladies game on
the continent. The game is becoming more
organised in England now though, and there is
a national team, for which four Southampton
ladies have played. I hope that in the not too
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distant future ladies matches will be reported
in the national press in the same way that
mens’ are now.
SHEILA FITZ

Football
Arriving inBasingstoke the SWKP London
Team of the 1973—1974 season was almost
non-existent. Pete Eckert, Pete Maranian and I
remained from the faithful bunch who used to
turn up at Wormwood Scrubs every Sunday

‘at Wormwood Scrubs every Sunday morning’

morning. In fact, from the last issue of
Pont(fact Brian Southwood, the then Secretary
mentioned ‘with three games to play SWKP
are in a fairly strong position’. What happened
to these last games is still a mystery to me,
although I can only assume our opposition
claimed the points from us for not being
able to fulfil our league commitments.
Anyway that is all in the past, and so to
Basingstoke. After a few circulars and the
usual running about (those circulars never
seem to reach anyone) members of the Firm,
especially
one
Section,
were
finally
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forthcoming in stating their wish to represent
SWKP.
However we found on applying to join a
League down here, we were too late as
officially the entry to the leagues had closed
before our Move in June. Despite this set-back
we arranged a friendly with the Automobile
Association and were promptly beaten 10—2.

Our Scorers were: Joe Field (9), Nick Edwards
(5—2 Pen), Steve Brace (5), Franco Gelormini
(5), Cohn McKenna (3), Mike Bailey (3), Mike
Bell (2), Pete Maranian (1), Dave Nicholson
(1), Derek Kerkhof’f (1), Own Goal (1).
Apart from the League matches, towards
the end of the Season the Supplementary ‘B’
Cup was run with SWKP drawn against two
Division 2 teams and two Division 3 teams.
Every team played each other and the team
obtaining the most points went into the semi
final. As can be imagined our chances to reach
the latter stages were remote to say the least.
However due to some gritty performances
(Ken Locke, our gallant goalkeeper will bear

C,

‘promptly beaten 10—2’

Soon after this we heard that there was indeea
a vacant place in Division 4 of the Saturday
League; therefore with enthusiasm we applied
and were accepted, receiving handbooks, pitch
allocations and the bills to go with them!
Now begins the sad part of this story—our
results.
Played
16

Won
4

Home to
Away to
Home to
Away to
Home to
Away to
Home to
Home to
Home to
Away to
Away to
Home to
Home to
Away to
Away to
Away to

Drawn
2

Lost
10

Goals
For Against Points
10
36
69

Cliddesden
Oakridge Reserves
Ropley Reserves
Inter-City Reserves
Crookes Sports
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Lilly’s Reserves
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‘our gallant goalkeeper’

me out on this) we beat Basing 2—1 and lost
4—I to Buckskin, both 3rd Division sides. The
2nd Division sides were far superior to our
skills and we were beaten 12—2 by Smiths
Industries and 9—1 by Beechwood.
Therefore all in all, our first season together
was not as bad as one may gather from the
results. Indeed we only failed to score in one
match and as can be seen we were improving
and beginning to play more as a team towards
the end of the season.
The season has now finished except for a
six-a-side tournament to be held in Fleet on
May l7th—l8th in which SWKP are
represented by three teams.
Next season one hopes SWKP will finish in
a higher position in the league and indeed gain
promotion, but until then my thanks to the
players, Bob Greir, John Hutchins, Martin
New and those mentioned above, and finally to
the Partners without whose support we would
not be able to carry on with SWMP’s tradition
on the Football Field.
NICK EDWARDS

SPRING, 1975

Badminton
As the end of our first season in Basingstoke
fast approaches we can look back on a period
which has been both active and very
enjoyable. Not only has our number of
regulars increased but it has been very
pleasant having wives and husbands joining
our Friday sessions.
We were fortunate earlier in the season to be
visited by that ‘veteran of slight of shuttle’
Dick Brown, a traveller these days from the
Big Smoke. He tells me that he is coaching
badminton again but could not be coaxed into
giving us the benefit of his skills.
Another visitor was, one of our London
commuters, Graham Walker. But I do hear
that he enjoyed his visit so much that he is
moving down from London to get full
membership next season.
The inter-section tournament born last year,
has also flourished in the new environment and
this year attracted more than fifty participants
with almost all sections of the Firm being
represented. The competition had two sections,
mixed doubles and men’s doubles and all
games were keenly fought.
The needle match of the men’s group
leagues was that between the Pete’s (Eckert
and Whatling) and Graham Walker and Ken
Weir, both pairs being unbeaten up to that
point. After a good game the Bridges pair
finally triumphed only to be put out in the
semi-finals by the planning dark horses Brian
Dixon and Narayan Bokil. The other finalists
in the men’s sections are Bill Buckhurst and
David Williams both from Bridges section.
The mixed event was a close run affair
throughout and needed a play-off between Ann
and Dudley Ings and Iris and Bill Steel to
decide the fourth semi-finalists. The winners
were Iris and Bill and they went on to reach
the final by beating Jackie Warner and Jim
Ambridge. In the other half of the draw
Margaret and David Williams beat Madge and
Mick Cummings to earn their place in the
final. Unfortunately this issue will be at the
printers before the result is known so it will
have to be held over for the next report.
I would like to thank all those who took part
and especially the wives, some of whom
travelled quite a distance in order to take part.
Also it was good to see many of our new
technicians competing and adding a splash of
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colour to our white world—let’s hope they will
be among our regulars next season.
We only managed to arrange one match this
season and that was with Howard Humphries
& Sons and played on their ‘home’ ground at
Bracknell. It was a very enjoyable match with
all the games very close. In the end we were
beaten by the clock and the result was a 4—4
draw.
Outside the’confines of the Club, members
of the staff have been joining in the
Basingstoke Badminton scene with some
success. Ken Pullen (Scott Houghton) and
Jackie Warner reached the semi-finals of the
Basingstoke League Open Championships but
were defeated by a very good pair from
Surrey. This I should add was the day after
Jackie’s engagement party. No mean feat!
We were also well represented at the
Basingstoke Sports Centre Championships
and in this Ken Pullen with his club partner
took the men’s doubles title.
On that winning note I will end my round
up of the season and it only remains for me to
invite all members of the staff to join us in the
summer at our Wednesday sessions and to
thank the Partners for their continued support.
DAVID WILLIAMS

Rugby
The beginning of the season saw the
retirement of the Club Secretary, Ian
Wilkinson (last heard of mumbling about
overwork, oranges, concentrating his
squash...) and Ken Neal taking over. Two
circulars and a few phone calls produced a list
of 13 people wanting to take part in some
“Social Rugby” on a Sunday afternoon (Social
Rugby?). Four of these subsequently left, three
to darkest Malawi, which left a good number
for a game of 7’s—the mention of which
produced horrified looks, further mumbling
and resignation and a net result of no games
played this season.
Next season a game is being arranged for a
Sunday afternoon in October. If a side can be
successfully raised further matches will be
arranged. If anyone would like to play please
contact Ken Neal at Scott House Ext 267.
KEN NEAL
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forthcoming in stating their wish to represent
SWKP.
However we found on applying to join a
League down here, we were too late as
officially the entry to the leagues had closed
before our Move in June. Despite this set-back
we arranged a friendly with the Automobile
Association and were promptly beaten 10—2.

Our Scorers were: Joe Field (9), Nick Edwards
(5—2 Pen), Steve Brace (5), Franco Gelormini
(5), Cohn McKenna (3), Mike Bailey (3), Mike
Bell (2), Pete Maranian (1), Dave Nicholson
(1), Derek Kerkhof’f (1), Own Goal (1).
Apart from the League matches, towards
the end of the Season the Supplementary ‘B’
Cup was run with SWKP drawn against two
Division 2 teams and two Division 3 teams.
Every team played each other and the team
obtaining the most points went into the semi
final. As can be imagined our chances to reach
the latter stages were remote to say the least.
However due to some gritty performances
(Ken Locke, our gallant goalkeeper will bear
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Soon after this we heard that there was indeea
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and were accepted, receiving handbooks, pitch
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Volleyball
One of the latest introductions to the staff’s
leisure activities, Volleyball is still experiencing
teething troubles akin to the young.
We have hired the Sports Centre’s facilities
on a few occasions here in Basingstoke, and
eventually it is hoped that a few matches will
be arranged against other teams in the District.
Therefore keep looking on the Notice Boards
for further details or contact me in Scott
House.
DAVE JOHNS

Cricket
As in past years we are fortunate in having
a full fixture card. However, yet again our first
match of the season has had to be cancelled
due to an unfit pitch.
We are again playing most of our matches
at Long Ditton’s Cricket Club in Surbiton
which has indeed excellent facilities and a
playing area that is of a very high standard.
Before the fixture list was compiled a census of
opinion between last year’s players was taken
and we decided that we would again be willing
to travel to Long Ditton for some of our
matches. Although the ground is some 40
miles away from Basingstoke travelling time
usually is shorter than when we used to travel

down from London. Indeed five or six of our
London colleagues have requested they be
considered for our Long Ditton games.
The one main difference this year is that the
Annual President’s Match is being held in
Basingstoke on the County ground. For
newcomers to the Firm, the President’s Match
is played between two teams from our Firm.
Usually, we try and raise teams in different
categories, e.g., the married men against the
bachelors or the Uentlemen (i.e. those with
Engineering qualifications etc.) against the
Players (those without qualifications) or
similar differences we can obtain from the
invitations to play that are sent to the Firm’s
Cricketers. After the match there will be a
‘Grand Social’ to which all members of the
Firm are invited and as in past years I hope
everyone will niake an effort to attend not only
the Social but as spectators to the entertaining
game beforehand.
Our other Basingstoke games are to be
played on the Council ground at Russell
Howard Park, Pinkerton Road off Western
Way.
This year Peter Margesson has kindly
consented to take on the responsibilities of
Honorary Cricket Secretary and I trust
everyone will give him their full support as has
been accustomed in the past to myself and
Dave Hitchings.
Finally it only remains for me to say good
sport and fine weather to all and may you
enjoy your Cricket as much as I have in the
past.
NICK EDWARDS

The fixture list is as follows:

Wednesday

Wednesday

4th
I Ith
I 8th
25th

June
June
June
June

2nd July

9th July
1 6th July
23rd July
30th July
Wednesday 6th August
I 3th August
20th August

at
at
at
at

Basingstoke
Long Ditton
Basingstoke
Long Ditton

at Long Ditton
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Basingstoke
Long Ditton
Basingstoke
Long Ditton

v. President’s Match (4.30 pm)
i’. Gollins Melvin Ward
v. To be arranged
1’.

Cyril Sweett

Binnie’s
v. Cementation
v. Harris & Sutherland
v. Howard Humphries
I’. Wiggins Teape
i’. Franklin & Andrews
i’. Cyril Sweett
r. Long Ditton C.C.
i’.

All matches start at 5.30 pm except where shown.
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Lawn Tennis

Golf

Four ‘Socials’ will be held this season in the
Basingstoke War Memorial Park, all the
first Thursday of the summer months. All
members of staff will be welcome at these
events.
About eight matches will be held against
local firms and other Consultants, as in
previous years, and it is likely that some of
these will be for mixed pairs.
The inter-section fighting—er tournament
begins in June, when attempts will be made to
rescue the trophy from Roads section. Details
of this competition will be circularized to the
various departments and posted on the notice
boards. So there is plenty of time to find a
partner and start practising (see also under
Engagements).
New members to the Firm or indeed players
already known to myself wishing for more
information should contact me in Scott House.

I had to jog my memory somewhat to recall
the happenings of the majority of last season
which would normally have been reported in
the Christmas edition of Pontjfact but for
some reason or other (probably “the move”) it
did not appear. However, the highlights came
quickly to mind and the rest followed without
too much difficulty. Hard on the heels of the
Mott, Hay and Anderson match, previously
reported, came one of the said highlights
namely the clash with the Glasgow Office at
Royal Birkdale GC, Southport on 26th July.
Unfortunately I was not able to play with the
team (only join them later for the excellent
dinner) but we were well captained by Steve
Armitage from the Kendal Link Site Office
who was supported by Ted Spall and John
Birk (Kendal), Henry Grace, Roy Burley,
John Maidment, Gordon Trigg and Alan
Barber (Basingstoke). Although we were
beaten 24—14- by a very strong Glasgow team
(half of them being single figure golfers) this
new event on our fixture list, conceived by
Henry Grace, proved to be a great success and
long may it continue. We eagerly await a
return invitation. We were as losers presented
with a very expensive trophy known as “The
Duffers Quaitch” by the Glasgow team
Captain and well known comedian Willard
Dougal who also made a fine after dinner
speech—long may he continue.
On the 13th August we were hosts to Sir
William Halcrow & Partners at New Zealand
GC Weybridge, a new course to us and I
understand from John Maidment (Captain for
the day as I missed this one as well) an
enjoyable one to play but the festivities were
abruptly halted when the Clubhouse closed at
7.30 p.m. sharp. It was good to lure Mr. Henry
on to the course again but his support was not
enough to stave off a 3—0 defeat.
Next on the fixture list was our meeting with
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners at Badgemore
Park GC Reading on 29th August. This was
yet another new course to us and by all
accounts one to which our hosts do not wish
to return, not that we beat them, indeed they
trounced us 2-i---l4- but they felt an attempt to
put 18 holes on such a small acreage resulted
in all the fairways turning through 90° shortly
beyond the tees. I must concur. However, as
far as I recall it was a fine afternoon weatherwise, a rare occurrence, also we managed to

COHN MCKENNA

Stamp Club
Stamp Club? ‘Is there a Stamp Club?’
newer members of the Firm exclaim, whereas
older hands are apt to shrug ‘Is there still a
Stamp Club?’
Well there is a Stamp Club, we cannot claim
to be publicly active but we are not moribund,
perhaps we are best described in politicomilitary jargon as being in a low profile
position. Arthur White organises the overseas
issues and chases up our accounts, Isabelle
Burleigh circulates the stock books, Beth
Bancroft queues for our British First Days
Covers and the Chairman struggles with
Scottish accents at the Philatelic Bureau in
Edinburgh to maintain the supplies of G.B.
mint stamps.
However, the four of us do not consider that
we should remain in our low profile for ever
and if there is interest in philately especially
among younger and more recently joined staff
we should like to expand the activities again to
include meetings and displays with internal
and external speakers, and also visits if
possible. Therefore philatelists unite, save your
society and contact your Chairman (W. R.
Kemp Ext 332) before he succumbs
completely to his golf handicap!
W. R. KEMP
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1975 GOLF PROGRAMME
June 5th
June 19th
July 3rd
July 22nd
July 30th
August 14th
September 12th
September 24th

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Guildford
RAC, Epsom
Guildford
Leatherhead
Newbury
Effingham
Walton Heath
Effingham

Higgs and Hill
Measor Mashie
Mott, Hay & Anderson
Costain
Sir Alexander Gibb
p. Preece Cardew & Rider
v. Consultants Joint Meeting
v. Binnies

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

field Tim Coulson and Steve Cottrell (on leave past. As Graham remarked earlier other
Consultants seem to hire all the single figure
from foreign parts) for the first time.
Now we come to what is already regarded men and the sun does not always shine on our
as another highlight of the season even though results!
However Graham has cheerfully led us up
the event is still wet behind the ears, being only
its second year. I am, of course, referring to and down for some enjoyable seasons, and
the Consulting Engineers Joint Meeting held maintained our excellent fixture list. I hope to
at Effingham GC on 18th September and be able to count on his support and advice in
extremely well organised by last years winners my term of office.
The fixture list for the season has now been
W. S. Atkins & Partners. Although the format
was slightly different in that the morning completed with a match against Halcrows. I
singles and the afternoon pairs results both hope those golfers who missed the earlier
counted towards the Binnie Trophy, this circular seeking their services will now reveal
innovation did not make one iota of difference their talents to the Secretary in the
to our position at the end of the day for we Basingstoke Office (Ext 332).
again propped up the rest of the field with
G. W. WALKER
Binnie & Partners sitting on top. No excuses
W. R. KEMP
are offered for our poor performance, we
entered a fair team and the sun shone on our
backs all day, it is just a simple fact that other
Consultants manage to hire better golfers.
The last match of the season will not be
forgotten for a long time by the participants
This year within the Firm squash has
for it was held at Farnham GC when we were
the hosts and beaten by Binnie & Partners on flourished. The move down to Basingstoke (or
the 18th September on an afternoon that can perhaps it is flextime!) has had several
be described as—well-—extremely wet. Both unexpected side effects, and one of the more
Captains managed to muster only four players surprising has been the increase in the number
apiece and these men slipped and squelched of people in the Firm who play squash. The
around the windswept course to conclude what squash ladder, which was restarted this
was, despite a bright start, a dull season result- season, now has about thirty-five people on it,
wise. Two wins in six matches and not even a most of whom play regularly, and this gives
draw in sight. Perhaps a new Captain cum some measure of the recent popularity of the
Secretary operating from our new HQ will game.
The increase in the quantity of squash
change our luck, I therefore wish William
Kemp good fortune for the coming season and playing, however, has not noticeably affected
ask players to support him as they have the quality, and the team has had an average
season. Due to the move and the problems of
supported me in the past.
This article has now changed writers and finding courts in Basingstoke, we have had
before encouraging all SWKP golfers to lower fewer matches than normal. Of these played in
scores and more birdies this summer, the the area, we won most of our matches against
incoming Secretary must thank Graham other firms and lost most of those against local
Walker for his organisation and leadership of clubs. We also retained some of our old fixtures
the Firm’s golfing activities for several years in London, where we were unbeaten, a result
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helped by the fact that our opposition usually
fielded friendly rather than strong sides.
In the team, Peter Bentall once again played
first string providing considerable strength.
Keith Barnet had a consistent season, winning
when the team lost and losing when we won.
Ian Wilkinson and Tony Simms as newcomers
to the side provided a solid if erratic tail, while
Graham Hopper. John Grey, Nick Sibley and
Richard Hoyes all played the odd game.
Due to the problems of getting courts, we
were only able to have one social evening this
year. It was held at the Basingstoke and North
Hants Squash Club and because of the
number of players, took the form of a doubles
competition. Doubles proved to be a slightly
different game from the one most people were
used to so that many finished their first match
bemused and bruised. However, later matches
provided some good squash with the eventual
winners being Peter Bentall and Barbara
Woods. Afterwards we adjourned for food and
drink in the clubroom. All in all it was a very
pleasant evening and provided a good finale to
the season.
KIM CANDLER

Sailing
There has been little activity within the club
over the last year except for the search for a
new mooring.
A new mooring has now been found at
School Lake, Norlands Lane, Thorpe, Egham,
Surrey.
The Lake is situated in Norlands Lane,
Thorpe, Egham, Surrey, approximately 1+
miles north of Chertsey along the A320, or
one mile south of Staines along the A320.
miles east of
Alternatively, the Lake is
Thorpe Village along Coldharbour Lane.
Ordnance Survey map 170 (TQ) G.R. 032690.
Buses from Staines (Church Street) are the
436, 436A and 461, all of which run along the
A320 and pass Penton Hook Yacht Basin,
where you should alight, and then follow the
map.
When travelling up the M3 towards
London, leave the motorway at the Lightwater
exit and take the Guildford road south for
about 1+ miles then follow signs to Chobham
and then Chertsey. It is about a 20 minute
drive after leaving the motorway.
-

At the sailing centre, is a Club House with
changing rooms, etc., but no bar. The area
around the lake is quite safe for children to
play and is suitable for picnics. Life jackets
may be hired from the centre.
We look forward to new members of the
staff using the dinghy and remind you to
contact me at Scott House before doing so.
R. C. GOODMAN
(Honorary Secretary)

Darts
The Darts Section have as in past years
continued their full programme of matches. In
previous years the Firm was involved with the
Central London Darts League who comprised
such notable participants as British Steel
Corporation, Abbey National Building
Society, Esso Petroleum and National Coal
Board amongst others. After our move to
Basingstoke we found that there were no
leagues similar to the London scene, except for
the Pub leagues which we were reluctant to
join. This meant that we would have been
known as the Pub rather than SWKP which
would have proved unsatisfactory in
continuing our reputable name in the Darts
world.
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It therefore, appeared that either the Darts
would fizzle out or we would have to go
scouting around for opposition. However,
through the efforts of Nick Edwards and
myself we arranged a couple of friendly
matches and from this opponents from other
Business Houses in Basingstoke expressed
their desire to play our Team.
We therefore, sent out a notice to all
Businesses in Basingstoke to explore the
possibility of commencing some sort of
Business League. The response was excellent
and at the initial meeting held last November,
twelve Firms expressed their wish to form a
league. A committee was elected then and
there with Nick Edwards taking on the
responsibilities of secretary. It was decided
that it would be unfeasible to run a league that
winter but as a consolation Firms would enter
up to three teams, taking the form of a Knock
Out Competition. Rules and subscriptions
were drawn up and the Competition was under
way. Meanwhile now that other Firms had met
others, friendly matches were in abundance.
Our hospitality and that of our opponents
made the atmosphere into a jolly social
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evening wherever we went, and through this
we have met many new acquaintances, with
the Firm’s name becoming well-known. Apart
from the Men’s team the ladies in our Firm
have also shown their interest and ability to
play Darts and they have also been fielding
teams during the last few months.
In the Competition the Men’s team reached
the semi-finals together with Lennox
Industries, Cannon Electric and Moniton
Technic, with our Ladies/Mixed team being
eliminated unfortunately in the 1st round. Due
to bad finishing on our behalf we lost our semi
final to Cannons who met Lennox Industries
in the finals.
After a close match held at the Wote Street
Club, the Cannon Electric Team were
presented the winning trophy by the reigning
Carnival Queen, Miss Laura Dennison. Many
people, including Mr. and Mrs. McDermott
attended this evening which ended a very
enjoyable year for our Darts team. Later this
year it is almost certain that a league will be
formed and let’s hope we can do as well in
that.
TED Cox
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Archway Road
Ai Trunk Road Improvement
by John Stamper

1968 the DoE appointed SWKP in
association with planning consultants,
to make an independent assessment of
the need for the improvement of Archway
Road (Al) in Highgate, North London.
This study involved detailed traffic and
planning surveys around the Highgate
conservation area. Traffic predictions within

the context of the Greater London
Development Plan (GLDP) led to
recommendations to improve this major trunk
road. Comprehensive traffic management
measures were designed to improve conditions
in the adjacent residential areas and particular
attention was paid in the design to integrate
the new road into its surroundings and reduce
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for this picture. £1 will
be awarded by the
editors to the sender of
the funniest caption
received by 1st August,
1975. The editors’ best
try:

only asked for a
calculator!’
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Model of the Archway Road improvement scheme
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the noise and visual impact on adjoining
properties.
The scheme involves construction of a new
dual 3-lane carriageway with grade separation,
leaving most of the existing road as a local
frontage road. Two road bridges, footbridges
and pedestrian subways together with
extensive retaining walls contribute to the
estimated construction cost of £6.0 m for this
1.6 km length of new road. Land acquisition
although limited to about 100 properties will
more than double the cost of the works.
After a lengthy period of consultation with
local amenity societies and public
participation, a Public Inquiry was held in
November, 1973. At the Inquiry, which lasted
in all three months, John Stamper of Planning
Division was the DoE’s principal witness. In
all he was in the witness box for some 70
hours.
His long ordeal in the face of highly
articulate objections seems to have been
worthwhile, for on the 4th April, 1975 the
Secretary of State announced his decision
based on the Inquiry Inspector’s findings and
recommendations. This was that the Trunk
and Slip Road orders for the scheme should
proceed—only very minor detailed changes
were suggested to the scheme proposed by
SWKP.
In view of the current anti-roads climate in
London, the consequent GLC decision to
abandon the primary roads proposals of the
GLDP and now the economic Cut back, to
demonstrate and argue the engineering and
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environmental case for such a road in this
historic and sensitive part of London, should
help maintain the Firm’s reputation at a level
gained by its M6 Shap motorway design.
FOOTNOTE:
Mr. Grace has drawn the following parallel:
In John Pudney’s recent book entitled
B rune! and His World an account is given of
Brunel’s work on the design of the Great
Western Railway from Bristol to London and
of the part he played in presenting his evidence
to Parliament during the Committee Stage of
the Bill for the Railway.
“At Westminster Brunel shone. The Bill was
at first rejected by the Lords after fifty-seven
hours in Commons committee. At a second
attempt it was forty days in a committee of
the Lords. The burden of much of this
rested on Brunel. During the Commons
committee he endured for eleven days what
was afterwards described as ‘so protracted a
cross-examination (as) has probably never
been heard in any court or committeeroom’. From such endurance tests he
emerged in his thirtieth year with his
reputation as an engineer immensely and
deservedly enhanced”.
For John Stamper to have endured a longer
ordeal on the Archway Road Public Inquiry
and now to have both his and his team’s
efforts crowned with the Secretary of State’s
announcement that the road will go ahead
indicates that he too acquitted himself with
equal distinction.

ç1ooni a
aIb unto mc
tt

“‘rnI1c anb be Ijapp:

t1jInc coulb be i.iiore”
31 rnE(eb aub Uia
Ijappp, anb Iiejo1b,
tjIn çot uorft!

Catching Cobia in Africa
(Which are fish and not what you lot think it is)

9

t was on the good ship Tatu Tu
captained by the boozy bleary eyed
Tony Reece with the morose,
saturnine Phillip Magowan as first mate and
crewed by the courageous, resourceful and
devilishly handsome John McNay that the
record-breaking catch occurred.
At the start of the trip the sea was choppy
and the engines were recalcitrant despite the
incantations of Reece who at one juncture
hurled a torrent of strange words, presumably
Welsh, at them. These and other ministrations
finally succeeded and the trip began in earnest
with Reece grabbing his first bottle of Tusker.
Doubtless when the tale is fully written
other fishing stories like Moby Dick will pale
into insignificance but the reader will ha\’e to
content himself at present with this short
account of the final moments of the catch.
The rigours of the day had taken a severe
toll of the crate of Tusker and even the gallant
McNay broke a lifetime habit of clean living to
drink a bottle or two, when a basking shark
hove into view. These are inaptly named in
asmuch as they are more of a mini whale than
a shark and Magowan had the bright idea that
McNay should stand on its back while he took
photographs. Captain Reece gave his full
approval but the rest of the crew took a very
dim view of the beloved McNay risking his
neck and appeared surly and mutinous. It was
in this strained atmosphere that the strike
occurred, immediately all tension dissolved as
the hands snapped into their duties particularly
when McNay pointed out that the shore line,
about a mile distant through shark-infested
water, “was a bloody long swim if we’ve
hooked that blasted basker”. However

Magowan sagely noted that if we had, it
wouldn’t be us that was pulling in a fish but
quite the reverse.
This relaxed the atmosphere and the next
twenty minutes was all Reece exerting thighs
and sinews to the chant of “get the frying pan
out Frances* until the fish was landed.

This fish, as the history books will relate,
turned out to be a 65 lb Black Runner or
Cobia and the largest ever caught in Africa on
an eighty pound line.
(Author wishes to remain anonymous).
*Mrs Reece.
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The SWKP Mount Kenya Expedition
by Roy Goodman

nce again the intrepid travellers of together with hard-boiled eggs. By this time the
SWKP venture to far-flung parts—this porters caught up with us so we continued. We
soon came to Teleki Valley which we followed
time to the top of Mount Kenya.
A contingent from Scott House (myself), until reaching Teleki Hut at 13,500 ft. We
reluctantly accompanied by a contingent from stopped for a rest at this stage where we met a
Nairobi Office (Phil Magowan) planned to party coming down who reassured us by
brave the unknown and conquer Mount telling us of the chap who had had to be taken
Kenya. After a great deal of preparation which down the previous day by helicopter because
entailed begging and borrowing of camping of failure of his lungs. They also told us that it
equipment (thanks, Nairobi Office) and the was only about another mile to the tented
purchase of lots of tins and other important camp which we reached by about 5 p.m. By
provisions, such as brandy, we set off at 6.30 this time all we were fit for was sleep.
a.m. on a Saturday morning (what a time to However, before turning in we made some
get up on a Saturday!) and drove to the Naro strong tea and soup to fortify us for the rigours
Moru River Lodge on the foothills of Mount of the night ahead. The luxury camp was
Kenya. Our first task on arrival at the Lodge equipped with running water (a freezing
was to acquire equipment we were unable to stream) and the ‘conveniences’ were
borrow in Nairobi. We were shown their store convenient rocks. We both found sleep very
room which was well equipped for three-legged difficult as it was extremely cold in spite of
and one-armed people. By prior arrangement what we were wearing—5 pullovers, 4 pairs of
we had booked accommodation at the socks, boots, anorak and all this in a sleeping
luxurious base camp and we were given 2 bag! Phil was luckier than myself as he had
matresses (one inch foam rubber) to take up two pairs of trousers on. We therefore decided
with us. We then picked up our porter and to wake our guide and to start climbing at
porter/guide at the local petrol station and set about 4.30 a.m. (Sunday).
off to drive to the Met. Station (10,000 ft.) to
After about a mile walk by torchlight we
start our foot climb. After loading up our
porters we set off for the long climb at 10.30 arrived at the scree at which point our guide
a.m. We started off in a wooded area which asked whether we felt fit for the climb and if
seemed at first like a leisurely stroll. However, not to go back. We decided to start the climb.
the climb soon got steeper and the going Scrambling up the scree is not the most
efficient way of gaining altitude. One is
slower.
By about midday we had left the woodland constantly slipping and sliding back down
and come onto grass hills with unknown again. By the time the sun was rising we had
tropical vegetation (like upside-down probably climbed about 1000 ft. of the scree
pineapples). By this time, our porters who were but could not see the top of it. Throughout the
carrying considerably more than us had climb we could continually see what appeared
dropped well behind (they were supposed to be to be the top, but always when we got there,
guiding) so we sat down to wait for them. The there was some more looking just the same. At
water bottle was with the porters so I started this point, our guide complained of altitude
the brandy. We ate a little chocolate for lunch, sickness and decided not to go any further.
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However, we had caught up with another
party and so tagged along with them. The
climb got more and more difficult as we got
less and less air to breathe. It was very much a
case of a few paces—pause——a few breaths
and then continue. By this stage we really felt
like mountaineers, amidst rocks, snow and
glaciers. By 8.30 we were much surprised to
come upon a timber hut that looked most
inviting. This turned out to be one of the huts
used by the real mountaineers (not us). We
sheltered here for a while and were told that
Point Lenana—the third highest peak—to
which we were heading was about another
three-quarters of an hour’s climb, so we set off
once again to brave the elements.
This was the hardest part of the climb and
the only thing keeping us going was the fact
that we were so near. It was a long threequarters of an hour! We reached Point Lenana
(16,355 ft.) at 9.30 a.m. suffering very much
from the effects of altitude, but feeling very
satisfied with having reached there. We were

lucky to have it clear on reaching the top, but
the view was a little restricted because of
distant cloud around the mountain, which was
lower than us. Feeling very much shattered we
set off back to base camp and after much
slipping and sliding down snow and scree
reached camp in the late morning. We found
that as we descended the ill effects of the
altitude wore off and we felt more like eating.
We duly opend some tins of curried beans
and brewed some overstrong tea.
By midday the porters had begun to worry
about the possibility of rain and suggested that
we depart. Having loaded them up we set off,
this time with the porter/guide leading. A good
pace was maintained and we were very
relieved to get back to the Met. Station and car
by early afternoon. After an exciting downhill
drive (about 4000 ft.) we dropped our porters
and returned the equipment to the Lodge and
set off back to Nairobi, feeling very pleased
with ourselves and wondering what to climb
next.

World Federation of Rose Societies
The third International Rose Convention was held in Chicago, 6th-l2th September under the
auspices of the World Federation of Rose Societies and over 1000 people registered for it and
attended the opening Banquet at which Mr. Bowen, by invitation of the American Rose Society,
gave the Address.
As has become usual at these Conventions, the participants, amateur and professional, from
all over the world immediately fraternised happily in their common interests to make the whole
week a rousing success.
The National Societies of twelve different countries have already joined the Federation and, at
the conclusion of the meetings in Chicago, their delegates unanimously nominated and elected
Mr. Bowen as the new World President. He will hold the office until the end of the next
Convention which is a special one, arranged to take place in Oxford, July, 1976 during the
Centenary celebrations of the Royal National Rose Society. The RNRS was the world’s first
national rose society and is still by far the largest: such is the reputation of the United Kingdom
in this field that already parties of hundreds each from Australia, New Zealand, America,
Western Europe and elsewhere are preparing to come over in 1976.
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The SWKP Mount Kenya Expedition
by Roy Goodman
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Land of Contrast
The Smeatonian Society
of Civil Engineers

ENGINEERING

Concrete Bridge

RESTAURANTS

n 15th March, 1771, John Smeaton
As far as practicable the 48 Engineers cover
some
and
of his professional all branches of engineering as it is today and
acquaintances met at the King’s Head the 12 Gentlemen represent other professions
Tavern, Holborn.
such as the law and medicine and include
They “Agreed that the Civil Engineers of HRH Prince Philip.
this Kingdom do form themselves into a
In 1974 the Council of Engineering
Society consisting of a President, a Vice- Institutions in association with the Smeatonian
President, Treasurer and Secretary and other Society established an award to be known as
Members who shall meet once a fortnight
the John Smeaton Medal in commemoration
at seven o’clock from Christmas
to the end of the 250th Anniversary of Smeaton’s birth.
of the sitting of Parliament”.
The medal is to be awarded to an engineer
The term ‘Civil Engineers’ appears for the for outstanding achievements in engineering in
first time in history on the first page of the its broadest sense and the first of such awards
Minute Book of the Society and this title has been won by Mr. Geoffrey Binnie.
marks the recognition of a new profession in
Britain as distinct from the much older calling
of the military engineer.
In those days Parliament sat until the end of
June and any engineer of note spent a great
deal of his time giving evidence before
Parliamentary committees promoting Private
Bills for canals, docks and harbours, water
supply and railways.
At the turn of the century the Society was
regarded by the up and coming younger
engineers to be too exclusive and this led to the
founding of the Institution of Civil Engineers
in 1818. After Telford had been persuaded to
become President in 1820 the Institution soon
established for itself the position of premier
engineering Institution in the world.
The Society continued to flourish and about
1847 assumed the name of ‘The Smeatonian
The photograph shows the award being
Society of Civil Engineers’.
presented to Mr. Geoffrey Binnie jointly by
The Minutes are complete from 1771 to the Professor J. F. Coales. Chairman of CET, and
present day and the membership is limited to Mr. R. W. Hawkey, the 132nd President of the
48 Engineers known as 1st Class Members Smeatonian Society at the Institution of Civil
and 12 Honorary Members known as Engineers.
Gentlemen.
R.W.H.
.
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Golden Rock International Airport,
St. Kitts
by John Powter

niess you happen to be one of those
persons fortunate enough to be able
to enjoy a winter break in the
Caribbean or whose travels take you to that
part of the world, it is unlikely that the name
St. Kitts will call to mind more than a vague
impression of a distant island drenched in
tropical sunlight and boasting white sandy
beaches set in a deep blue sea.
If you are a student of history you may
recall that this island was discovered by
Christopher Columbus during his second
voyage to the West Indies in 1493. that it was
the first island to be colonised by the British
when Sir Thomas Warner landed there in 1623
to drive out the Caribs and that it has been the
scene of some of the most bitter fighting
between ourselves and the French ever
experienced in the West Indies. This
culminated in the combined land and sea
battles in 1782 when Admiral Hood out
manoeuvred the French fleet off Basseterre
only to see the French occupy the fort on
Brimstone Hill. Such are the fortunes of war
however that the British regained control a
year later and the French were never to return.
Since then it has, with the exception of a brief
spell of naval activity during the Napoleonic
Wars, enjoyed a peaceful and remote existence
concerned only with the growing of sugar.
Some eight years ago when when the
Leeward Islands achieved independence as
States Associated with the United Kingdom
they entered a period of intense development
based not on the traditional sugar and other
tropical produce but on tourism which
gathered momentum as air travel brought
these islands within easy reach of the USA,
Canada and more distantly Europe. St. Kitts,
or rather St. Christopher-Nevis-Anguilla to
give its full title, was determined to share in

this new economic expansion and under the
leadership of its Premier, Robert Bradshaw,
has embarked upon a comprehensive
programme of tourist development. This has
meant the opening of hotels either newly
constructed or by the adaptation of historic
buildings, such as one of the stone built great
houses which has been restored to its former
elegance much as Nelson must have known
when he courted the attractive widow, Frances
Nisbet. from the neighbouring island of Nevis.
Pride of place however goes to an extensive
leisure centre complete with its own golf
course and sandy beaches being presently
created at Frigate Bay on the south-east tip of
the island. A crucial part of this programme
has been the replacement of the existing
airport by a new one capable of handling the
large wide bodied jet aircraft which will enable
holidaymakers to reach the island quickly and
easily.
In 1967 the Firm was commissioned to
undertake a study of the problem and later to
proceed with the preparation of designs.
contract documents and working drawings for
the construction of a new runway at the
site of the existing airport. The project was
implemented by the Contractors, Higgs and
Hill. working under the directions of the
Crown Agents who assumed responsibility for
the supervision of the works at a cost of some
£3,000,000.
The works which were commenced in
August, 1971, included the removal of the top
25 m of a volcanic hill which lay in the main
take-off path out to sea and the cutting away
of Golden Rock Hill with the movement of
over, 2,000,000 cu m of volcanic soils and
rock as well as extensive drainage works.
Within the 150 m wide strip so formed an
asphalt surfaced runway 2,300 m long and

45 m wide was laid. To complete the facilities
a new taxiway and apron suitable for parking
two large aircraft or a Jumbo Jet were
constructed and the airport was provided with
airfield lighting, a visual approach guidance
system. radio and navigation aids and a new
control tower. The existing terminal was
retained although the Government has plans
for its extension.
The new facilities at Golden Rock Airport
were completed at the end of 1974 and to

I

mark the occasion a commemorative issue of
stamps was made on the 14th February, 1975.
Illustrated is the 40 cents stamp which has
been mounted on a first day cover surround. In
addition to recording the part played by the
Crown Agents for Overseas Governments and
Administrations, this rather unusually displays
the names of the Contractors and Consulting
Engineers responsible for the project, which
must be something of a first for Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Partners.
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Mr. Reinbach Retires

/
Scott Houghton and Company

eople react differently to the passing
of time and to the reappearance of
get
people
Young
anniversaries.
excited about birthdays because it means
presents, parties and fun. They want to be
stronger and bigger, like their parents or some
of the other adults they respect.
Our young firm, Scott Houghton and
Company, is to me something similar. We are
only two years old. (It is nice to be connected
with youth. It makes one feel younger, too.)
And our aspirations are similar in many ways.
We would like to be bigger and stronger and
become a useful and influential member of the
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick Group. We may not
reach the size of our parents, but can increase
our contribution and assist the overall
performance of the organisation.
The development of a firm from an
embryonic stage is never an easy process. It
requires hard work and strong belief in
ultimate success. We enjoy a favourable
environment created by the parent

organisation which has allowed us to grow
faster. Without that, the going would have
been much harder.
We are fortunate to have Mr. Tony Martin
acting for us as our new Company Secretary,
and to have Mrs. Ferlé Fox-Martin
permanently with us as private secretary. Mr.
Ken Pullen joined ijs as a Public Health
Engineer and Mr. G. Howard recently started
as an Air Conditioning Design Engineer.
As most of you know, Scott Houghton is a
mechanical and electrical services consultancy
which deals with environmental engineering
and building research problems. During the
past two years, we have been involved in a
number of projects with the Associates and
Senior Engineers of the Partnership in the UK
and overseas.
We look forward to extending our activities
both in association with the rest of the group
and alsO with external clients. Our policy is
one of gradual expansion which has already
been justified financially.
Louis RIKKER

Mr. Reinbach, the Librarian, retired at the
end of March after nine years’ service with the
Firm.
Edmund Reinbach’s interest in books went

Weddings

On the 23rd November. 1974, Peter
Norman was married to Rachel Venn at Carey
Baptist Church in Reading.
The bride wore a full-length dress of coffeecoloured crepe trimmed with dark brown
Austrian lace and carried a bouquet of
tangerine roses and a variety of dried
grasses. The bridesmaid wore a long apple
green dress trimmed with dark green lace.
After the reception for 120 guests, the
couple departed for their honeymoon on the
Isles of Scilly.

Department of Odd Addresses
Mr. Scott-Wilson,
Messrs. Kerr Patrick & Partners,
Basing View,
Basingstoke,
Hampshire.

I

far beyond what could be found in our modest
library for he had a detailed knowledge of
antiquarian books, in particular theological
works.
He joined us a couple of months before the
move from Victoria Street to Winsley Street in
1966 at which time the library was little better
than a store for books and periodicals whilst
the archives were in a state of disorder. After
the move t& Winsley Street Mr. Reinbach
made order out of chaos and established both
library and archives as orderly and well
catalogued collections.
Mr. Reinbach had the dubious distinction of
both beginning and ending his service with us
by helping with a move. At the time of the
move to Basingstoke last year he was,
unfortunately, in hospital and so he was
unable to ensure that the library and archives
were moved in the orderly manner that he
would have wished. Consequently on his
return from sick leave he was faced again with
the problem of sorting out the library and
archives. However this he dealt with and at his
retirement the Firm’s books and documents
were again in good order.
We understand that Edmund Reinbach has
no wish to ‘take things easy’ yet and so we all
wish him an active as well as a long and happy
retirement.
R.P.W.
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no wish to ‘take things easy’ yet and so we all
wish him an active as well as a long and happy
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Christina James and Keith Jeremiah were
married on 16th November, 1974. Christina
reflected the sunlit seasonal colours in a golden
brown corduroy waistcoat and skirt made by
herself and carried a small posy of
chrysanthemums and freesias
The ceremony at Basingstoke Registry
Office was attended only by the immediate
families of the couple but a short Quaker
meeting for worship afterwards at Chute
House followed by a buffet lunch attracted an
estimated 40 additional friends and Friends.
The hoped for SWKP assisted honeymoon
in Kenya is still awaited.
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Overseas Newsletters
Kota Kinabalu
For over a year SWKP have had only one
representative resident in Kota Kinabalu,
Tony Russell from December, 1973 until June,
1974, and the writer thereafter.
SWKP’s functions as Principal Consultants
on the Kota Kinabalu International Airport
Development are two-fold, firstly to provide
our own expertise in the design and
supervision of construction and secondly to
co-ordinate the Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick
Airport Consultant Group activities; (the
Group embraces three UK and four
Malaysian consulting firms in various
disciplines).
Development proposals currently being
implemented include a new Instrument
Landing System, new airfield lighting, a new
Meteorological and Upper Air Station and a
new Fire and Rescue Station. However the
two big contracts, for the civil works in a new
Terminal Complex, and for a new Terminal
Building, Operations Block, Air Cargo Building
and Postal Sorting Building have still to be
awarded. Hopefully the civil contract,
including the piling for the main structure, will
be awarded within the next month and the
building contract go out to tender by mid1975. Total expenditure on the works for
which the Group is responsible is expected to
reach M$70 million (13 million).
During the last ten months a steady stream
of visitors has brought news of the outside
world—Mr. Spencer, Philip Edwards, Bill
Sterling, Ken Innes, Maurice Watson, Jim
Taylor and Peter Innes from SWKP, as well as
representatives from the other consulting firms
in the Group. All seem to agree that the
Project Office here has the best possible
location for site office, on a tree-lined beach
where the sand is soft and clean and the sea
safe (and comfortable) for bathing 365 days a
year. Add to this a temperature range of 65°F
to 85°F and a very pleasant set-up emerges
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At 3 p.m. on 19th April 1975 Susan Bartlett
was married to Martin Stewart at St. Thomas
of Canterbury Church. Worting. Basingstoke.
The bride wore a white satin gown trimmed
with white daisies and carried a bouquet of
orange roses, carnations and white
stephanotis.
The two bridesmaids were dressed in
Princess Anne style orange print dresses.
The reception for 100 guests was held at
Oakley Village Hall where the happy couple
were given a terrific send-off as they left on
their honeymoon, which was spent in Majorca.
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(which even 105 inches of rain a year cannot
spoil).
Kota Kinabula offers ample scope for extra
mural activities; three good social clubs, golf,
swimming, sailing, water-ski-ing, powerboating, tennis, cricket, squash. hockey, rugby,
football, flying, bridge, mahjong, amateur
dramatics, and a 13,500 ft high mountain
within 60 miles, waiting to be climbed, set in a
magnificient National Park. To preserve the
balance it must be pointed out that the cost of
living is high and personal income tax is not
likely to be less than 20% of taxable income.
Construction work on the smaller contracts
has started and soon other members of the
Resident Site staff (for whom a new permanent
PWD/Consultants’ Site Office is being built)
will arrive. Provided award of the major
contracts proceeds smoothly we expect to
number fifteen at the peak. Completion of the
new Terminal Complex and associated works
is programmed for 1978.
From your Kota Kinabalu correspondent
best wishes to SWKP world-wide and in
particular to the new neighbours in the
Philippines and Indonesia,
JOHN EDDISON

Hong Kong
STAR HOUSE
Weather has been unusual since our last
Newsletter. At first there wasn’t much and,
despite vigorous denials from the Waterworks
Office, rumours spread that there would have
to be water rationing. In August, after
tapwater in some areas had turned brown, the
waterworks chaps announced that rationing
would begin in September; it would be mild at
first (no water at night, basically) but would
become more severe with each passing week
until, by the end of October, we should all be
down to a 4-hour supply a day. Not too bad,
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for those who remember 1963 and 1967, but
‘What about Plover Cove?’ sang the populace.
There was very little rain in September, and on
1st October we were 31% below average for
that time of year. But by the beginning of
December we were nearly 8 in. (10%) above
the annual average and water rationing was
forgotten. It was Waterworks Office who
changed everything: their No. 1 man stood up
in public and said that at least 24 in. of rain
was needed to make WWO think about
ameliorating the rationing and only a miracle
could bring it because October, November and
December were usually very dry months in
which the total average rainfall was only 6- in.
At which the clouds gathered, signals were
raised, and four typhoons sailed their erratic
but majestic paths across the South China Sea
in the month of October. Two of them merely
brushed us, but the other two sat about 70
miles south of Hong Kong for two or three
days and then wandered slowly away.
‘Carmen’ was the wettest October typhoon on
record and the fourth wettest ever. Rainfall in
October (at 28 in.) was also a record. Typhoon
‘Irma’ became the first December typhoon
since the War and another record was broken:
the rainfall in the first two days of December
exceeded the previous record for the entire
month.
Out at Tuen Mun Road nobody seemed
surprised as the contractor’s astrologer in
Japan had predicted dire disaster if the
opening ceremony were held (as it was) on 2nd
October.
In other respects, Hong Kong maintained
its tradition of forever celebrating the Year of
the Headless Chicken. The stock markets
linked arms with inflation, and while the latter
flourished the former watched their indices
pine and diminish to the point where someone
suggested a new coat of arms for the Far East
Exchange: many bulls vert couchant, on a field
or. Some people took to walking backwards;
as did one contractor who slowed down so
much that he was eventually removed from
eleven Government work sites, two of which
were SWKP-supervised. The Independent
Commission Against Corruption commenced
its stealthy work as has been headlined in the
UK press and television. The Mass Transit
Corporation set itself up in order to build at
vast cost an underground railway to serve half
the population of Hong Kong (roughly), and
immediately afterwards some private groups
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approached Government to ask if they could
build cable-car routes up Lion Rock and on
Lantao and a monorail system down Nathan
Road. A rash of English-type pubs broke out
on both sides of the harbour, as did
metrication, new parking meters and New
Zealand ‘flu. The China Mail, after over 100
years, ceased publication, and so will Pont (fact
if I carry on like this.
SWKP contracts, beset by inflation and
continually pruned by a wary Government
and other clients, nonetheless strode
inexorably down their predestined paths. Mr.
Lindsay, Robin Osborn, Richard Denton-Cox
and others in the Tsuen Wan office continue
their work on the massive New Towns
Development Schemes and the design of Kwai
Chung Container Berth No. 5. Tuen Mun
Road construction has begun. The Lei Yue
Mun Bridge Study has engaged others in much
cogitation (planes approaching Kai Tak
should go over it, while ships and waves must
pass underneath it). Site work on the new
Kwai Chung Container Terminal has started;
Peter Bros (RE), Philip Parry (ARE) and Ian
Ross (TOW) are keeping the contractor in
check. We have also been involved in a
feasibility report on a major site formation for
an oil refinery and petrochemical complex on
Lamma Island, the redevelopment of Taikoo
Dockyard and Braemar Reservoir, the
formation of a 5-acre marine site on Tsing Yi
Island for an outboard engine factory, the site
development for a polystyrene plant, also on
Tsing Yi, and numerous investigations
including slope stability for both the
Government and private clients. Other jobs
include reclamation and sea wall construction
for San Miguel Brewery; we are asked to
dispel the rumour that fees are payable in kind
instead of cash. The main ground investigation
contract for the Mass Transit Scheme
supervised by Ted Kemp was completed in
July, and the Plover Cove Water Scheme was
finally completed (apart from an
instrumentation contract, and arbitrations in
connection with the marine dams and one of
the tunnel systems) at about the same time; the
Plover Cove Club finally dissolved, one of the
net tangible assets being a room-divider which
Mr. Guilford generously bought to cover part
of the final debts. Henry Kuai continues to
supervise the construction of the Main Culvert
in Kwai Chung Central and tidying up of the
two contracts for the Tsing Ti Approach
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Roads, but James Luk (RE on the Austin
Road Flyover) and Craig Sim, Tom Muir,
Alec Johnson and Tom Stott (RE, SARE,
lOW’s on the Airport Tunnel Road) found
themselves temporarily at a standstill because
the contracts on which they were working
were unexpectedly determined; work is now
once more under way with new contractors
having been appointed. The extension to-the
runway at Kai Tak was finally opened for
business on 1st June and Ian Donald and his
team are now carrying out tidying-up
operations.
After more than five years in Hong Kong,
John Bruce left in November to marry
Maureen Finlayson in South Africa;
congratulations John and Maureen, and good
luck in Canada. John’s departure was given
prominence by articles in the newspapers and
the usual pilgrimage to the White Stag. John
was musical director for the Hong Kong
Singers’ recent production of Yeomen of the
Guard, in which Richard Gamlen, Tim
Conway, Peter Moody and Basil Bressler
(Binnies) also sang or played. Congratulations
are due to Bill McRae and Judy Openshaw
who were married in December, 1973, to
Richard Denton-Cox and Jacky Capper
married last September, to Mike McGorlick
and Shirley da Costa married in November, to
Glynis Ward who presented Barry with a
second son, Matthew, in May and last but by
no means least to Carol and Michael Guilford
on the birth of their fourth child and second
son, Oliver Michael, in February. Mr. R. C.
Hedges, partner of SWKP (Kenya), visited
Hong Kong in October during which time he
made side trips to Manila and Seoul to prepare
proposals for World Bank Highway projects
in the Philippines and South Korea. That both
proposals were submitted in time and that the
former was successful are tributes to Mr.
Hedges’ great resilience and capacity for
sustained hard work. We were also pleased to
have a brief visit from Maurice Watson in
connection with yet another proposal.
The SWKP Sports and Social Group
continues to flourish. The Saturday soccer
team played 29 matches last year of which 15
were won, seven lost and seven drawn; the
Group became an associate member of the
Hong Kong Football Association and
celebrated its joining (and Mr. Lindsay’s
appointment as Honorary Team Manager,
Brian Clough being unavailable) by losing
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heavily and magnanimously to a semi
professional team in the Junior Shield
competition. Leading goal scorers last year
were Matthew Mak, Mike Kennedy and Bob
Luscombe. The Group has now expanded its
activities to include basketball and tabletennis, and launch picnics are being arranged.
Our congratulations go to Mike Earwaker
and Cheuk Ping-kwan on completing their first
20 years with SWKP.
TUEN MUN ROAD
Tuen Mun Road, Stage 1, commenced
officially on 2nd October, 1974 although the
Contractor, Kumagai Gumi (Hong Kong) Ltd,
had started erecting offices and generally
scratching around some months before then.
Mike Kennedy was temporary Engineer’s
Representative; then in September, David
Butler did off his natty pinstripes and Gucci tie
and did on his buckskin shorts when he was
seconded to Site as temporary CRE. David
was replaced by SRE John Armitage (ex
Cheshire CC) in November and returned to
Star House. Vrat Boury (Fred Berry to his
friends) joined the staff as RE Earthworks in
July, and Tim Conway arrived in October as
RE Measurement. Ex-Kai Tak TOW’s Bill (I’m
the young handsome one) McRae and Van
(Yust cawl me Stompy) Aswegen joined the
site in July and September respectively, and
TOW Andrew Lo came in October. Mike
Kennedy, after being deposed, resumed duties
as RE Bridges and Goalposts. The real CRE,
Cohn Creig, arrived in December and at last
the contractor knows to whom (apart from
Van) he ought to bow. Among other
newcomers is Barry Ward, transferred from
Star House to make sure the geology works as
it should.

J. F. Lindsay symbolically cutting grass as part of
the Kuwaire-no-gi (ground-breaking) Shinto
ceremony on Tuen Mun Road.
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SWKP in Thailand. Excessive rises in prices of
construction materials and of costs in general
have put many contractors in Thailand,
including the ones on our projects, into serious
financial trouble, especially as the contracts do
not contain a means of compensating for rises
in prices. In fact the situation eventually
prompted the Government into making an ex
gratia offer to all contractors working on
Government contracts of either a fixed
percentage augmentation of the billed rates for
outstanding work or allowing the contractor to
terminate the contract without penalty. Unfor
tunately, both of the Korean contractors
working on our road projects opted for the
second of the two alternatives and there has
been virtually no work carried out on these
two contracts for the past seven months. Mean
while we have been busy measuring the
incomplete works on both sites, a job con
siderably more complicated than the normal
final measurement.
With the recent completion of this work we
are now faced with the difficult task of
deciding what can be paid for and what
deductions have to be made for incomplete or
sub-standard work. With the total deductions
in both cases far exceeding any further
payments the final settlement could be a long
time coming. Add to this the fact that we will
again have to produce complete sets of
amended drawings and contract documents
for both contracts so that they can be re
let and the remainder of this year looks like
being a busy time for the Bangkok office.
However, looking on the brighter side, the
road in southern Thailand at Songkhla was
completed in February this year and what was
a bumpy dusty road that regularly became
impassable during the wet season is now a
smooth, dustless, bituminous surfaced road
that is passable all the year round. This year
southern Thailand experienced a particularly
bad wet season, with floods cutting off both
road and rail communications to the north and
the residents living along our project road said
that it was the worst flooding they could
remember for over sixty years. However,
much to the relief of all concerned, the whole
of the road managed to stay above high water
level although the water was lapping very close
TIM CONWAY
to the top of the road embankment in places.
Our other road project, in the north of
Thailand
Thailand, is also progressing well and should
In the year that has passed since our last finish on time. In fact by the end of last year
newsletter things have not gone too well for the work had progressed sufficiently for their

The contractor laid on an opening
ceremony, complete with Shinto priests and
priestesses, on 2nd October. A small explosion
in rock was effected by the Acting DPW
depressing a plunger (followed by many
sympathetic internal rumblings of a more
personal nature caused by the opening of the
bar), people gave speeches, others clapped,
and the Shinto priests performed a short
ceremony with Mr. Lindsay, Mr. Maslowicz
and David Butler all taking an active part in
the traditional ancient rites.
Those who have Pont(facts dating back to
the mid-sixties may, after some research,
discover the proud mention of a Castle Peak
Road in the Hong Kong newsletters. Well it
took some time to get around to it but that’s
what we are building, only at some time
between then and now the client discovered
that he already had a Castle Peak Road so he
renamed this parallel one the Tuen Mun Road.
Because of the original publicity given to the
project many of the populace know only of the
CPR and remain unimpressed by the mention
of the TMR, even though the letting of the job
was attended by a multitude of fanfares. The
job comprises 15+ km of three-lane road
(which, in the second stage, will eventually be
expanded to dual three-lane road of near
motorway standard) between Tsuen Wan and
Tuen Mun in the New Territories. The terrain
through which the road passes is mountainous
and rocky; deep gorges have to be crossed by
bridges, and steep sidelong ground necessitates
over + km of viaduct. At Tai Lam Bay the
road crosses the sea on a 700 m long
causeway thus allowing the contractor to show
his expertise at dredging and reclamation. The
job is, at HK$222 million (20 million), the
largest single contract let by the Highways
Department of the Hong Kong PWD; it is also
one of the largest for which any of the SWKP
firms has been solely responsible throughout
all stages from feasibility study to supervision.
I won’t say any more about it just now: let’s
leave the juicy bits to later issues of Pontjfact.
More about other well-known characters in
the next issue (if he lets me play at left wing for
the remainder of the season).
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Majesties the King and Queen of Thailand to
choose to drive along it in order to visit the
town of Phrao where the project road
terminates.
Meanwhile, back in Bangkok, Mike
Earwaker is now in the Project Engineer’s
chair after the departure of Barry Paget in
June last year. Otherwise the head office staff
remains much the same as before with Terry
Ottway still there as the other expatriate in the
office. As mentioned above compensation for
rises in prices has been the dominant feature of
this last year and nowhere has this been more
true than in head office. In fact at one stage the
sound of calculators could be heard
throughout most of the day and sometimes
into the night as attempts were made to try to
arrive at a suitable solution. However, even
after all this effort, it was only recently that an
agreeable solution was found for the contracts
with which we are involved.
While writing about Bangkok, perhaps the
major happening of the year was back in
February when most of Thailand experienced
an earth tremor. In Bangkok. being founded
on soft clay, the shock was more of a gentle
swaying motion. If, like the writer, one has not
experienced anything similar before, the effect
can be somewhat alarming as the room sways
to and fro and a feeling somewhat similar to
fainting is induced. As most of the populace of
Bangkok had never experienced anything
similar before the effect was one of mild panic
with everybody rushing to get down to street
level, especially from the taller building. This
brought traffic to a complete standstill and
many offices decided eventually to stop work
for the day with their employees refusing to re
enter the buildings for fear of imminent
collapse.
Previous to this, in the rainy season, we
again experienced the annual floods in
Bangkok. However, this time they were the
worst for some considerable time. It had been
a relatively dry wet season and when the
beginning of October arrived everybody
started looking forward to the cool season
ahead. But then it happened. day after day of
very heavy rain and the water level started to
rise. Most of the rainwater drains by gravity
into the Chao Phya River that runs through
the city, but unfortunately at this time there
were some very high tides and so instead of the
water draining from Bangkok into the river it
started travelling in the opposite direction and
before long many roads in Bangkok were
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under water. With the inevitable traffic jams
that resulted, one had to venture out at periods
of low tide if one was not prepared to spend
l—2 hours travelling across town. Even when
the water had subsided, the after-effects were
felt for a long time, as several of the major
thoroughfares in Bangkok had disintegrated
after being continually under water for long
periods, converting them into bumpy dusty
gravel tracks. instead of the bituminous
surfaced roads they were before.
The year has been quite busy with regard to
movements of staff. After an unavoidable
delay in Grenada, Paul Christopher eventually
arrived to take over as Resident Engineer on
Road 3 in northern Thailand. However, less
than a week after his arrival, the contractor
applied to terminate the contract, citing
excessive price rises, and Paul has
unfortunately spent most of his time watching
the job slowly grind to a halt.
With the arrival of Paul Christopher, David
Westwood was transferred from Road 3 to
Road I in the south of Thailand, taking over
as Resident Engineer during the absence of
“Mac” Mackinlay on leave. However, within
less than a month of David’s arrival he was
struck down by some mysterious disease and
was transferred to hospital in Bangkok with
the doctors trying to pick from a choice of
malaria, typhoid and hepatitis. With David in
hospital, Terry Ottway was hastily dispatched
down south to fill in until Mac’s return. David
and his wife Elizabeth eventually left for Hong
Kong in October and we are pleased to hear
that he has now almost completely recovered.
Meanwhile, back up north on Road 4, Jim
Parkin surprised us all by announcing his
engagement to Ankana, his secretary on this
project. Jim and Ankana were duly married in
Chiangmai in January this year and in
February the newlyweds set off for Hong
Kong and Jim is now working in the SWKP
office there. With work on Road 2 nearly at a
standstill, Zafar Khan was transferred to
Chiangmai to take over as Resident Engineer
on Road 4, with our longest-serving Thai
engineer, Direk, taking over as Acting Resident
Engineer on Road 2.
With Road 1 in the south nearing
completion, we eventually had
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SWKP in Thailand. Excessive rises in prices of
construction materials and of costs in general
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that it was the worst flooding they could
remember for over sixty years. However,
much to the relief of all concerned, the whole
of the road managed to stay above high water
level although the water was lapping very close
TIM CONWAY
to the top of the road embankment in places.
Our other road project, in the north of
Thailand
Thailand, is also progressing well and should
In the year that has passed since our last finish on time. In fact by the end of last year
newsletter things have not gone too well for the work had progressed sufficiently for their

The contractor laid on an opening
ceremony, complete with Shinto priests and
priestesses, on 2nd October. A small explosion
in rock was effected by the Acting DPW
depressing a plunger (followed by many
sympathetic internal rumblings of a more
personal nature caused by the opening of the
bar), people gave speeches, others clapped,
and the Shinto priests performed a short
ceremony with Mr. Lindsay, Mr. Maslowicz
and David Butler all taking an active part in
the traditional ancient rites.
Those who have Pont(facts dating back to
the mid-sixties may, after some research,
discover the proud mention of a Castle Peak
Road in the Hong Kong newsletters. Well it
took some time to get around to it but that’s
what we are building, only at some time
between then and now the client discovered
that he already had a Castle Peak Road so he
renamed this parallel one the Tuen Mun Road.
Because of the original publicity given to the
project many of the populace know only of the
CPR and remain unimpressed by the mention
of the TMR, even though the letting of the job
was attended by a multitude of fanfares. The
job comprises 15+ km of three-lane road
(which, in the second stage, will eventually be
expanded to dual three-lane road of near
motorway standard) between Tsuen Wan and
Tuen Mun in the New Territories. The terrain
through which the road passes is mountainous
and rocky; deep gorges have to be crossed by
bridges, and steep sidelong ground necessitates
over + km of viaduct. At Tai Lam Bay the
road crosses the sea on a 700 m long
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More about other well-known characters in
the next issue (if he lets me play at left wing for
the remainder of the season).
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completion, we eventually had
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causing a bit of a stir at immigration when they
found that she was born in Shanghai, although
she possessed a Portuguese passport.
However, we eventually managed to convince
them that she wasn’t a spy and she was
allowed to stay.
With the completion of Road 1 and the
termination of Road 2 and Road 3 we have
unfortunately had to say goodbye to a lot of
our staff. Mike and Shirley McGorlick and
Paul Christopher left us in March and are now
with SWKP in Malawi. Also we have had to
reduce the numbers of our Thai site staff and
what was a total local site staff of over ninety
has now been reduced to just over twenty.
This past year has seen several visitors to
our office. Roly Edwards spent several days in
Thailand in June last year advising on
geological problems on the two northern
roads. Maurice Watson made a short visit in
February this year while Harold Insley visited
us on two separate occasions, this time en
route from Indonesia. We have also had
several visits from Mr. Elliott and he is at
present in charge of the office here while Mike
Earwaker is on leave. Lastly, Sir William
Harris, President of ICE, visited Thailand in
March and members of ICE working in
Thailand attended a cocktail party given in his
honour by the Institution of Engineers of
Thailand.
Finally, as this is my last appearance as
‘Beau Thai’ due to my departure for England
in June, I would like to take this opportunity of
thanking the staff of SWKP in Thailand for
making my time here a very pleasant and
memorable one.
BEAU THAI

Libya
This will be only the second newsletter from
Libya, the first being that written by Paul
Disney for the Christmas 1973 edition. Some
news of our work has appeared from time to
time, however, in SWKP Today.
The tragic and untimely death of Derrick
Bew last October overshadowed everything for
a while. Derrick was killed instantly when his
Landrover was hit by a heavy Fiat truck in the
early hours of the morning when he was
returning from what would have been, in all
probability, his last but one field trip. The
accident occurred in the heart of the desert and
even now seems almost inexplicable. After a
lapse of six months the police inquiry has still

not been completed and full details of the
accident remain unclear. Derrick had been
with SWKP for eighteen years and his
accumulated knowledge and special aptitudes
for survey and location were invaluable to us.
To his widow, Jean, to his children and to his
many friends, both in and out of SWKP, we
extend our sincere condolences.
The current position in Libya is that the
designs are complete for the 625 km Express
Highway from Jab to Kufra. The Government
will shortly commence negotiations with
selected foreign contractors for the
construction in three contracts, each with a
two year contract period. However, there may
be some delay before work starts and it seems
unlikely that there will be any physical
progress before the end of the year. Meanwhile
the Government has asked if we would be
prepared to extend the design for a further 320
km, southwards from Kufra to the Sudan
border and at this time we are awaiting their
instructions. If they request us to go ahead the
overall length of the project would then be
some 950 km.
So much has happened since our last
Newsletter that one scarcely knows where to
start? Perhaps at the end, and welcome John
Warburton who arrived in January to take up
his appointment as CRE-elect for the desert
contracts and in the interim to carry out some
of the remaining design duties. It was a great
pleasure to see John returning to SWKP after
his period of engineering exile with the Eastern
RCU.
Barry Paget took over from Ron Viapree as
Chief Engineer for the Libyan work early in
August and Ron left shortly afterwards for
Ghana on a new assignment.
The main traverse for the road alignment
having been completed in July, the survey
proper was started about this time and
between July and November two teams of
surveyors, from Huntings and J. A. Story
respectively, covered 625 km of survey
through the desert under exacting conditions.
The production of final contract documents
was completed in Athens by Achille Calzetti
and his team from Specifications and data
supplied from Tripoli, a joint effort of some
magnitude within the time available. The three
sets of completed documents were handed in
to the Department of Roads in November,
January and March respectively.
Paul Disney departed on terminal leave in
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1

John Warburton off to take up his desert
appointment.
December but returned to join Hoare Lea &
Associates in Tripoli where he is now work
ing on a road project in a less remote part
of the country. Peter Regan returned to
Basingstoke early in December after
completing his work on site investigations and
finally John Merchant departed in January to
join the site staff on Mombasa airport
construction.
John Merchant and Barry Paget both
became members of the Libyan Arab Aero
Club and though John had to leave before
obtaining his PPL he solo’d with little delay
and managed to put in a good many hours
before leaving for Kenya. We trust his
ambition of building a ‘do-it-yourself’
gyrocopter is successful and will watch his
progress with interest!
The Tripoli staff is now significantly
depleted but this is after all a ‘hiatus’ period.
We are ably supported on the secretarial side
by Janet Seung, recruited from Athens last
August to replace Katie Macgregor, our
earlier secretary whose stay in Libya was only
short-lived.
Two welcome visits were made by Mr.
Grace in September and February res
pectively. Mr. Grace takes a special interest
in the Libyan work, having indeed been
responsible for securing it in the first place. We
also enjoyed a visit in February by John
Cullen from the Glasgow office, during which
efforts were made to interest the Tripoli
Municipal authorities in our ability to
undertake urban as well as rural projects. We
hope this will bear fruit in the months to come.
Peter Bentall spent four weeks working in
Tripoli on a special assignment and if the
opportunity ever arises and he wishes to return
on a longer basis he will be more than
welcome.

I

Reverting to the extension to the Jalo-Kufra
Road, this project terminates in what must be
one of the most remote places in the whole of
North Africa, the Jebel Uweinat. Bordering on
Sudan and Egypt this is in fact a mountain,
higher than Ben Nevis. which rises starkly
from the gravelly desert floor; a mass of
gigantic boulders tumbled one upon the other,
in an apparently highly unstable pile, to a
height of 6.OGO ft or more. At its base lies a
tiny border post consisting of an army tent and
three trailer caravans. A spring among the
rocky slopes has been tapped to provide a
water supply and four or five thorn trees eke
out a precarious existence. Yet this lonely spot
constitutes a significant landmark on the main
camel caravan trail from Khartoum, a trail
which could one day develop into a longdistance trucking route through from the
coast, to revolutionise the economy of the
Sudan. Who knows? The camel trains make
their apparently unhurried way across the
desert,
yet
covering
surprising
distances—sometimes up to 50 km per day.
The drivers are, in the main, friendly fellows
who will move a long way out of their path to
exchange greetings. Indeed most of the
inhabitants of the desert seem to be friendly,
even the desert rats and tiny foxes, though one
hears of vipers and scorpions so they must
also be around somewhere. At the moment
motorised traffic is confined to perhaps four or
five heavy vehicles daily and one can have
nothing but admiration for the drivers who
manoeuvre their vastly overladen cargoes over
this inhospitable terrain.
At the moment of writing our future in
Libya is unclear; but we remain optimistic that
our presence here will endure. The potential
for additional work seems favourable, though
there are many obstacles too. It is in the lap of
the Gods and the Arab Republic of Libya as
to what lies ahead.
Meanwhile from Tripoli—very best wishes
to our friends and colleagues throughout
SWKP.
BARRY PAGET

Malawi
LILONGWE
At the start of 1974, the expatriate staff of
SWKP Malawi numbered five, and was
engaged almost solely on the design of a
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camel caravan trail from Khartoum, a trail
which could one day develop into a longdistance trucking route through from the
coast, to revolutionise the economy of the
Sudan. Who knows? The camel trains make
their apparently unhurried way across the
desert,
yet
covering
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distances—sometimes up to 50 km per day.
The drivers are, in the main, friendly fellows
who will move a long way out of their path to
exchange greetings. Indeed most of the
inhabitants of the desert seem to be friendly,
even the desert rats and tiny foxes, though one
hears of vipers and scorpions so they must
also be around somewhere. At the moment
motorised traffic is confined to perhaps four or
five heavy vehicles daily and one can have
nothing but admiration for the drivers who
manoeuvre their vastly overladen cargoes over
this inhospitable terrain.
At the moment of writing our future in
Libya is unclear; but we remain optimistic that
our presence here will endure. The potential
for additional work seems favourable, though
there are many obstacles too. It is in the lap of
the Gods and the Arab Republic of Libya as
to what lies ahead.
Meanwhile from Tripoli—very best wishes
to our friends and colleagues throughout
SWKP.
BARRY PAGET

Malawi
LILONGWE
At the start of 1974, the expatriate staff of
SWKP Malawi numbered five, and was
engaged almost solely on the design of a

bitumen road running 120 miles northwards
from Lilongwe, through Kasungu. By the end
of the year our numbers were in double figures
and we had three major jobs and some smaller
ones: not to mention a branch office in Mzuzu
in the north of the country manned by Laurie
Sayer and Hugh Anderson.
The contractor for the Kasungu road is at
present mobilising plant and staff, all the way
from South Korea, and serious work on the
road will start when the rains finish towards
the end of April. Paul Christopher has just
come to Malawi to be RE. Luckily for him
some of the contractor’s staff are on a crash
English course at present, rather than vice
versa.
The major job that we are engaged on in the
office is the design of a primary road system in
the Viphya Mountains the Northern Region as
part of the planned development of the Viphya
Pulpwood Scheme. Conifers have been planted
in the Viphya Mountains since about 1950,
and the timber is to be used for the production
of wood pulp for export. The pulp mill is to be
beside Lake Malawi and the road system is for
the transport of cut timber over the 70 km
from the forests to the mill. The resulting wood
pulp will be carried down Lake Malawi by
barge, thence by rail to one of the Indian
Ocean ports in Moçambique.
Another of our major current projects is the
planning and design of a new International
Airport which will satisfy the demands
generated by Malawi’s increasing air traffic
volumes. The site is located some 27 km north
of Lilongwe, access being via the new
Lilongwe-Kasungu Road.
After receiving a favourable response to the
Preliminary Report submitted in December,
we are awaiting instructions from the client to
proceed with detailed designs of civil works,
buildings, electrical supply and distribution,
navigational aids and telecommunications
facilities.
Associated sub-consultants are Architects:
Murray Ward and Partners, Navigational
Aids: Preece Cardew & Rider and Quantity
Surveyors: Northcroft Neighboour and
Nicholson.
Outside the office, Lilongwe may or may
not have benefitted from the activities of the
SWKP workers. Willie Scott is the current
captain of the golf club, and Mima Scott was
last year’s ladies’ captain. Dick Cooper, as
well as playing golf was last year’s squash
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(‘Tis...a...
Fine body of men ye are
And some of the drinking kind
So let’s get down to the Club me lads
And see what we can find
We’ll have a round o’ the links me lads
And win us a ball or two
And then its back to the office lads
To see what we can do.
We’ll stick to engineerin’ talk
And do it with a will
And we’ll have no complainin’ lads
For we’ll be working still
We’ll sit with them contractor’s men
And fill them full of beers
For I’ll not rest until we’ve beat
MacAlpine’s Fusiliers.)

captain and Brian Shorter and Trevor
Carnahofi’ (our Russo-Australian airport
expert) have been playing rugby for Lilongwe.
Peter Rumsey, on what is estimated to be his
fifth visit to Lilongwe, has been seen on the
stage, firstly in one of the title roles of the
pantomime Beauty and the Beast and latterly
in an Agatha Christie play. A keen Round
tabler, Hamish Grant has immediately
become the treasurer of the Lilongwe Branch,
as befits one from north of the border. In
August Neil Robinson left Malawi after a stay
of two years. During this time he was often to
be found beside, beneath or behind the
Dramatic Society’s stage. He organised the
construction of a restaurant for the Golf Club
and even found time to get married. Just
before he left Claire Emberson, a French
engineer, joined us to work on the Viphya
Road design and has done a good job of
putting up with being mistaken for the
secretary.
Zach Matthews has paid us two visits over
the last 18 months. During the first of these he
ran a series of astrology classes for the local
wives, which caused a certain amount of
curiosity. Tim Morton spent a few months
here, and distinguished himself by becoming
surely the first SWKP employee in recent
years to travel on the footplate of a Malawian
train; in fact about 24 hours-worth over one
weekend.
Until the Kasungu Road site staff arrive, we
seem to be dwindling in numbers, though not
in stature as we have just heard that Willie
Scott has been made a partner of the Malawi
firm.

PORTRAIT OF OUR MAN

(... WITH SINCEREST APOLOGIES TO

BOTH WILLIAMS)

Earth hath no energy that so compares.
Dull would he be of soul who could pass by
A sight so touching in its majesty.
Our Leading Man now like a garment wears
The mantle of a Partner, fraught with cares.
Roads, Bridges, Swamps, Aeroports and Pulp
Mills lie
Under His revered and steely eye;
And we who work beneath him guard our
stares.
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Never did They in Their fond way bestow
A greater gift on we who toil than this.
Ne’er knew They, never possibly could know.
He stands alone, the Lord of all He sees
And Scott Wilson Malawi works at ease.

The work being carried out by Mzuzu office
comprises materials investigations for the
design of nearly 150 km of the main timber
extraction routes for softwoods being hauled
from the Viphya Plateau to the proposed Pulp
Mill site at Chintheche on the Lakeshore,
together with foundation investigations for
the Pulp Mill itself. The work is varied and
interesting, most of the problems involved in
carrying out the programme occurring in the
field of logistics. The Viphya Plateau, whilst
scenically being very attractive, presents on
occasion serious problems of access and both
Les Swann and Hugh Anderson (a surveyor
on secondment to SWKP) have had to use
large gangs of local labour in the construction
of bridges and the making of temporary roads
to reach difficult locations.
One of the major rivers that will be bridged
by the proposed east-west extraction route is
the Kajilirwe. There is, however, already a
bridge across this river as can be seen from the
photograph. It was designed by Mr. D. R.

ANON

MZUZU

4
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Mzuzu is the administrative headquarters of
the Northern Region of Malawi, an area
covering some 10,000 square miles. The town
itself lies at an altitude of about 4,200 ft and as
such enjoys a cool pleasant climate, cool
enough during the winter in fact to enable the
use of the fireplaces which are a feature of
most people’s lounges and if one is lucky,
bedrooms too.
The town, with its avenue of violently
mauve blossomed Jacaranda trees holds a
strategic position at the crossroads of main
routes leading generally southwards,
northwards and eastwards and contains the
regional offices of various Government
Ministries including those of Agriculture and
Works and Supplies. The Mzuzu office of the
Firm is located within the compound of the
Ministry of Works and Supplies and must
qualify as one of the smallest of the Firm’s
offices currently in operation, since the advent
of Les Swann in early February caused a
population within the office of 100%.
One of the major attractions of this region
of the country is its scenery. Lake Malawi
together with the Viphya and Nyika Plateaux
hold some breathtaking views, the Nyika in
addition offering special opportunities for
game viewing and trout fishing.

Cullen, BE, NIEAust, PEng(BC) Regional
Engineer (N) for the Ministry of Works and
Supplies and consists of a 190 ft span
weldmesh suspension bridge with a central sag
of 11 ft and is of a type originally developed by
the Australian Army and used extensively in
the Pacific Islands during the last war. The
overall width is 14 ft but the width of the
driving track is only 7 ft, the bridge being
designed to take a 2+ ton Landrover in first
gear low ratio towing a 1 ton drilling machine.
The bridge changes in shape continuously as
the load moves across it; let us hope the new
bridge will not exhibit the same characteristics!

bitumen road running 120 miles northwards
from Lilongwe, through Kasungu. By the end
of the year our numbers were in double figures
and we had three major jobs and some smaller
ones: not to mention a branch office in Mzuzu
in the north of the country manned by Laurie
Sayer and Hugh Anderson.
The contractor for the Kasungu road is at
present mobilising plant and staff, all the way
from South Korea, and serious work on the
road will start when the rains finish towards
the end of April. Paul Christopher has just
come to Malawi to be RE. Luckily for him
some of the contractor’s staff are on a crash
English course at present, rather than vice
versa.
The major job that we are engaged on in the
office is the design of a primary road system in
the Viphya Mountains the Northern Region as
part of the planned development of the Viphya
Pulpwood Scheme. Conifers have been planted
in the Viphya Mountains since about 1950,
and the timber is to be used for the production
of wood pulp for export. The pulp mill is to be
beside Lake Malawi and the road system is for
the transport of cut timber over the 70 km
from the forests to the mill. The resulting wood
pulp will be carried down Lake Malawi by
barge, thence by rail to one of the Indian
Ocean ports in Moçambique.
Another of our major current projects is the
planning and design of a new International
Airport which will satisfy the demands
generated by Malawi’s increasing air traffic
volumes. The site is located some 27 km north
of Lilongwe, access being via the new
Lilongwe-Kasungu Road.
After receiving a favourable response to the
Preliminary Report submitted in December,
we are awaiting instructions from the client to
proceed with detailed designs of civil works,
buildings, electrical supply and distribution,
navigational aids and telecommunications
facilities.
Associated sub-consultants are Architects:
Murray Ward and Partners, Navigational
Aids: Preece Cardew & Rider and Quantity
Surveyors: Northcroft Neighboour and
Nicholson.
Outside the office, Lilongwe may or may
not have benefitted from the activities of the
SWKP workers. Willie Scott is the current
captain of the golf club, and Mima Scott was
last year’s ladies’ captain. Dick Cooper, as
well as playing golf was last year’s squash
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(‘Tis...a...
Fine body of men ye are
And some of the drinking kind
So let’s get down to the Club me lads
And see what we can find
We’ll have a round o’ the links me lads
And win us a ball or two
And then its back to the office lads
To see what we can do.
We’ll stick to engineerin’ talk
And do it with a will
And we’ll have no complainin’ lads
For we’ll be working still
We’ll sit with them contractor’s men
And fill them full of beers
For I’ll not rest until we’ve beat
MacAlpine’s Fusiliers.)

captain and Brian Shorter and Trevor
Carnahofi’ (our Russo-Australian airport
expert) have been playing rugby for Lilongwe.
Peter Rumsey, on what is estimated to be his
fifth visit to Lilongwe, has been seen on the
stage, firstly in one of the title roles of the
pantomime Beauty and the Beast and latterly
in an Agatha Christie play. A keen Round
tabler, Hamish Grant has immediately
become the treasurer of the Lilongwe Branch,
as befits one from north of the border. In
August Neil Robinson left Malawi after a stay
of two years. During this time he was often to
be found beside, beneath or behind the
Dramatic Society’s stage. He organised the
construction of a restaurant for the Golf Club
and even found time to get married. Just
before he left Claire Emberson, a French
engineer, joined us to work on the Viphya
Road design and has done a good job of
putting up with being mistaken for the
secretary.
Zach Matthews has paid us two visits over
the last 18 months. During the first of these he
ran a series of astrology classes for the local
wives, which caused a certain amount of
curiosity. Tim Morton spent a few months
here, and distinguished himself by becoming
surely the first SWKP employee in recent
years to travel on the footplate of a Malawian
train; in fact about 24 hours-worth over one
weekend.
Until the Kasungu Road site staff arrive, we
seem to be dwindling in numbers, though not
in stature as we have just heard that Willie
Scott has been made a partner of the Malawi
firm.

PORTRAIT OF OUR MAN

(... WITH SINCEREST APOLOGIES TO

BOTH WILLIAMS)

Earth hath no energy that so compares.
Dull would he be of soul who could pass by
A sight so touching in its majesty.
Our Leading Man now like a garment wears
The mantle of a Partner, fraught with cares.
Roads, Bridges, Swamps, Aeroports and Pulp
Mills lie
Under His revered and steely eye;
And we who work beneath him guard our
stares.
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Never did They in Their fond way bestow
A greater gift on we who toil than this.
Ne’er knew They, never possibly could know.
He stands alone, the Lord of all He sees
And Scott Wilson Malawi works at ease.

The work being carried out by Mzuzu office
comprises materials investigations for the
design of nearly 150 km of the main timber
extraction routes for softwoods being hauled
from the Viphya Plateau to the proposed Pulp
Mill site at Chintheche on the Lakeshore,
together with foundation investigations for
the Pulp Mill itself. The work is varied and
interesting, most of the problems involved in
carrying out the programme occurring in the
field of logistics. The Viphya Plateau, whilst
scenically being very attractive, presents on
occasion serious problems of access and both
Les Swann and Hugh Anderson (a surveyor
on secondment to SWKP) have had to use
large gangs of local labour in the construction
of bridges and the making of temporary roads
to reach difficult locations.
One of the major rivers that will be bridged
by the proposed east-west extraction route is
the Kajilirwe. There is, however, already a
bridge across this river as can be seen from the
photograph. It was designed by Mr. D. R.
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Mzuzu is the administrative headquarters of
the Northern Region of Malawi, an area
covering some 10,000 square miles. The town
itself lies at an altitude of about 4,200 ft and as
such enjoys a cool pleasant climate, cool
enough during the winter in fact to enable the
use of the fireplaces which are a feature of
most people’s lounges and if one is lucky,
bedrooms too.
The town, with its avenue of violently
mauve blossomed Jacaranda trees holds a
strategic position at the crossroads of main
routes leading generally southwards,
northwards and eastwards and contains the
regional offices of various Government
Ministries including those of Agriculture and
Works and Supplies. The Mzuzu office of the
Firm is located within the compound of the
Ministry of Works and Supplies and must
qualify as one of the smallest of the Firm’s
offices currently in operation, since the advent
of Les Swann in early February caused a
population within the office of 100%.
One of the major attractions of this region
of the country is its scenery. Lake Malawi
together with the Viphya and Nyika Plateaux
hold some breathtaking views, the Nyika in
addition offering special opportunities for
game viewing and trout fishing.

Cullen, BE, NIEAust, PEng(BC) Regional
Engineer (N) for the Ministry of Works and
Supplies and consists of a 190 ft span
weldmesh suspension bridge with a central sag
of 11 ft and is of a type originally developed by
the Australian Army and used extensively in
the Pacific Islands during the last war. The
overall width is 14 ft but the width of the
driving track is only 7 ft, the bridge being
designed to take a 2+ ton Landrover in first
gear low ratio towing a 1 ton drilling machine.
The bridge changes in shape continuously as
the load moves across it; let us hope the new
bridge will not exhibit the same characteristics!
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Crossword Solution

Editorial
seems to be a frequent habit of your
editors to print apologies in this part
of Pontifaci; this time we don sack
cloth and ashes for not having produced an
edition at Christmas. We blame this on The
Move, with settling in, reverse commuting, and
the severing of the editorial right arm (Moore
and Turceninoff, who got left behind in
Bedford Square) having an adverse effect on
the enthusiasm of we three.
We thank Geoffrey and Serge for their time
and talent expended in the service of Pontifact
and hope they will continue to twist arms
for us at No. 53.
We ‘elcome to our board David Heather,
keen plotographer and chaser of fees, and
hope ht. will enjoy working on Pontifact.
Simultaneously we bid farewell to Nick
Edwards who is departing for fresh woods and
pastures new. (Really, its like the ten little
Indians in this job!) Nick’s enthusiasm and

cheerful willingness have characterised his
contribution to Pontifaci’s recent editions, and
he has also been the mainstay of several of the
Firm’s sporting activities of late. We wish him
well in his new job.
So if there’s anyone with a burning ambition
to be a Pont(faci editor (preferably in Scott
House or Oliver House) please take several
places smartly forward. We need you!
To all our contributors we send our usual
thanks. This time we have been delighted to
receive so many newsletters, and hope all
offices will try and contribute to every
Pont (fact (Nigeria and Kenya—where were
you?)
The next Pont(fact ‘will appear at
Christmas! Please send copy by November
10th. at the latest, to:
David Heather
Mavis Johnson
Stephen Oliver

I

Printed by Wightman Mountain Ltd.
Artillery House, Artillery Row, London SW.1
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Crossword Solution

Editorial
seems to be a frequent habit of your
editors to print apologies in this part
of Pontifaci; this time we don sack
cloth and ashes for not having produced an
edition at Christmas. We blame this on The
Move, with settling in, reverse commuting, and
the severing of the editorial right arm (Moore
and Turceninoff, who got left behind in
Bedford Square) having an adverse effect on
the enthusiasm of we three.
We thank Geoffrey and Serge for their time
and talent expended in the service of Pontifact
and hope they will continue to twist arms
for us at No. 53.
We ‘elcome to our board David Heather,
keen plotographer and chaser of fees, and
hope ht. will enjoy working on Pontifact.
Simultaneously we bid farewell to Nick
Edwards who is departing for fresh woods and
pastures new. (Really, its like the ten little
Indians in this job!) Nick’s enthusiasm and

cheerful willingness have characterised his
contribution to Pontifaci’s recent editions, and
he has also been the mainstay of several of the
Firm’s sporting activities of late. We wish him
well in his new job.
So if there’s anyone with a burning ambition
to be a Pont(faci editor (preferably in Scott
House or Oliver House) please take several
places smartly forward. We need you!
To all our contributors we send our usual
thanks. This time we have been delighted to
receive so many newsletters, and hope all
offices will try and contribute to every
Pont (fact (Nigeria and Kenya—where were
you?)
The next Pont(fact ‘will appear at
Christmas! Please send copy by November
10th. at the latest, to:
David Heather
Mavis Johnson
Stephen Oliver
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